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Chapter 1

Machine learning in �nance
and accounting

Mohammad Zoynul Abedin, M. Kabir Hassan, Petr Hajek, and
Mohammed Mohi Uddin

1.1 Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is a type of applied arti�cial intelligence (AI) that enables computer
systems learn from data or observations, and automatically improves predictability by utilizing
ongoing learning. It is generally featured in computer science discipline but can be applied in
disciplines such as social sciences, �nance, accounting and banking, marketing research, oper-
ations research, and applied sciences. It utilizes computationally intensive techniques, such as
cluster analysis, dimensionality reduction, and support vector analysis. ML has experienced a rise
in recognition among academics, researchers, and practitioners over the last couple of decades
because of its ability to help predict more accurately. Many applications of ML across diverse
�elds have emerged. Particularly, its applications in major disciplines such as �nance, account-
ing, information systems, statistics, economics, and operations research are noteworthy. In the
context of rapid innovations in computer science and availability of big data, ML can change the
way practitioners make predictions, and researchers collect and analyze data.

Computational �nance is an interdisciplinary area that integrates computing tools with
numerical �nance. By utilizing computer algorithms, it can contribute to the advancement of
�nancial data modeling systems. ese computational techniques can successfully be utilized
in important �nance areas, such as �nancial risk management, corporate bankruptcy predic-
tion, stock price prediction, and portfolio management. For example, ML can be utilized to
prevent and detect credit card frauds. Taking into consideration the availability of huge volume
of unstructured data, such as customer reviews and social media posts and news data, ML can
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provide “new insights into business performance, risks and opportunities” (Cockcroft & Russell,
2018, p. 324). ML tools can be utilized to process these unstructured data in order for making
better business decisions. Managers can use ML tools in preventing and detecting accounting
frauds (see Cockcroft & Russell, 2018). It can also be used in accounting areas such as auditing,
income tax, and managerial accounting.

ML can be successfully utilized in accounting and �nance research. For example, content
analysis is a widely used research method in accounting research. ML algorithms can provide
“reliability, stability, reproductivity and accuracy” (see Bogaerd & Aerts, 2011, p. 13414) in data
processing. Accounting researchers in corporate social responsibility (CSR) frequently use textual
analysis, a sub-category of content analysis, for identifying themes. ML algorithms can success-
fully be used to classify texts or generate themes (see Bogaerd & Aerts, 2011). Accounting scholars
(Deegan & Rankin, 1998; Gray, Kouhy & Lavers, 1995; Neu, Warsame & Pedwell, 1998) used
algorithms in classifying texts from corporate social and environmental reports. Bogaerd and Aerts
(2011) used LPU (learning from positive and unlabeled data) MLmethod in classifying texts with
90% accuracy. Behavioral �nance researchers can use unstructured newspaper and social media
data to understand market sentiment, and utilize the data in developing models predicting prices
of �nancial products.

e next two sections highlight the motivation and provide the brief overviews of chapters
appearing in this book.

1.2 Motivation
ML is an emerging computing tool that can be successfully utilized in large and complex data
settings. For example, recently researchers from Warwick University, UK, discovered 50 new
planets from existing NASA data by using ML algorithms (Yeung, 2020). ese types of oppor-
tunities were not available in the past due to the absence of large datasets and the processing
limitations of computers. Due to the advancement in computing technology, “big data” are now
easily available on various business areas. ML can be used to exploit the immense potential of uti-
lizing “big data” for making improved business decisions. Research on utilizing big data (andML)
has potentials for better “industry practices” and “cross-disciplinary research” (see Cockcroft &
Russell, 2018, p. 323). However, although it has tremendous potentials, Goes (2014) argues that
�nance industry does not have su�cient expertise to exploits the bene�ts of big data. is book
is interdisciplinary in nature. It aims to contribute to the emerging machine learning area and its
applications in businesses.

is book will present 12 chapters covering topics including machine learning concepts, algo-
rithms and their applications. More speci�cally, this book introduces methods such as kernel
switching ridge regression, sentimental analysis, decision trees, and random forests. It also intro-
duces empirical studies applyingML inmultiple �nance and accounting areas, such as forecasting
of mortality for insurance product pricing, using kernel switching ridge regression for improving
prediction models, managing risk and �nancial crimes, and predicting stock return volatilities.
Given the lack of availability of su�cient books in this area, this book will be useful to researchers,
including academics and research students, who are interested in advancedmachine learning tools
and their applications. e contents of this proposed book are also expected to bene�t practi-
tioners who are involved in forecasting modeling, stock-trading risk management, bankruptcy
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prediction, accounting and banking fraud detection, insurance product pricing, credit risk man-
agement, and portfolio management. We believe �ndings from this book will add new insights
into the stream of computational �nance and accounting research.

1.3 Brief overview of chapters
In addition to this introduction chapter, there are 11 chapters included in the book. We brie�y
introduce these chapters in the following sections.

Chapter 2 reviews Breiman’s CART algorithm, classi�cation features, and non-parametric
methods, i.e., decision trees and random forests (Casarin, Facchinetti, Sorice & Tonellato, 2021).
e authors also apply the decision trees and random forests in �nancial time series in predicting
default probability in selected enterprises.

Chapter 3 applies ML to enhance longevity risk management by life insurance companies
and pension fund managers. Particularly, this chapter shows howML can help improve mortality
forecasting. e authors used mortality data and the ‘forecasted mortality rates’ in pricing life
insurance products (Levantesi, Nigri & Piscopo, 2021).

In Chapter 4, the authors introduced kernel switching ridge regression, an ML method.
ey argue that the method can make predictions from multiple “regimes of dataset” and “can
overcome the unstable solution and the curse of dimensionality” (Alam, Komori & Rahman,
2021, p. 14). By using evidence from an experimental study, the authors show that this method
can provide better results than some other popular ML methods.

In Chapter 5, the authors utilized sentiment analysis in predicting stock return volatilities.
By analyzing textual and fundamental indicators’ data from annual reports of a large number of
US companies, the authors show that ML methods can help generate more accurate predictions
of stock price movements (Hajek, Myskova & Olej, 2021).

Chapter 6 introduces some important concepts and ML algorithms, and applications of
machine learning techniques in the �elds of economics and �nance. By reviewing existing
literature, the chapter also provides valuable insights to researchers, practitioners, and readers
who seek to understand key algorithms used in ML in the �eld of �nance and economics �elds.
It also examined the e�ectiveness of ML methods in time series analysis through a simulation
study (Casarin & Veggente, 2021).

Chapter 7 focuses on the use of ML and AI in �nancial services industry. e authors pro-
vide examples where ML and AI can transform how the �nancial services industry can improve
products and services, and minimize risk. ey used three business cases on “combating �nan-
cial crimes,” “mitigating risk exposures,” and how “regulators understand potential cloud con-
centration risk exposures” to justify the potentials of ML and AI in �nancial services industry
(Harmon & Psaltis, 2021, p. 1).

Chapter 8 focuses on the importance of using AI in an audit process. It introduces an AI-
based audit framework and explains some bene�ts and challenges of using AI in an audit process.
is chapter introduces the uses of AI by leading audit �rms in an audit process with reference to
developed countries. is study emphasizes on ensuring transparency in audit process for taking
decisions and to giving judgments on various audit a�airs.

Chapter 9 introduces web usage analysis that integrates Pillar 3 information assessment in
turbulent times. By using data from website visits logs, the chapter assessed the “interests of bank
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depositors on the requirements of Pillar 3 disclosures and Pillar 3 related information” during the
credit crunch-related �nancial crisis in 2009 (Pilkova, Munk, Blazekova & Benko, 2021, p. 1).

Chapter 10 introduces various ML concepts and algorithms, and applications of ML in
accounting, �nance, and economics. Particularly, it highlights the importance of using ML in
“algorithmic trading and portfolio management, risk management and credit scoring, insurance
pricing and detection of accounting and �nancial fraud” (Radwan, Drissi & Secinaro, 2021, p. 2).

Chapter 11 discusses challenges of applying classi�cation techniques in highly class
imbalanced dataset. Select techniques including oversampling, undersampling, SMOTE, and
borderline-SMOTE to solve class imbalance problems are presented. is chapter also presents
di�erent metrics for evaluating performance of classi�cation techniques applied on imbalanced
dataset.

Chapter 12 is about the applications of AI in sta� recruitment. is chapter applies the
lens of combined system of acceptance and usage of technology. By doing so, it highlights the
importance of various antecedents of acceptance of AI among HR experts for hiring talents in
Bangladesh. It also identi�es the determinants of AI adoptions. By employing a deducting reason-
ing approach, the authors make some interesting empirical contributions. It also provides some
insightful comments and notes on opportunities for further research in this area.
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Chapter 2

Decision trees and random
forests∗

Roberto Casarin, Alessandro Facchinetti, Domenico Sorice, and
Stefano Tonellato

2.1 Introduction
A decision tree is a non-parametric supervised learning tool for extracting knowledge from avail-
able data. It is non-parametric, since it does not require any assumptions regarding the distribu-
tion of the dependent variable, the explanatory variables, and the functional form of the relation-
ships between them. It is supervised, since it is trained over a labeled dataset, L, in which each
observation is identi�ed by a series of features, or explanatory variables, X1, . . . ,Xp, belonging to
the sample space X , and by a target, or response variables, Y . A generic observation is denoted
as oi = (x1i, x2i, ..., xpi, yi), where yi represents the measurement of the response variable on the
ith sample item, whereas xji represents the measurement of the jth feature on the same item, with
j = 1, . . . , p and i = 1, . . . ,N . e symbol x denotes a generic value of the p-dimensional
feature vector.

Based on the evidence provided by the data, a decision tree provides a prediction of the target
and a relationship between the features and such target.

e engine that powers a decision tree is recursive binary partitioning of the sample space
X as represented in Figure 2.1. e diamond-shaped box identi�es the root node, which is asso-
ciated with observations, L. e circles identify the internal nodes. At each internal node, a test

∗is research used the SCSCF multiprocessor cluster system and is part of the project Venice Center for Risk
Analytics (VERA) at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.
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Figure 2.1 Structure of a decision tree, highlighting root node (diamond), internal nodes
(circles), branches and leaves (squares).

is performed over some features and an arbitrary observation is associated either with the left or
with the right children node, accordingly with the result of such test. e terminal nodes, called
leaves, determine a partition of L by means of a sequence of splitting decisions.

Decision trees are discriminated according to the nature of the target they have to predict. A
classi�cation tree is characterized by the fact that it predicts a categorical response, as opposed to
a quantitative and, generally, continuous one in the regression case. In the following two sections,
the Classi�cation And Regression Tree (CART) algorithm (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & J.,
1984) will be illustrated. CART is one of the most popular algorithms used in the construction of
decision trees. Other valuable algorithms that will not be treated in this chapter are ID3 (Quinlan,
1986) and C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). Section 3 will illustrate some common features of classi�cation
and regression trees, with particular emphasis on surrogate splitting, handling of missing values,
and feature ranking. Section 4 provides a short discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
decision trees. In Section 5, random forests are presented. Some applications of random forests
in classi�cation, regression, and time series analysis are produced in Section 6. e R code used
in the applications is reported in the appendix.

2.2 Classi�cation trees
In a classi�cation tree, taking into account the �rst two nodes t1 (the left node) and t2 (the right
node), the partition

{
Xt1,Xt2

}
that has been performed must satisfy the following conditions:

Xt1,Xt2 ⊆ X , Xt1 ∪ Xt2 = X , and Xt1 ∩ Xt2 = ∅. ese conditions must be satis�ed by
any binary splitting until the very end of the tree, which corresponds to the leaves level, i.e.,
Xtl ,Xtl+1 ⊆ Xtk , Xtl ∪ Xtl+1 = Xtk , Xtl ∩ Xtl+1 = ∅, with k = τn−1 + 1, . . . , τn−1 + 2n,
l = τn + 2(k− τn−1 − 1)+ 1, τn = 2n+1 − 2, where n is the distance of the leaf from the root.
e leaves, in accordance with their role of terminal nodes, perform the ultimate partitioning
of the input space, and discriminate among di�erent groups of measurement vectors associating
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them with distinct response labels. e �nal tree, trained on the learning sample, can be used to
classify any future measurement vector x assigning the correct label with the highest accuracy.

e problem of generating a tree consists in the following choices (Breiman et al., 1984):

� the best partition of the data (splitting rules);
� the size of the tree (stopping rules);
� the label assignment to the leaves (assignment rules).

2.2.1 Impurity and binary splitting

e rationale behind any split, at any internal node, is to generate two descendant child nodes
where the data are increasingly pure. In the classi�cation tree a larger purity level is obtained by
partitioning the data into two subsets with homogeneous features within each group and hetero-
geneous features between the groups. A simple visual representation might clarify the concept.
Let us assume we are dealing with a group of 15 people and our target variable, whose behavior we
want to unveil, is the color of their eyes: either brown (B) or green (G). e available features are
the height of the individuals and the continent they come from. We could identify each person
in our sample by the combination of the two-dimensional measurement vector and the response
value, oi = (xcontinent,i, xheight,i, ycolor,i). Let us assume we partition the group of people following
alternatively their height or their origin. e resulting partitions are provided by the leaves of
the trees in Figure 2.2a and b. In the root node of both trees 60% of the individuals have green
eyes, while the rest have brown eyes. Figure 2.2a shows that in the left child (tL) the percentage
is respectively 62.5% and 37.5%, while in the right child (tR) it is respectively 57% and 43%.
In Figure 2.2b the distribution of the response variable in the children nodes is now strongly
unbalanced: among the group of people in tL, 87.5% of the people have green eyes; among the
people in tR , 71.5% have blue eyes. erefore, we can state that the partition in Figure 2.2a has
larger impurity level than the one shown in Figure 2.2b.

According to Breiman et al. (1984) a function that quanti�es impurity, regardless of its formal
structure, must possess the following properties:

(i) it must be non-negative;
(ii) it has to achieve its maximum in the case in which the distribution of the response in

the node is perfectly uniform, because it is the worst case scenario in terms of acquired
knowledge;

(iii) it has to achieve its minimum whenever all the sample items allocated to the node exhibit
the same value of the response;

(iv) it has to be symmetric with respect to the frequency distribution of the response; this
means that if we permute the labels of the response in two children nodes by keeping the
frequencies unaltered, the value of the function does not change.

A split is bene�cial whenever it creates two descendant subsets that are indeedmore homogeneous
with respect to the class distribution, and a way to judge the goodness of a split is to compute the
change in impurity that it produces:

1ι(s, t) = ι(t)− pLι(s, tL)− pRι(s, tR), (2.1)
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Figure 2.2 Examples of alternative splitting rules giving rise to partitions characterized by (a)
high and (b) low impurity level. Each symbol represents an individual, G indicates green eyes
and B brown eyes.

where s represents a possible split of node t into the left and right children nodes, tL and tR ;
ι(t), ι(tL), and ι(tR) denote the impurity level of nodes t, tL, and tR respectively. e children
impurities are weighted by the proportions of instances that they have collected, pL and pR
respectively.

e tree T impurity level is de�ned as

I(T ) =
∑
t∈T̃

p(t)ι(t),

a weighted average of leaves impurity levels, where T̃ identi�es the series of terminal nodes of T .
Let us assume we wanted to proceed with one further split at an arbitrary terminal node t. is
step would generate a di�erent tree, where the single leaf t would make room for two new leaves
tL and tR . e overall change in impurity level between the original tree and the newly produced
one could be quanti�ed as in Eq. (2.1).

2.2.1.1 Speci�cation of the impurity function

We give now a short overview of the most used impurity functions in the context of classi�cation.
For a more detailed discussion see Breiman et al. (1984).
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Error-based index is indeed the most intuitive criterion: the best split is the one with the
smallest number of misclassi�cations in the children nodes. From a mathematical perspective we
can de�ne the impurity of node t as the error index in t, i.e.,

ιEI (t) = 1−max
c

p(c|t).

Equation (2.1) then gives

1ιEI (t) = 1−max
c

p(c|t)− pL
[
1−max

c
p(c|s, tL)

]
− pR

[
1−max

c
p(c|s, tR)

]
.

e impurity function based on Gini index is widespread and is de�ned as

ιGI (t) = 1−
∑
c

[
p(c|t)

]2
.

It is straightforward to verify that if p(c|t) is close to 1 for some c, the impurity measure will tend
to 0, implying that the more the observations tend to belong to a single class, the higher the value
of the information conveyed by the split. From Eq. (2.1), it follows that

1ιGI (s, t) = 1−
∑
c

[
p(c|t)

]2
− pL

[
1−

∑
c

[
p(c|s, tL)

]2]
− pR

[
1−

∑
c

[
p(c|s, tR)

]2]
.

Another popular de�nition of impurity function is based on Shannon entropy index (Shannon,
1948):

ιHI (t) = −
∑
c

p(c|t) log2 p(c|t)

e behavior of the function is similar to one based on the Gini index. From Eq. (2.1) we have

1ιHI (s, t) =−
∑
c

p(c|t) log2 p(c|t)− pL

[
−

∑
c

p(c|s, tL)log2p(c|s, tL)

]

− pR

[
−

∑
c

p(c|s, tR) log2 p(c|s, tR)

]
.

2.2.1.2 Labeling the leaves

Aunique category of the response variable is associated with a leaf. Formally, the class c∗ is assigned
to a terminal node if

c∗ = argmax
c∈C

p(c|t), (2.2)

where C represents the support of the categorical response variable. us, c∗ is the Y -category
that most frequently occurs in the terminal node t. is assignment rule is known as majority
vote method.
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2.2.1.3 Tree size and stopping rules

e choice of the size is a fundamental step in the tree building process (Maimon & Rokach,
2005). A tree that grows too much, generating too many leaves, might �t too closely to the data it
has been trained on, without necessarily maintaining the same performance on new independent
observations. e reason is that a large tree is likely to give too much weight to possible outliers
in the learning sample, becoming overly adapted on past data and losing predictive power on
future observations: this problem is called over�tting. On the contrary, if a tree is too small (so
if the number of leaves is too restricted), there is a chance it is not extracting enough knowledge
from the learning sample and performing badly on both past and future observations. is is
under�tting issue. In order to prevent the tree from becoming too large, we can act earlier by
setting a series of stopping criteria (pre-pruning approach), or we can let the tree fully expand
and delete the parts that seem to add unjusti�ed complexity (post-pruning approach). e two
approaches are not mutually exclusive: they are fully compatible and might actually speed up the
process of �nding the optimal size if used together.

Pre-pruning consists in stopping the tree induction process and declaring a node as terminal
in the following circumstances:

1. the frequency distribution of either the response or the features is degenerate in such node
(these are also called mandatory conditions);

2. when any of its possible children contains a number of instances which is lower than a given
threshold, or if any further splitting does not determine a decrease of impurity higher than a
given level, or when the maximum admissible depth of the tree is reached, i.e., the maximum
number of splits has been achieved.

Post-pruning still resorts to a series of stopping criteria, just very loose ones: the aim is to let
an excessively large tree grow with few restrictions, and then progressively cut o� parts of it
monitoring how the performance is a�ected. e available literature proposes a number of dif-
ferent post-pruning approaches such as reduced error pruning, pessimistic error pruning, min-
imum error pruning, critical value pruning, error-based pruning, and cost-complexity pruning
(Esposito, Malerba, Semeraro, & Kay, 1997). e last one is employed in the Classi�cation and
Regression Trees (CART ) algorithm implemented by therpart packageerneau and Atkinson
(2019). e pruning process consists in starting from the overly large tree, let us call it Tmax , and
in trimming the branches, thus generating a sequence of progressively smaller subtrees. Up to the
smallest one, the root node t0 itself. e optimal subtree is the one that minimizes the following
loss function:

L(T ) = MR(T )+ α(T ),

where MR(T ) represents the misclassi�cation rate, i.e., the proportion of misclassi�ed items in
the training set, and α(T ), α(T ) ≥ 0 denotes the cost associated with the size of the subtree.

2.2.2 Performance estimation

is section is devoted to the misclassi�cation rate of a tree, MR(T ), with the aim of providing
its fairest estimate. In particular, three possible approaches will be discussed (Breiman et al., 1984,
ch. 2 and 3): the resubstitution estimate, the test-sample estimate, and the cross-validation estimate.
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2.2.2.1 Resubstitution estimate

Assuming that the predicted class for leave t is given by c∗ = argmax
c∈C

p(c|t), which corresponds

to the majority vote method, the estimated probability that an instance falling into the terminal
node t does not belong to the predicted class, i.e., the estimated misclassi�cation rate at leave t,
is

MRres(t) = 1− p(c∗|t). (2.3)

Clearly,MRres(t) represents the proportion of objects wrongly predicted by node t, hence its pre-
dictive accuracy. As usual, the behavior of the tree relates to the performance of the single leaves,
each weighted by the proportion of total instances they collect. erefore, Eq. (2.3) generalizes
as

MRres(T ) =
∑
t∈T̃

p(t)MRres(t) (2.4)

meaning that the overall tree misclassi�cation is simply the weighted average of the single leaves
misclassi�cation rate. We must highlight a �aw of this method: the performance of a tree is
measured in terms of the good �tting only to the dataset over which it has been trained on. In
fact, if we had a single set of observations for both training and validation, we would obtain a
biased measure of the performance, speci�cally an overly optimistic one. Intuitively, given the
nature of Eq. (2.4), the more we split, the �ner the partitions and the lower the misclassi�cation
rate estimate. In other words, following this logic, we would be persuaded to keep on splitting
until we would be forced to stop by a mandatory condition. is is the reason why alternative
approaches should be looked for.

2.2.2.2 Test-sample estimate

e problem of lack of independence between training set and test set suggests to formulate an
alternative known as test-sample estimate. e simple step that �xes the issue of coincidence
between training and validation sets consists in randomly selecting, from the original learning
sample, a number of Nts elements that will constitute what we de�ne as the test sample(Lts),
and separating it from the remaining Nnls that will form the new learning set (Lnls). Only the
observations contained in the new learning set are used to build the usual sequence of trees, while
the untouched observations in the test sample are used to assess the predictive performance. More
formally, let us de�ne with Nc the number of observations of class c included in Lts, and with
Ndc the number of observations of class c that, when fed to the tree, are wrongly labeled as d ,
d 6= c. e estimated misclassi�cation rate of the tree T based on the test set Lts is then given by

MRts(T ) =
1
Nts

C∑
c=1

C∑
d=1; d 6=c

Ndc. (2.5)

e remarkable feature of this approach is that the random selection ensures that the disjoint
sets Lts and Lnls are truly independent. As a rule of thumb, usually 70% of the observations are
reserved for the tree building process, and the rest are employed for validation. Of course, in
order to proceed in this way a su�ciently large sample size is required. A quanti�cation of the
uncertainty in the estimation of the misclassi�cation rate is given the standard error ofMRts:
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se
(
MRts(T )

)
=

√
MRts(T ) (1−MRts(T ))

Nts
.

As the size of the test set Lts increases, the standard deviation decreases, coherently with the fact
that the estimation of the misclassi�cation rate becomes increasingly reliable.

is approach can be further generalized by splitting the sample L in G disjoint training sets
and estimating the misclassi�cation rate of a tree using cross-validation.

2.3 Regression trees
2.3.1 Regression

e crucial di�erence with the classi�cation case lies in the nature of the response variable: a
regression tree is meant to predict the behavior of a continuous variable. A regression tree is similar
to its classi�cation counterpart and aims at identifying subsets of the feature space F providing
similar prediction of the response variable. Let P = {R1, . . . ,RF } represent a partition of the
feature space, i.e., Rf ∩ Rf ′ = ∅ and R1 ∪ · · · ∪ RF = F , where F identi�es the number of
subsets in the partition, Rf refers to the generic element of P , and ŷRf is the average value of the
response in the subsample Lf :

Lf =
{
i ∈ L : (x1i, . . . , xip) ∈ Rf

}
.

Since PL = {L1, . . . ,LF } is a partition of L, the overall model performance can be evaluated
by the residual sum of squares (James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013):

S(PL) =
F∑

f =1

∑
i∈Lf

(yi − ŷRf )
2. (2.6)

Our aim is to �nd the partition PL that minimizes Eq. 2.6. Unfortunately, this optimization
problem cannot be solved when the number of features is moderately high. erefore, decision
trees based on a binary splitting analogous to the one illustrated in the previous section are built
in order to approximately minimize S(PL) in Eq. (2.6).

We move from the majority vote rationale to a least squares approach: the prediction attached
to a terminal node is simply the average of the response variable on the cases it collects. en, the
prediction produced by node t is

y(t) =
1

N (t)

∑
i∈t

yi

With N(t) we denote the number of instances collected by the node t; the summation concerns
only those sample items that are allocated to t.

It is worth to notice that the average minimizes a square loss function. Hence, a suitable
impurity function for the generic node t in a regression tree can be de�ned as

ι(t) =
∑
i∈t

(yi − ȳt)2.
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Once we have de�ned an impurity function, we can grow the tree by looking for those splits that
maximize Eq. (2.1).

Suppose we want to predict the value taken by the response y when the feature vector takes the
value x. e prediction produced by the regression tree trained on the sample L will be denoted
by

φL(x) = ȳt̃x ,

where t̃x is the leaf where sample items with feature vector equal to x are allocated, i.e., x ∈ Xt̃x .

2.3.2 Performance assessment and optimal size of the tree

As far as pre-pruning and post-pruning conditions are concerned, the samemethodologies applied
to the classi�cation task also hold for regression trees. e only exception is made for the manda-
tory stopping condition introduced in the previous section, which requires a process to be nec-
essarily interrupted in the case of perfect class homogeneity: since we are now dealing with a
continuous target variable, the situation in which a node may present identical response values is
highly unlikely.

In the classi�cation task, the misclassi�cation rate has a very straightforward interpretation:
it serves the purpose of telling us how many times the prediction of the tree corresponds to the
reality.e regression counterpart to the misclassi�cation rate is themean squared prediction error,

MSE(T ) = E
[
(Y − φL(x))2

]
.

2.3.2.1 Resubstitution estimate of MSE(T )

e resubstitution estimation method exploits the learning sample L for the double purpose of
building a predictor φL and estimating its mean squared prediction error. e resubstitution
estimate of MSE(T ) is given by

MSEres(T ) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(
yi − φL(xi)

)2
. (2.7)

e use of this estimate in the assessment of the performance of T encourages the algorithm to
keep on splitting, often raising over�tting issues.

2.3.2.2 Test-sample estimate of MSE(T )

As in the classi�cation case, the test-sample approach requires the creation of two disjoint sub-
samples: the learning sample Lls, used to train the tree, and the test sample Lts, used to assess the
predictive performance of the tree. e mean squared prediction error estimate is given by

MSEtsT =
1
Nts

∑
(xi,yi)∈Lts

(
yi − φLnls(xi)

)2
, (2.8)

where the same computation of Eq. (2.7) is limited to the Nts observations of the test sample,
compared to the predictions provided by the tree that has been trained on the complementary
subset Lnls. e standard error associated with this estimate can be easily computed:
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sd
(
MSEts (T )

)
=

1
√
Nts

[
1
Nts

Nts∑
i=1

(
yi − φL(xi)

)4
−
(
MSEts (T )

)2]1/2
.

Again, further re�ned estimates of the mean squared prediction error can be obtained through
cross-validation.

2.4 Issues common to classi�cation and regression trees
2.4.1 Surrogate splits

Surrogate splits are intuitively alternative splits over alternative features ranked by following how
well they would be able to substitute and emulate the best original split. More formally, the
approach requires to compare the behavior of s∗, the global best split that can be performed at
node t, and a sequence of splits sjs performed on the jth feature. Given the jth input variable,
and the set of all the splits Sj that can be performed on it, in order to pinpoint the best surrogate
sj among that sequence we must �nd a way to quantify how closely a split matches the partition
produced by s∗ itself. e intuition is to keep track of the number of times an observation is sent
to the same children node by both the splits: the higher that number, the greater the accuracy of
the surrogate in predicting the actions of s∗. More formally, the instances that are directed to the
left children by both the best split s∗ and the candidate surrogate sj generate the intersection set
tL∩ t

j
L, where tL and t

j
L identify respectively the sets of observations that are sent to the left by the

best split and by the potential surrogate; similar arguments hold for the right children. In order
to quantify the dimension of the intersection sets in the classi�cation case, we can estimate the
probability for a speci�c instance to fall into either intersection by

pLL(s∗, sj) =
∑
c

Nc(LL)
N (t)

for the left direction and by

pRR(s∗, sj) =
∑
c

Nc(RR)
N (t)

for the right one. By Nc(t) we denote the number of sample items of class c allocated to node
t elements that belong to node t, and by Nc(LL) or Nc(RR) the number of those elements that
are sent either left or right by both the splits. e summation

∑
c accounts for all classes; hence,

at the numerator
∑

c Nc(LL) and
∑

c Nc(RR) identify all the observations whose direction the
two splits agree upon, regardless of class membership. At the denominator, N (t) corresponds
to the total number of observations allocated to node t. ese ratios quantify the probability
that, since an observation is temporarily stored in t, it will be directed toward the same child,
therefore revealing the correspondence with the ratios of probabilities in the intermediate step.
e counterpart estimations in the regression case are

pLL(s∗, sj) =
p
(
tL ∩ t

j
L

)
p(t)

=
N (LL)
N (t)
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and

pRR(s∗, sj) =
p
(
tR ∩ t

j
R

)
p(t)

=
N (RR)
N (t)

.

Again, N (LL) and N (RR) identify the sets of observations that are sent either left or right by
both splits. e overall performance of a surrogate, regardless of the fact that we are dealing with
a classi�cation or a regression tree, is given by

p
(
s∗, sj

)
= pLL

(
s∗, sj

)
+ pRR

(
s∗, sj

)
. (2.9)

erefore, given a speci�c alternative input, the best surrogate that it can provide is the one s∗j ∈ Sj
that maximizes the function in Eq. (2.9). is approach creates a sequence of the best surrogates
that each input can o�er. However, regardless of the “best” status, it does not necessarily mean
that a speci�c surrogate split is worth being taken into consideration. In other words, we need
a systematic measure to determine whether a split could indeed act as replacement or should,
instead, be discarded. Given the globally optimal split s∗ of a node t, we denote by pL and pR the
probabilities by which it directs the instances it contains toward the left or the right child. If a new
observation is fed to the node, then our prediction is that it will be collected by tL ifmax(pL, pR) =
pL, or that it will end up in tR otherwise; the probability of formulating a wrong prediction about
the destination of an observation that is missing the primary variable value, based on the primary
variable behavior, thus corresponds to min(pL, pR). From the surrogate perspective, Eq. (2.9)
estimates the probability that a new observation is directed toward the same node by both the
primary and surrogate splits. Hence, we deduce that the estimated probability that the two might
instead disagree corresponds to 1−p(s∗, sj). e so-called predictive association between the two
splits

λ(s∗|sj) =
min

(
pL, pR

)
−
(
1− p

(
s∗, sj

))
min

(
pL, pR

) (2.10)

gives a systematic answer to the issue of whether the surrogate split sj could be worthy of replacing
the primary s∗.

2.4.1.1 Handling of missing values

Missing values are a problem that can a�ect both data in the training sample and in the test set.
Applying the logic of surrogates to the issue allows us to simultaneously make the best use of
data available in the tree building phase and to make sure that the �nal tree is able to handle any
new observation, regardless of the fact that it might have some input values missing. In particular
during the tree construction process, while the unknown best split s∗ is being searched for, the
investigation over the speci�c input is restricted to those observations whose value for such input
is de�ned, while the cases whose value is missing are temporarily discarded. e approach allows
us to exploit the available information at best, while at the same time not a�ecting the process
with random guesses. However, if a new observation has a missing value for the input variable
over which the split is being performed, the approach consists in selecting the best surrogate input
whose value is de�ned (based on the strength of the predictive index introduced in Eq. (2.10)) and
directing the case according to that surrogate split. A remarkable consequence of this approach is
the robustness of the decision tree method: missing value cases do not a�ect the tree construction
and hence do not in�uence the path that will be followed by the other observations.
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2.4.1.2 Ranking of input variables

e purpose of tree-based methods is to formulate a prediction of the response variable and,
possibly, to unveil the nature of the relationship between the variables involved. To do so, we
need a way to measure the importance of an input variable. Given the selected optimal subtree
T and its speci�cally employed splitting rule, to quantify the relevance of an input variable Xj
we assess, as a proxy, the performance of the surrogate splits it provides. At each internal node
the globally optimal split is replaced by the best surrogate split provided by Xj, and the decreases
in impurity generated by the replaced splits are added up together giving the total variation of
impurity

VI
(
Xj
)
=

∑
t∈T

1ι
(
s∗j , t

)
,

where 1ι refers to the decrease in impurity (and not the measure of impurity itself ), which is
a function of the speci�c parent node t and the best surrogate split s∗j that Xj can provide in
that circumstance. Intuitively, the larger the decreases in impurity that the splits over Xj can
guarantee, the higher the importance of the variable in the model. is measure evaluates the
systematic capacity of an input variable in providing surrogate splits: the clever implication is that
it quanti�es the importance of a variable despite the fact that it may or may not have appeared
among the selected splits in the optimal subtree, removing the masking e�ect due to the presence
of other more recurring inputs. In order to generate a ranking and make it as visually appealing
as possible, another useful step is to normalize the measure as follows:

VI
(
Xj
)

max
j
VI
(
Xj
) · 100,

where the denominator is the value of the most important variable and the ratio is multiplied by
a hundred, hence ranging from 0 to 100.

2.4.1.3 Input combination

Most often splits are determined by the results of a test on one explanatory variables. In order to
make the tree more powerful and �exible, the split can be performed with respect to a combi-
nation of several features such as linear combinations, Boolean combinations, and features creation.
See (Breiman et al., 1984, ch. 5.2) for a detailed discussion.

2.4.2 Advantages and disadvantages of decision trees

ere are a number of reasons why decision trees are so attractive and widespread. A remarkable
trait, probably the one that played the major role in decision trees rise to fame, is de�nitely the
ease of interpretation (James et al., 2013, ch. 8.1).ey are easy to explain and easy to understand,
even for non-expert users. In particular, if the number of leaves is not overwhelming, the visual
representation is always appealing, and allows us to appreciate the precise sequence of decisions,
their outcomes, and the probabilities in comprehensible and straightforward fashion. Given the
fact that the structure closely resembles human decision making, they can also be easily converted
in a logical sequence of rules.
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Decision trees are a non-parametric inferential technique; hence, there is no need to make any
a priori assumptions regarding the distribution of either the input or the output space. ey are
particularly �t for modeling complex relationships between predictors and target, just by formu-
lating the appropriate sequence of binary questions (Breiman et al., 1984, ch. 2.7). Moreover, they
can easily account for missing values and are �exible enough to handle features of heterogeneous
nature such categorical and numerical variables.

Finally, decision trees are computationally e�cient (Gupta, Rawat, Jain, Arora, & Dhami,
2017), nevertheless, they su�er from some limitations such as over�tting and instability. e per-
formances of the decision trees tend to be generally good on the training sample, but deteriorate
on out-of-sample observations. is over�tting problem can be partially mitigated by both pre-
pruning and post-pruning. As far as instability is concerned, even a small change in the training
data might produce a large change in the optimal tree structure. Random forests, introduced in
the next section, use simultaneously di�erent training sets, thus providing a remedy to instability.

2.5 Random forests
In the previous sections, we remarked that large trees tend to over�t the data.erefore, we expect
that predictions produced by such trees are characterized by a low bias (on average they should be
close to the target) and high variance: small changes in the learning sample make prediction very
unstable and unreliable. Random forests allow us to overcome this inconvenience very e�ectively.
is section illustrates the main features of random forests, focusing attention on regression.With
some minor adaptations, the same augments hold for classi�cation problems. A deeper treatment
of this topic can be found in Louppe (2014).

2.5.1 Prediction error bias-variance decomposition

Let φL be the predictor associated with a decision tree trained on the set L that for the moment
is assumed to be non-random. A loss function L is associated with the prediction error and we
aim at minimizing the prediction risk

R(φL) = EX ,Y [L (Y − φL(X ))] , (2.11)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint probability distribution of X and Y , with
(X ,Y ) being independent of L. Analogously, if the prediction is conditioned on X = x,

R(φL(x)) = EY |X=x [L (Y − φL(x))] , (2.12)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the probability distribution of Y conditioned on
X = x. When L is assumed random as well, the above two equations are written respectively as

R(φL) = EL
{
EX ,Y [L (Y − φL(X ))]

}
, (2.13)

(the outer expectation is taken with respect to L) and

R(φL(x)) = EL|XL=x
{
EY |X=x [L (Y − φL(x))]

}
, (2.14)

where XL represents the multivariate random variable generating the feature values in L.
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As far as the loss function is concerned, in regression problems L is commonly de�ned as

L (φL(X )) = (Y − φL(X ))2 , (2.15)

whereas in a classi�cation context it is usually given by

L (φL(X )) = 1− 1Y (φL(X )) ,

where 1b(a) = 1 if a = b and 1b(a) = 0 otherwise, a, b ∈ R.
We shall now focus our attention on the regression context and assume we want to mini-

mize (2.12) when the loss function is de�ned as in Eq. (2.15). It is well known that, under these
assumptions, the optimal predictor is the expectation of Y conditioned on X = x:

φB(x) = EY |X=x(Y ).

It is straightforward to verify that (2.12) can be rewritten as

R(φL(x)) = noise(x)+ bias2(x). (2.16)

e �rst term in (2.16) is

noise(x) = EY |X=x
[
(Y − φB(x))2

]
(2.17)

and represents the lowest risk level that can be achieved by the optimal φB(x). e second term in
(2.16) is the square of the bias of φL(x), which is given by the di�erence between the prediction
produced by the tree trained on L and the one provided by the optimal predictor:

bias(x) = φL(x)− φB(x).

If the training sample L is random, we need to consider the risk function introduced in (2.14),
which can be rewritten as

R(φL(x)) = noise(x)+ bias2(x)+ var(x),

where noise(x) is de�ned as in (2.17), whereas

bias(x) = EL|X=x [φL(x)]− φB(x),

var(x) = EL|X=x
[(
φL(x)− EL|X=x (φL(x))

)2]
.

e term bias(x) has been rede�ned in order to take into account the randomness of L, whereas
the de�nition of noise(x) is unchanged.

When dealing with complex datasets it is very di�cult to identify the optimal predictor φB(x),
since this would require a precise knowledge of the data distribution. However, regression trees
provide predictors with relatively low bias, at the cost of high prediction error variance, which is
related to var(x). In the following, we shall introduce some tools that allow us to reduce var(x).
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2.5.2 Bias-variance decomposition for randomized trees ensembles

Suppose that the learning setL is �xed and there exists a random hyperparameter θ , independent
of L, that rules the construction of the regression tree. For instance, at any step the value taken
by θ might determine which subset of variables among the available features might be taken
into account in order to �nd the best split. e resulting tree would be the output of a random
algorithm and it would be therefore itself random. As we shall see, random trees will play a crucial
role in the de�nition of random forest.

Let us denote the predictor produced by a random tree as φL(x, θ) making the dependence
of such predictor on θ explicit. e risk associated with φL(x, θ) is now de�ned as

R (φL(x, θ)) = EY ,L,θ [L (Y − φL(x, θ))]

= noise(x)+ bias2(x)+ var(x), (2.18)

where noise(x) is de�ned as in (2.17), whereas

bias(x) = EL,θ |X=x [φL(x, θ)]− φB(x),

var(x) = EL,θ |X=x
[(
φL(x, θ)− EL,θ |X=x (φL(x, θ))

)2]
.

Both bias(x) and var(x) take into account the randomness of θ , whereas noise(x) is still de�ned
as in (2.17).

e risk in (2.18) is generally higher than the risk in (2.14); however, it can be substantially
reduced by averaging over an ensemble of random trees. Let θm, m = 1, . . . ,M , beM indepen-
dently and identically distributed hyperparameters that give rise toM random trees. We can then
de�ne the ensemble predictor

9L(x, θ1, . . . , θm) =
1
M

M∑
m=1

φL(x, θm). (2.19)

Notice that the individual predictors φL(x, θm) are identically distributed. Hence, we can write

µL,θ (x) = EL,θm [φLφL(x, θm)] , (2.20)

σ 2
L,θ (x) = VL,θm [φLφL(x, θm)] , m = 1, . . . ,M . (2.21)

And from (2.20), it follows that

EL,θ1,...,θm [9L(x, θ1, . . . , θm)] = µL,θ (x).

e risk associated with the ensemble predictor can be written as

R (9L(x, θ1, . . . , θm)) = EY ,L,θ1,...,θm [L (Y −9L(x, θ1, . . . , θm))] (2.22)

= noise(x)+ bias2(x)+ var(x), (2.23)

noise(x) is again de�ned as in (2.17), whereas

bias(x) = µL,θ (x)− φB(x), (2.24)
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var(x) =
(
ρ(x)+

1− ρ(x)
M

)
σ 2
L,θ (x), (2.25)

with
ρ(x) = CorrL,θm,θ ′m (φL(x, θm), φL(x, θm′)) . (2.26)

Equations (2.22)–(2.26) explain the usefulness of the ensemble predictor. e squared bias term
in (2.23) does not play an important role, since it is usually low for the predictors produced
by regression trees. e quantity that plays a crucial role is var(x) in (2.23). It is closely linked
to ρ(x), the correlation coe�cient between the predictors associated with an arbitrary pair of
random trees in the ensemble. It can be shown that 0 ≤ ρ(x) ≤ 1 (see Louppe (2014)). en,
equation (2.25) shows that var(x) decreases as ρ(x) decreases and the size of the ensemble, M ,
increases. is result makes ensemble predictors to be preferred to predictors associated with
single trees and paves the way to the de�nition of random forests.

2.5.3 From trees ensembles to random forests

A random forest is a collection of M randomized regression trees indexed by a random hyper-
parameter, θ . Such hyperparameter plays two important roles. On one hand, it resamples with
replacement from L the n-dimensional subsample, with n ∈ {1, . . . ,N }, on which the generic
randomized tree is trained. On the other hand, at each step of the tree growth, it randomly
chooses k out of the p features that will be compared in order to produce the optimal splitting
in the CART algorithm. Each tree is grown arbitrarily large and no pruning is implemented: the
only constraint is that leaves should have a size no less than a given threshold, usually �xed at 5.
e ensemble is then generated accordingly with M independent replicates of the hyperparam-
eter θ , say θ1, . . . , θM . Let Lm ⊆ L be the n-dimensional training set for the mth tree in the
forest and L̄m = L \ Lm its complement. e predictor produced by the random forest is

9RF
L (x, θ1, ..., θM ) =

1
M

M∑
m=1

φLm(x, θm).

It is worth to notice that, being the θi’s independent, the individual predictors φLm(x, θm) are
weakly correlated. e reason why this happens is quite simple. Suppose that any tree in the
forest was grown using the CART algorithm and that there exists one feature, call it X1, strongly
correlated with the response Y . In such a situation, X1 would be selected as the variable on which
the �rst split in any tree is produced.is would make the output of the trees in the forest strongly
correlated. Since at any step of any tree’s growth only a subset of features is randomly chosen as
candidate for splitting, such correlation is sensibly reduced. Consequently, the risk associated
with 9RF

L (x, θ1, ..., θM ),

R
(
9RF

L (x, θ1, . . . , θm)
)
= EY ,L,θ1,...,θm

[
L
(
Y −9RF

L (x, θ1, . . . , θm)
)]
,

is generally lower than the risk associated with the predictor produced by an individual regression
tree.

Some words need to be spent on the resampling of Lm, m = 1, . . . ,M , the n-dimensional
training samples of the trees in the forest. Originally, Breiman (2001) �xed n equal to the sample
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size,N . Under this circumstance, theLms are bootstrap samples from the original dataset, and the
forest predictor is obtained through a bootstrap aggregating scheme that Breiman called bagging.
It can be shown that, on average, each tree is trained on two-thirds of the observations in L. e
remaining part of observations are referred as out-of-bag (OOB) observations. We can predict
the response for the ith observation in L by averaging the predictions of all trees for which that
observation was OOB. is can be done for each observation in L, allowing us to estimate the
risk associated with the random forest predictor without recurring to any test set independent of
L (Breiman, 1996, 2001). If N is large, we can �x n << N , subsample the Lms independently,
and proceed analogously.

Random forests are less interpretable than individual regression trees. However, they allow
us to quantify the importance of each feature in predicting the response. e two main tools
available are the mean decrease impurity (MDI) and the mean decrease accuracy (MDA). For each
feature, say Xj, we can compute the total decrease in node impurity when splitting on that variable
and averaging over all trees in the forest. is average is the MDI of Xj. Features can be ranked in
terms of the MDI: the most relevant variables will be the ones with high MDI. Alternatively, we
can estimate the mean square prediction error on the OOB prediction. Let us call such estimate
R̂. If we are interested on the relevance of feature Xj, we can proceed as follows. Permute the
values of Xj over the OOB items and estimate the mean square prediction error on the perturbed
OOB. Let us call this estimate R̂j. en the MDA is de�ned as

MDA(Xj) = R̂j
− R̂.

A value of MDA(Xj) close to zero means that Xj does not a�ect the prediction, whereas a high
value of MDA(Xj) indicates Xj has a relevant predictive power.

2.5.4 Partial dependence function

MDI andMDA are quite useful to catch a glimpse of the perceived importance of the inputs, but
they do not tell much about the kind of relationship between the features and the target. Other
more useful and re�ned tools can be employed with that purpose, such as the partial dependence
function (Friedman, 2001) which reveals the marginal in�uence of a feature on the predictive
outcome of our forest. Formally, the partial dependence function fXj of an arbitrary feature Xj
can be de�ned as the expected value, with respect to the remaining features, of the random forest
predictor when the jth feature assumes an arbitrary �xed value xj. It can be estimated by exploiting
the observations of the training set. e value of the partial dependence function for an arbitrary
�xed value of the jth feature is obtained by forcing all the observations in the training set to assume
such value, leaving the other features una�ected, and by computing the average prediction once
such modi�ed observations are fed to the forest. Formally,

f̂Xj (xj) =
1
Nxj

∑
i∈Lxj

9RF
L (xi, θ1, ..., θM ),

where Lxj is the subset of L containing all the items on which the jth component of x is equal
to xj, Nxj refers to the number of items in Lxj , and xj is the punctual value of the jth feature
at which the function is computed. e partial dependence plot is the graphical representation
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of such function, where the feature under investigation is given on the horizontal axis, and the
average prediction of the forest on the vertical one.

Similarly, a two-way partial dependence function can be obtained by computing the aver-
age prediction of the forest while keeping �xed the values of two features. is function allows
for studying the joint e�ect of two features of interest on the prediction, marginalizing out the
remaining explanatory variables.

2.6 Forecasting bond returns using macroeconomic variables
Many studies con�rmed the existence of a relationship between macroeconomic variables and
bond risk premia, allowing researchers to formulate predictions conditioned on such variables.
Relevant references are Ludvigson and Ng (2009), Cochrane and Piazzesi (2005) and Bianchi,
Büchner, and Tamoni (2020). We use random forests to make predictions on the ICE BofA
US Corporate Index Total Return (retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis,
https://fred.stlouisfed.org) which is one of the reference index for the �xed
income sector in the USA.e ICE BofA index tracks the performance of US dollar denominated
investment grade rated corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic market.

e input variables are taken from the FRED-MD database which is one of the most used
dataset by macroeconomists (McCracken & Ng, 2016). e FRED-MD database contains 130
monthly series divided into eight groups: output and income, labor market, consumption and
orders, orders and inventories, money and credit, interest and exchange Rates, prices, and stock
market. An exhaustive description of the dataset can be found in McCracken and Ng (2016).

As far as we know, random forests have never been used to study the impact of macroeco-
nomic variables on the US bond market. erefore, we �nd interesting to assess whether the
implementation of this methodology can improve the �exibility and the accuracy of the existing
methods.

e time series cover a sample period ranging from January 1973 to January 2020 and consist
of 565 monthly observations. e number of input variables is 128. Since the number of observa-
tions is small in comparison with the number of regressors, we removed the covariates for which
some data were missing, reducing the number of inputs to 126.e excluded variables are the con-
sumer sentiment, measured by the University of Mitchigan’s Surveys of Consumers (UMCSENT),
and the value of manufacturers’ new orders for consumer goods industries (ACOGNO). In order
to mitigate the e�ect of non-stationarity, the response variable has been log-transformed and
di�erenced. First di�erences of all regressors have been used as well. Being the data temporally
ordered, the training and test sets were given respectively by the �rst 75% and the last 25% of
sample observations.

Random forests have been implemented using the software environment R and, more specif-
ically, the package randomForest (Liaw and Wiener (2002)). e number of trees is 500,
the bootstrapped sample size corresponds to the size of the training set, the minimum number of
observations in a node in order for a split to be attempted is 5, the number of terminal nodes has
no restrictions, and the number of chosen candidate features for splitting at each node is �xed
at one-third of the number of explanatory variables. Furthermore, a dynamic analysis through
a rolling regression on 40 observations has been performed in order to assess changes in the
interactions between the response and the covariates over time.
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Figure 2.3 compares the in- and out-of-sample predictions produced by the model to the
observed values. e training set residuals in Figure 2.4a exhibit higher dispersion in the periods
1975–1985 and 2001–2003. In the former the American bond market was under pressure in the
aftermath of the 1973–1974 oil crisis and the consequent deterioration of the trade balance and
de�cit conditions. In the latter the dot-com bubble burst gave rise to higher uncertainty and
volatility levels in the �nancial markets. As far as the test set is concerned, in Figure 2.4b we
observe a similar behavior of the prediction errors, due to the �nancial crisis of 2008/2009.

Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 2.4 show the MDA and MDI variable importance scores. Both
scores agree in selecting the most relevant variables in the groups of interest and exchange rates,
prices, and stock market. e �rst �ve variables among them, with some di�erences in their
order, represent interest rates and are described in detail in Table 2.1. e partial dependence
plots, shown in Figure 2.5a, provide some interesting insights: the predicted return of the ICE
BofA index is negatively correlated with the Moody’s Seasoned BAA and AAA Corporate Bond
Yield and the Ten-Year Treasury Rate. Some of our �ndings are in line with the in-sample analysis
obtained by Ludvigson andNg (2009) with a factor model approach. Returns on government and
corporate bonds are themain drivers of the bondmarket returns. In our �ndings longer maturities
from 1 to 10 years are more relevant than shorter maturities. Real variables on employment and
production conditions are important following MDI and MDA, respectively. Di�erently from
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Figure 2.3 Actual and predicted log-returns on ICE BofA US Corporate Index (vertical axis)
over time (horizontal axis).
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Figure 2.4 Log-returns on ICE BofA US Corporate Index BofA: residuals on the training sample
(panel a, vertical axis), prediction errors on the validation sample (panel b, vertical axis) over
time (horizontal axis), mean decrease accuracy (panel c), andmean decrease impurity (panel d)
variable importance analysis.

Ludvigson and Ng (2009), consumption variables (changes in expenditure for durable goods)
are relevant following MDI, whereas in�ation and price changes are not important. Stock market
factors (such as S&P Dividend Yield) are less relevant than real variables and interest rates.

e non-parametric nature of the random forest regression allows us to provide evidence of
a nonlinear relationship between the predictors and the response variable (e.g., see the S-shaped
curves in Figure 2.5a). e nonlinearity of the partial dependence function is con�rmed by the
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Table 2.1 Analysis of the log-returns on ICE BofAUSCorporate Index:
description of themost relevant variables from the FRED-MDdatabase

FRED Code Description

S&P 500 S&P’s Common Stock Price Index: Composite

S&P div. Yield S&P’s Composite Common Stock: Dividend Yield

GS1 1-Year Treasury Rate

GS5 5-Year Treasury Rate

GS10 10-Year Treasury Rate

AAA Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield

BAA Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield

CES1021000001 All Employees: Mining

T1YFFM 1-Year Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS

TB6MS 6-Month Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate

T5YFFM 5-Year Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS

CP3Mx 3-Month AA Financial Commercial Paper Rate

TB6SMFFM 6-Month Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS

TB3MS 3-Month Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate

UNRATE Civilian Unemployment Rate

DDURRG3M086SBEA Personal Consumption Expendirture in Durable goods

MANEMP All employees, manufacturing

two-way partial dependence plot for GS10 and BAA (Figure 2.5b). e plot obtained using the
randomForestExplainer package (Paluszynska, Biecek, and Jiang (2019)) suggests that a
joint increase of the two yields a�ects negatively the prediction. It is also worth to notice that
the GS10 variable has an overwhelming e�ect with respect to BAA: when keeping BAA �xed,
variations in GS10 produce strong changes in predictions, whereas evidence of symmetric e�ects
is much weaker.

In the rolling regression, the variables that most often appeared among the �rst �ve positions
accordingly withMDA andMDI are AAA, BAA, GS10, GS5, and GS1, which con�rm the results
of the statics analysis. Furthermore, the sequential analysis (see Figure 2.5c,d) provides further
evidence of nonlinearities and new evidence of substantial changes in the shapes of the partial
dependence function over the di�erent subperiods considered (Jun. 1973–Sep. 1976, Jan. 1998–
Apr. 2001, Sep. 2014–Dec. 2017).
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Figure 2.5 Log-returns on ICE BofA US Corporate Index BofA analysis: two-way partial depen-
dence plot involving Moody’s Seasoned BAA Corporate Bond Yield and the Ten-Year Treasury
Rate (panel a), static partial dependence plots of BAA, AAA, and GS10 (panel b), sequential
partial dependence plots of BAA (panel c), and GS10 (panel d) corresponding to the three
different periods: Jun. 1973–Sep. 1976, Jan. 1998–Apr. 2001, Sep. 2014–Dec. 2017.

2.7 Default prediction based on accountancy data
In this section we present the results of an analysis based on the data retrieved from
the Bureau Van Dijk’s AIDA database (https://www.bvdinfo.com/it-it/le-
nostre-soluzioni/dati/nazionali/aida). We focused our attention on the
population of small andmedium-sized enterprises (SME) since this type of �rms are the backbone
of the economic system of many European regions and states (such as Italy and France) and

https://www.bvdinfo.com
https://www.bvdinfo.com
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received attention in the credit risk literature (Calabrese, Marra, & Osmetti, 2016; Calabrese &
Osmetti, 2013) due to the acute challenges they are facing during periods of economic and
�nancial distress.

We propose an original application of random forest classi�cation to 109,836 �rms located in
the North-Eastern Italy regions (Veneto, Trentino Alto Adige, and Friuli Venezia Giulia) which
published their last �nancial statements in 2018 or 2019. e analysis is particularly impor-
tant since these regions are the �rst ones planning and starting reopening after the lockdown
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. An analysis of the weakest companies and of the determi-
nants of their frailty is crucial for studying early warning indicators and making correct policy
interventions.

e response variable is the legal status of the companies which is a categorical variable
labeled as Default or Active with some abuse of terminology: under the Default cat-
egory, we include all the enterprises which have been declared bankrupt, the ones that are insol-
vent or under receivership proceedings. Our purpose is to predict the Default state of an
enterprise, given the information provided by some salient features of the company, its �nancial
statements, and the main �nancial and pro�tability ratios. e number of inputs so de�ned is
104. Missing values have been estimated through the proximity measure (Breiman, 2003). One
important feature of the population is that only 689 enterprises out of 10,9836 are classi�ed as
Default. is implies that any sample should be strongly unbalanced (i.e., it should contain
a very small proportion of Default cases) in order to represent the whole population. Such
class imbalance problem is common to many classi�cation problems (Lemaître, Nogueira, & Ari-
das, 2017; Li, Bellotti, & Adams, 2019), and it determines an important undesired e�ect: while
Active cases would be correctly classi�ed with high probability, the Default ones would
often be misclassi�ed. is would happen independently on sample size: on large samples we
would correctly identify the Active cases with probability close to one, but we would pre-
dict as Active a high proportion of defaults. We assume this type of classi�cation error is most
costly and randomly undersample the majority class to reduce the misclassi�cation rate within the
Default cases.

We built two random forests with di�erent size and composition of the training set to study
the e�ect of the undersampling rate. In the �rst one, the training set has size 10,344, with 10,000
Active cases, whereas in the second one, the training set has size 688, with 344 Active
enterprises. Clearly, the latter is far from representing the population, but it is perfectly balanced
in terms of legal status categories. Each random forest counts 500 trees, the number of features
chosen at each split is the default value of 10 (the square root of input variables), the minimum
number of observations in a terminal node in order for a split to be attempted is 1, and there
are no restrictions regarding the number of leaves in a single tree; the bootstrap samples have the
same size of the training set.

Comparing Table 2.2a,b with Table 2.2c,d, we can notice that when we use the largest train-
ing set the overall misclassi�cation rate is 0.015 in both the training and the test set, whereas it
increases respectively to 0.096 and 0.054 in the test set when we use the smallest one. However,
the misclassi�cation rate within the Default class decreases from about 0.345 to 0.137 in the
training set and from 0.316 to 0.128 when we move from the former to the latter. Figure 2.6a,b
show the ranking of the �rst 16 variables in terms of MDA and MDI scores. We can notice that
overwhelming importance is attributed to the amount of net capital and to the degree of �nan-
cial dependence on third parties. Furthermore, a joint increase in the two variables produces an
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Table 2.2 Out-of-the-box (left) and test set (right) predictions and classi�cation error with
a training sample size of 10344 (�rst line) and of 688 (second line)

(a) (b)

Active Default Class. err. Active Default Class. err.

Active 9961 39 0.004 Active 9956 44 0.004

Default 120 224 0.345 Default 109 236 0.316

(c) (d)

Active Default Class. err. Active Default Class. err.

Active 325 19 0.055 Active 9484 516 0.052

Default 47 297 0.137 Default 44 301 0.128
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Figure 2.6 Default risk analysis: variable importance following the mean decrease accuracy
(panel a) and mean decrease impurity (panel b) score variables’ rankings.

increase in the default probability (see the PDP in Figure 2.7a). Figure 2.7b shows the substantial
agreement between what predicted by the PDP and what observed in the test set.

2.8 Appendix: R source codes for the applications in this
chapter

You need to upload the following libraries at the beginning of each source code:

1 library(ISLR)
2 library(vip)
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Figure 2.7 Default risk analysis: two-way partial dependence of default on net capital and net
capital to total assets ratio (panel c); scatterplot of the net capital and net capital to total assets
ratio in the test set (panel d, default cases in red, active cases in black).

3 library(randomForest)
4 library(iml)
5 library(caret)
6 library(randomForestExplainer)
7 library(Metrics)
8 require(caTools)
9 library(ggplot2)
10 library(MASS)
11 library(pdp)
12 library(plotly)
13 library(plyr)

2.8.1 Application to US BofA index

14 #----------------------------------------
15 # DATA IMPORT AND PREPARATION -----------
16 #----------------------------------------
17 data ← read.csv("Bofa_Fred.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ";")
18 bofa ← ts(data$BAMLCC0A0CMTRIV, start=c(1973, 1), end=c(2020, 1),

frequency=12)
19 bofa ← log(bofa)
20 data$BAMLCC0A0CMTRIV ← NULL
21 data$DATE ← NULL
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22 clean_data ← data[ , colSums(is.na(data)) == 0]
23
24 d_bofa ← diff(bofa) # target variable
25
26 d_clean ← data.frame(x=c(1:564))
27 for (i in 1:126) {
28 vec ← diff(clean_data[,i])
29 d_clean ← cbind(d_clean,vec)
30 }
31
32 d_clean$x ← NULL
33 colnames(d_clean) ← colnames(clean_data)
34 #----------------------------------------
35 # DEFAULT RANDOM FOREST -----------------
36 #----------------------------------------
37 d_train ← d_clean[1:round(dim(d_clean)[1]*0.75),]
38 d_test ← d_clean[(round(dim(d_clean)[1]*0.75)+1):dim(d_clean)[1],]
39 d_bofa_train = ts(d_bofa[1:dim(d_train[1])], start = c(1973, 2),

frequency = 12)
40 d_bofa_test = ts(d_bofa[(dim(d_train[1])+1):length(d_bofa)], start

= c(2008, 5), frequency = 12)
41
42 d_rf ← randomForest(formula=d_bofa_train∼., data = d_train,

localImp = TRUE)
43
44 sam_pred = ts(predict(d_rf, newdata=d_train), start = c(1973, 2),

frequency = 12)
45 plot(d_bofa_train)
46 points(sam_pred, col="blue")
47
48 test_pred = ts(predict(d_rf, newdata=d_test), start = c(2008, 5),

frequency = 12)
49 plot(d_bofa_test)
50 points(test_pred, col="green")
51
52 plot(d_bofa, ylab="ICE BofA - log returns")
53 points(sam_pred, col="blue")
54 points(test_pred, col="green")
55 legend("topright",legend=c("Training fit","Test fit"),pch=19, col=c

("blue","green"))
56
57 # Residuals
58 fit_residuals_train ← c()
59 fit_residuals_test ← c()
60
61 for (i in seq(1, length(d_bofa_train), by = 1)) {
62 fit_residuals_train[i] = (d_bofa_train[i] - sam_pred[i])∧2
63 }
64 MSE_train = mean(fit_residuals_train)
65
66 for (i in seq(1, length(d_bofa_test), by = 1)) {
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67 fit_residuals_test[i] = (d_bofa_test[i] - test_pred[i])∧2
68 }
69 MSE_test = mean(fit_residuals_test)
70
71 # Residual plots
72 plot(d_bofa_train - sam_pred, main = "Training set residuals", ylab

= "Residuals", type = "p")
73 abline(0,0, lty = 3)
74
75 plot(d_bofa_test - test_pred, main = c("Test set prediction errors"

), ylab = "Prediction errors", type = "p",)
76 abline(0,0, lty = 3)
77 #----------------------------------------
78 # FEATURES IMPORTANCE -------------------
79 #----------------------------------------
80 # mean decreased accuracy
81 imp_MDA = vi_model(d_rf, type = 1, scale = TRUE)
82 imp_MDA = imp_MDA[order(-imp_MDA$Importance),]
83 # mean decreased impurity
84 imp_MDI = vi_model(d_rf, type = 2, scale = TRUE)
85 imp_MDI = imp_MDI[order(-imp_MDI$Importance),]
86
87 # plotting all variable importance measures
88 MDA = vip(imp_MDA, num_features = 13, geom = "point", horiz = TRUE,

aesthetics = list(size = 3, shape = 16), main = "MDA")
89 MDI = vip(imp_MDI, num_features = 13, geom = "point", horiz = TRUE,

aesthetics = list(size = 3, shape = 16))
90
91 MDA+theme(text=element_text(size=15))+ggtitle("MDA")
92 MDI+theme(text=element_text(size=15))+ggtitle("MDI")
93
94 # PDP plot
95 part_dep_func_BAA ← partial(d_rf, pred.var = "BAA")
96 au_pdp_BAA ← autoplot(part_dep_func_BAA, rug = TRUE, train = d_

train)
97 plot(au_pdp_BAA)
98
99 part_dep_func_GS10 ← partial(d_rf, pred.var = "GS10")
100 au_pdp_GS10 ← autoplot(part_dep_func_GS10, rug = TRUE, train = d_

train)
101 plot(au_pdp_GS10)
102
103 part_dep_func_AAA ← partial(d_rf, pred.var = "AAA")
104 au_pdp_AAA ← autoplot(part_dep_func_AAA, rug = TRUE, train = d_

train)
105 plot(au_pdp_AAA)
106
107 # Two-way dependence plot
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108 plot_predict_interaction(d_rf, d_train, "BAA", "GS10", main = "
Variable interactions effect on prediction") + theme(
legend.position="bottom") + geom_hline(yintercept = 2, linetype=
"longdash") + geom_vline(xintercept = 140, linetype="longdash")

2.8.2 SME default risk application

14 #----------------------------------------
15 # DATASET -------------------------------
16 #----------------------------------------
17 load("SMETrainC.RData")
18 load("SMETestC.RData")
19
20 nc ← ncol(SMETrain)
21 #----------------------------------------
22 # DEFAULT RANDOM FOREST -----------------
23 #----------------------------------------
24 SMETrain = rfImpute(SMETrain[,2:nc], SMETrain[,1], iter = 5, ntree

= 50)
25 SMETest = rfImpute(SMETest[,2:nc], SMETest[,1], iter = 5, ntree =

50)
26
27 # random forest default setting
28 class_randomForest = randomForest(LegalStatus ∼ ., data=SMETrain,

replace = TRUE, nPerm = 4, importance = TRUE, proximity = TRUE,
oob.prox = TRUE, keep.inbag = TRUE)

29 print(class_randomForest)
30
31 # predictions on the test set
32 SMETest$RF_predictions = predict(class_randomForest, newdata =

SMETest)
33
34 # predictions on training set
35 SMETrain$RF_predictions = predict(class_randomForest, newdata =

SMETrain)
36
37 # Confusion matrix and error rates
38 conf_matrix = table(SMETest$LegalStatus, SMETest$RF_predictions)
39 ErrRates ← c(conf_matrix[1,2]/sum(conf_matrix[1,]),conf_matrix

[2,1]/sum(conf_matrix[2,]))
40 conf_matrix ← cbind(conf_matrix,ErrRates)
41 colnames(conf_matrix)[3] ← "class.error"
42 print(conf_matrix)
43 #----------------------------------------
44 # FEATURES IMPORTANCE -------------------
45 #----------------------------------------
46 # mean decreased accuracy
47 importance_MDA = vi_model(class_randomForest, type = 1, scale =

TRUE)
48 importance_MDA = importance_MDA[order(-importance_MDA$Importance),]
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49
50 # mean decreased impurity
51 importance_MDI = vi_model(class_randomForest, type = 2, scale =

TRUE)
52 importance_MDI = importance_MDI[order(-importance_MDI$Importance),]
53
54 # partial dependence importance
55
56 # plotting all variable importance measures
57 MDA = vip(importance_MDA, num_features = 16, geom = "point", horiz

= TRUE, aesthetics = list(size = 3, shape = 16), main = "MDA")
58 MDI = vip(importance_MDI, num_features = 16, geom = "point", horiz

= TRUE, aesthetics = list(size = 3, shape = 16))
59
60 MDA+theme(text=element_text(size=15))+ggtitle("MDA")
61
62 MDI+theme(text=element_text(size=15))+ggtitle("MDA")
63 #----------------------------------------
64 ## # FEATURES INTERACTION ---------------
65 #----------------------------------------
66 # 2-way partial dependence plot
67 plot_predict_interaction(class_randomForest, SMETrain, names(

SMETrain)[9], names (SMETrain)[60], main = "Joint effect
on predicted default probability") + theme(legend.position="
bottom") + geom_hline(yintercept = 2, linetype="longdash") +
geom_vline(xintercept = 140, linetype="longdash")

68
69 plot(SMETest[,9],SMETest[,60], col=SMETest[,1],xlim=c(-100000

,80000), xlab=aa, ylab=bb, pch=18)
70 legend("topleft", legend=c("default","active"), col=c("red","black"

), pch=rep(18,2))
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Chapter 3

Improving longevity risk
management through
machine learning

Susanna Levantesi, Andrea Nigri, and Gabriella Piscopo

3.1 Introduction
Over the last century, the human mortality has declined globally. To live longer is a good thing
for people, but it needs to be combined with satisfactory standard of living when they retire.
Before 2000 high �nancial returns sustained consumption and other expenses of the elderly.
Later, limited equity market performances and low interest rates together with life expectancy
improvements have represented a challenge for the pension industry and insurance sector. It is
clear that an increase in the life expectancy is posing many questions for individuals approaching
retirement, for insurance companies o�ering life products, for pension plans, and for governments
facing rising pensions and healthcare costs.

e changes in mortality trends strongly impact on pricing and reserve allocation of life annu-
ities and on the sustainability of social security systems. In 2012, the InternationalMonetary Fund
estimated that each additional year of life expectancy added about 3%–4% to the present value
of the liabilities of a typical de�ned bene�t pension fund. To manage the uncertainty related to
future life expectancy, the agents involved are trying to transfer such risk to capital markets. Due
to the long-term nature of the risks, accurate longevity projections are delicate and the longevity
risk transfer is a di�cult process to realize without a theoretical recognized framework among
actuaries and industry. In the same time, investors are looking for alternative investment assets
with diversi�cation purposes. e capital markets o�er a complementary channel for distribut-
ing longevity risk and the involved players try to develop �nancial instruments indexed to the

37
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longevity of the population. Longevity bonds and longevity derivatives are designed to transfer
the risk of higher life expectancy to investors. As it is clear, a correct quanti�cation of longevity risk
is necessary to o�er adequate risk premium to investors from one hand, and from the other hand
to evaluate insurance liabilities as close as possible to the real obligations and de�ne opportune
pricing policies. As the insurers used to say, there are no bad risks, but only bad pricing, meaning
that companies are able to o�er protections against risks as long as they are good matched in
pricing.

Nowadays, many insurers still rely on traditional methods when evaluating risk. As regarding
the longevity risk, the majority of actuarial researchers and practitioners make predictions resort-
ing to classical demographic frameworks based on traditional extrapolative models. Among the
stochastic models for mortality, the widely used Lee and Carter (1992) model introduces a frame-
work for central mortality rates involving both age- and time-dependent terms. e Renshaw-
Haberman model (Renshaw and Haberman, 2003, 2006) was one of the �rst to incorporate a
cohort e�ect parameter to characterize the observed variations in mortality among individuals
from di�ering cohorts. Other approaches make use of penalized splines to smooth mortality and
derive future mortality patterns (Currie et al., 2004).

Recently, Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) in general and Machine Learning (ML) in particular
are appearing on the landscape of actuarial research and practice, albeit belatedly and slowly
with respect to other areas such as medicine, industry, �nance, and so on. During the last three
years, the actuarial literature has presented the �rst results of the application of ML techniques
to mortality forecasts and longevity management. Some early unsupervised methods have been
proposed in the context of mortality analysis with application to di�erent �elds of medicine,
but around lately they have been exploited by demographers (Carracedo et al., 2018) and actu-
aries (Piscopo and Resta, 2017). As regards the supervised approaches, Deprez et al. (2017) use
some ML techniques to improve the estimation of the log mortality rates. e model has been
extended by Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019) which takes the advantage of ML to improve the
mortality forecasts in the Lee Carter framework. Deep Learning (DL) techniques have been pro-
posed by Hainaut (2018) who employs a neural network to modeling mortality rates. Richman
and Wüthrich (2018) have proposed a multiple-population Lee-Carter model where parameters
are estimated using neural networks. Nigri et al. (2019) have integrated the original Lee-Carter
formulation introducing a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) architecture to produce mortality forecasts more coherent with the observed mortality
dynamics, also in cases of nonlinear mortality trends. In the remainder of the chapter, we focus
on the application of ML to longevity data. Our original contribution lies in quantifying the
impact of longevity risk modeled with ML on two insurance products; as far as our knowledge
is concerned, in the literature there are no empirical analyses to real insurance policies. We show
the progress of results in terms of better �tting and projections of mortality with respect to the
classical approaches.

is chapter illustrates how ML can be used to improve both �tting and forecasting of tradi-
tional stochastic mortality models, taking the advantages of AI to better understand processes that
are not fully identi�able by standard models. It is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
framework of the generalized age period cohort models and the main accuracy measures. Section
3 summarizes the literature on themortality modeling withML, also providing a brief overview of
the Classi�cation And Regression Trees (CART) approach that has been used until now in mor-
tality modeling. It discusses the improvement obtained by ML in the mortality �tting provided
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by some canonical stochastic mortality models, to which an ML adjustment factor is applied.
It also discusses the bene�ts of using ML techniques as complementary to standard mortality
models rather than as substitutes. is approach is probably likely to meet the needs of many
demographers and all the longevity risk managers who are unwilling to use algorithms whose
decisions cannot be rationally explained. In Section 4 we present a numerical application based
on real mortality data of three European countries: we implement di�erent mortality models in
order to show how some ML techniques improve the �tting and modify the forecasts. Some of
the forecasted mortality rates are then used to price two life insurance products whose payo�s
depend on the future realized lifetime. e time pro�le of the actuarial reserves is shown to high-
light the impact of longevity risk on such products. Final conclusions and some cues for future
works are o�ered in Section 5.

3.2 The mortality models
Many of the stochastic mortality models proposed in literature belong to the family of the Gener-
alized Age Period Cohort (GAPC) mortality models (see Villegas et al. (2015) for further details),
in which the e�ects of age, calendar year, and cohort are captured by the following predictor:

ηx = αa +

n∑
i=1

β(i)a κ
(1)
t + β

(0)
a γt−a, ∀x =

(
g, a, t, c

)
∈ X (3.1)

where αa is the age-speci�c parameter giving the average age pro�le of mortality, κ(i)t is the time
index andβ(i)a modi�es its e�ect across ages so that their products are the age-period terms describ-
ing the mortality trends, γt−a is the cohort parameter, and β(0)a modi�es its e�ect across ages
(c = t − a is the year of birth) so that β(0)a γt−a is the cohort e�ect. e predictor ηx is linked
to a function g as follows: ηx = g

(
E
(
Dx
Ex

))
. e models here mentioned consider the log

link function and assume that the numbers of deaths Dx follow a Poisson distribution. All the
analyses reported in this chapter consider the Lee-Carter model as proposed by Brouhns et al.
(2005). In addition, Deprez et al. (2017) analyze the Renshaw-Haberman model and Levantesi
and Pizzorusso (2019) also the latter and the Plat model.

Following to the GAPC framework, the Lee-Carter model is speci�ed by

log (mx) = αa + β
(1)
a κ

(1)
t (3.2)

under the constraints
∑

t∈T κ
(1)
t = 0,

∑
a∈A β

(1)
a = 1 that allow us to avoid identi�ability prob-

lems with the parameters. e forecasted probabilities are obtained by modeling the time index
κ
(1)
t with an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) process. e random walk with
drift properly �ts the data: κ(1)t = κ

(1)
t−1+δ+εt , with εt ∼ N

(
0, σ 2

k
)
, where δ is the drift parame-

ter and εt are the error terms, normally distributed with null mean and variance σ 2
k . Moreover, we

brie�y introduce the Renshaw-Haberman model, which extends the Lee-Carter model by includ-
ing a cohort e�ect:1 log (mx) = αa + β

(1)
a κ

(1)
t + γt−a. e model is subject to the constraints:∑

t∈T κ
(1)
t = 0,

∑
a∈A β

(1)
a = 1, and

∑
c∈C γc = 0, where c = t − a; and the Plat model:

log (mx) = αa+ κ
(1)
t + κ

(2)
t (a− a)+ κ(3)t (a− a)++ γt−a, where (a− a)+ = max (a− a, 0).
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is latter model is subject to the constraints:
∑

t∈T κ
(1)
t = 0,

∑
t∈T κ

(2)
t = 0,

∑
t∈T κ

(3)
t = 0,∑

c∈C γc = 0,
∑

c∈C γcc = 0,
∑

c∈C γcc
2
= 0. e mortality data are taken from the Human

Mortality Database (HMD). e accuracy of the models in terms of goodness of �t is measured
by the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) and the mean absolute error (MAE), while in terms
of goodness of forecasting by the root mean squared error (RMSE) used to compare the fore-
casted mortality rates in an out-of-sample test. Let N be the data dimension and mx and m̂x
the observed and estimated values, respectively. MAPE, MAE, and RMSE are expressed by the
following formulae:

MAPE =
100
N

∑
x
|
mx − m̂x

mx
| (3.3)

MAE =
∑

x |mx − m̂x|

N
(3.4)

RMSE =

√∑
x
(
mx − m̂x

)2
N

(3.5)

Mortality forecasting literature provides a rich overview of an increasing number of �ne statisti-
cal models. Speci�cally, mortality models may exhibit important drawbacks, concerning demo-
graphic and bio-demographic aspects. One of the most suitable examples refers to the �xed age
structure over time, which a�ects Lee Carter’s framework, ignoring the population age evolution
(Li et al., 2013). In particular, we refer to Levantesi and Nigri (2020) for a detailed description
of the limits of the Lee Carter that are not fully able to identify the mortality patterns especially
at older ages. ML could help scholars allowing to overcome these limitations by investigating the
hidden pattern among data structure.

Deprez et al. (2017) use decision trees to enhance the quality of mortality estimates provided
by two stochastic mortality models: Lee-Carter model and Renshaw-Haberman model. ey use
this approach to back-test a mortality model, allowing to identify strengths and weaknesses of
the model with respect to the individual features (age, year of birth, gender, etc.). Moreover,
the authors apply the model to improve the mortality �tting of the Lee-Carter and Haberman-
Renshaw models with respect to feature components that are not well captured by these models.
e case study is based on the mortality data of Switzerland and on the following set of variables
A = {0, . . . , 100}, T = {1876, ..., 2014} for both the genders.

Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019) extend the previous approach to improve the Lee-Carter,
Renshaw-Haberman, and Plat mortality projections through DT, RF, and GBM. ese algo-
rithms are used to predict the ratio between observed and estimated deaths from a speci�edmodel,
then obtaining an improvement in the accuracy of the projections of the Lee-Carter, Renshaw-
Haberman, and Plat models. e case study is based on the mortality data of Italy and on the fol-
lowing set of variables A = {0, . . . , 100}, T = {1915, . . . , 2014}, and C = {1815, . . . , 2014}
for both the genders. ey obtain better results for RF that is more e�ective than DT and GBM.
e application of an ML estimator leads to signi�cant improvement in the quality and level of
both �t and forecasting.

Following the same line of research, Levantesi and Nigri (2020) propose to extrapolate the
ML estimator on the whole mortality surface using the two-dimensional P-splines, obtaining
more accurate mortality projection with respect to the Lee-Carter model. Moreover, the authors
develop a sensitivity analysis of the model to predictors, aiming to investigate whether the results
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are reasonable in a demographic perspective, and a sensitivity analysis on the age range in order
to verify the level of the improvement provided by the model on a reduced dataset. e case
study is based on the mortality data of Australia, France, Italy, Spain, the UK, and the USA,
and on the following set of variables A = {20, . . . , 100}, T = {1947, . . . , 2014}, and C =
{1847, . . . , 1994} and both genders. e authors obtained signi�cative improvements in the
mortality projection of the Lee-Carter model by applying the RF estimator. ese results hold
for all the analyzed countries.

3.3 Modeling mortality with machine learning
e literature on the mortality modeling with ML is still now very scarce. To the best of our
knowledge, the only scienti�c contributions on this topic are fromDeprez et al. (2017), Levantesi
and Pizzorusso (2019), and Levantesi and Nigri (2020).e common element of these works is to
use ML algorithms in order to improve the �tting accuracy in estimating mortality rates of some
standard stochastic mortality models. All of these papers apply CART to calibrate a machine
learning estimator that is then used to adjust (and to improve) the mortality rates estimated by
the original mortality model, showing that mortality modeling can take advantage of ML that
better captures patterns that are not easy to be identi�ed with a traditional mortality model.
CART is useful to work with categorical variables that identify some mortality features (ages,
gender, the year of birth and time).

Deprez et al. (2017) use decision trees aiming to detect the weaknesses of di�erent mortal-
ity models, also investigating the cause-of-death mortality. Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019) use
decision trees, random forest, and gradient boosting for the calibration of a machine learning
estimator. Finally, Levantesi and Nigri (2020) use decision trees.

CART is tree-based models used for regression and classi�cation, based on the partition of the
feature space into a sequence of binary splits segmenting the predictor space (Hastie et al., 2016).
e predictive performance of the trees can be improved by aggregating many of them, giving
rise to the ensemble methods, which also include random forest and gradient boosting machine.

In the literature, the ML implementation of mortality models refers to four categorical vari-
ables identifying an individual: gender (g), age (a), calendar year (t), and year of birth (c). ere-
fore, the model assigns to each individual the feature x =g,a,t,c∈ X with X = G × A× T × C
being the feature space, where G = {males, females}, A = {0, . . . , ω}, T = {t1, . . . , tn}, and
C = {c1, . . . , cm}. e feature space X could be enriched with other information such as the
income, the marital status, to be or not to be a smoker. e model requires that the number of
deaths Dx satis�es the age independence condition in x ∈ X and follows a Poisson distribution,
Dx ∼ Pois (mxEx) for all x ∈ X , wheremx is the central death rate and Ex are the exposures. Let us
denote the expected number of deaths estimated by a given stochastic mortality model j as d jx and
let mj

x be the corresponding central death rate. Following the framework in Deprez et al. (2017),
the initial condition of the model is mx = mj

x and

Dx ∼ Pois
(
ψxd

j
x

)
,with ψx ≡ 1, d jx = mj

xEx

Note that the condition ψx ≡ 1 is equivalent to state that the mortality model completely
�ts the crude rates. is is an ideal condition as in the real world the model might overestimate
(ψx ≤ 1) or underestimate (ψx ≥ 1) the crude rates. e aim of the approach used in Deprez
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et al. (2017), Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019), and Levantesi and Nigri (2020) is essentially to
calibrate the parameterψx according to anML algorithm in order to improve the �tting accuracy
of themortalitymodel.e estimatorψx is a solution of a tree-based algorithm applied to the ratio
between the death observations and the corresponding value estimated by the speci�ed mortality
model:

Dx

d jx
∼ gender + age + year + cohort (3.6)

Let ψ̂ j,ML
x denote the ML estimator that is solution of equation (3), where j is the mortality

model and ML the ML technique we refer to. In order to reach a better �t of the observed data,
the central death rate of the mortality model, mj

x , are adjusted through ψ̂ j,ML
x as follows:

mj,ML
x = ψ̂

j,ML
x mj

x, ∀x ∈ X (3.7)

e mortality improvement reached by the ML algorithm can be also measured through the
relative changes of central death rates 1mj,ML

x = ψ̂
j,ML
x − 1. e values of ψ̂ j,ML

x are then
obtained by applying an ML algorithm. As shown in Levantesi and Nigri (2020), this approach
can be also used to diagnose the limits of the traditional mortality models.

e ML algorithms used in the application provided by the speci�c literature on mortality
modeling belong to CART, Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), and Gradient Boosting
Machine (GBM), and are summarized in the following. DT operates a partition of a predictor
space by a sequence of binary splits, giving rise to a tree (Hastie et al., 2016). Following a hierar-
chical structure, the predictor space is recursively split into simple regions, and the response for
a given observation is predicted by the mean of the training observations in the region to which
that observation belongs (James et al., 2017).

Let (Xτ )τ∈T be the partition of X , where J is the number of distinct and non-overlapping
regions. e DT estimator, given a set of variables x, is de�ned as ψ̂DT (x) = 6τ∈T ψ̂τ 1{x∈Xτ },
where 1{.} is the indicator function.e regions (Xτ ) τ ∈ T are found by minimizing the residual
sum of squares.

RF aggregates manyDTs, obtained by generating bootstrap training samples from the original
dataset (Breiman, 2001). e main characteristic of this algorithm is to select a random subset
of predictors at each split, thus preventing the dominance of strong predictors in the splits of
each tree (James et al., 2017). e RF estimator is calculated as ψ̂RF (x) = 1

B
∑B

b=1 ψ̂
(DT ) (x|b),

where B is the number of bootstrap samples and ψ̂ (DT )
(
x|b
)
is the DT estimator on the sample b.

GBM considers a sequential approach in which each DT uses the information from the pre-
vious one in order to improve the current �t (Friedman, 2001). Given the current �t ψ̂ (xi−1) , at
each stage i (for i = 1, 2, ..,N ), the GBM algorithm provides a new model adding an estimator
h to improve the �t: ψ̂ (xi) = ψ̂ (xi−1) + λihi (x), where hi ∈ H is a base learner function
(H is the set of arbitrary di�erentiable functions) and λ is a multiplier obtained by solving the
optimization problem.

Furthermore, going beyond the logic of ML, Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019) propose to fore-
cast the ML estimator using the same framework of the original mortality model. is approach
is tested on the Lee-Carter model (j = LC ), where theML estimator is modeled as follows:

log
(
ψ̂LC,ML
x

)
= αψa + β

(1,ψ)
a κ

(1,ψ)
t (3.8)
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where the parameters αψa , β
(1,ψ)
a , and κ(1,ψ)t have the same meaning of αa, β

(1)
a , and κ(1)t in the

traditional Lee-Carter model. From equations (4) and (5), we obtain the following model, which
improved the Lee-Carter through ML:

log
(
mLC,ML
x

)
=
(
αψa + αa

)
+ β(1,ψ)a κ

(1,ψ)
t + β(1)a κ

(1)
t (3.9)

e use of the same framework of the original mortality model to �t and forecast the ML esti-
mators ψ̂x , as proposed by Levantesi and Nigri (2020), allows both to improve the mortality
projections’ accuracy and to analyze the e�ect of such improvements directly on the model’s
parameters.

e forecasting performance of the Lee-Carter model can be also improved by following the
methodology suggested by Levantesi and Nigri (2020), which �nds the ML estimator future val-
ues through the extrapolation of ψ̂s previously smoothed with two-dimensional P-splines (Eilers
and Marx, 1996). In this method, forecasting is a natural consequence of the smoothing process:
future values are considered as missing values that are estimated by the two-dimensional P-splines
(Currie et al., 2006). e form of the forecast is then determined by the penalty function that is
more important in the extrapolation of future vales with respect to the smoothing of data.

3.4 Numerical application
In this section, we present a numerical application with the aim to highlight the longevity risk
impact on life insurance products.e choice of a mortality projection model rather than another
leads to di�erent actuarial valuations in the pricing and reserving policies.e impact of longevity
projections depends on the features of the insurance product involved. A realized mortality lower
than projected increases insurer’s pro�t when death bene�ts are concerned. On the contrary, the
underestimation of the probabilities of survival impacts negatively on the pro�t when life bene�t
is o�ered.

e section is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we implement di�erent mortality models in
order to show how some ML techniques improve the �tting and modify the forecasts, exploiting
real mortality data of three European countries. In Section 5.2, we present an actuarial analysis
of the impact of longevity projections on two life insurance products whose payo�s depend on
the future realized lifetime. Some actuarial basics are described and the single and periodic prices
and the time pro�le of the actuarial reserves are calculated.

3.4.1 Mortality models by comparison: an empirical analysis

We apply the models presented in Section 3.1 to the mortality data of three EU coun-
tries: France, Italy, and the UK. Data are downloaded from the Human Mortality Database
(www.mortality.org) and refer to ages 40–100 and years 1947–2014. e aim of the numeri-
cal application is to test the di�erence among a canonical stochastic mortality model and its
improvements through the ML estimator in the mortality forecasting. e models are tested on
the Lee-Carter model according to the following procedure:

� Step 1: �tting Lee-Carter model (denoted by “LC" ) with StMoMo package (Villegas et al.,
2015);

http://www.mortality.org
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� Step 2: �tting the ML estimator ψLC,ML
x , which is the solution of equation (3), using the

random forest algorithm then obtaining ψ̂LC,RF
x ;

� Step 3: adjusting the central death rate of the Lee-Carter model through the RF estimator
(see equation (4)): mLC,RF

x = ψ̂LC,RF
x mLC

x ;
� Step 4: modeling the RF estimator with two di�erent approaches: the �rst one proposed by

Levantesi and Pizzorusso (2019) (denoted by “LC-ψ" ), while the second one by Levantesi
and Nigri (2020) (denoted by “LC-ψ-spl" ):

� LC-ψ model: the RF estimator is modeled with the Lee-Carter model as described in
equation (5),

� LC-ψ-spl model: the RF estimator is smoothed using two-dimensional (age and time)
P-splines;

� Step 5: forecasting LC and LC-ψ models, and extrapolating LC-ψ-spl model. e forecast
period is set to 2015–2074.

e goodness of �t is measured by the MAPE. e results are shown in Table 3.1 and evidence
a high improvement in the Lee-Carter model �tting provided by the RF estimator in all the
countries considered and for both gender.

To test the ability of the models we develop an out-of-sample test splitting the dataset in two
parts: data from 1947 to 1998 (�tting period) and data from 1999 to 2014 (forecasting period).e
goodness of the out-of-sample test is evaluated by the RMSE. e results reported in Table 3.2
show that the RF estimator provides strong improvements of the canonical Lee-Carter model.
e LC-ψ results the best one.

Table 3.1 MAPE. Ages 40–100 and years 1947–2014

Model FRA ITA UK

M F M F M F

LC (%) 9.23 8.30 9.40 7.86 10.06 7.81

LC-ψ (%) 2.27 2.19 2.76 2.41 2.34 2.07

Table 3.2 Out-of-sample test results: RMSE for the models LC,
LC-ψ , and LC-ψ-spl. Ages 40–100 and years 1999–2014

Model FRA ITA UK

M F M F M F

LC 0.0444 0.0352 0.0410 0.0272 0.0364 0.0222

LC-ψ 0.0159 0.0142 0.0148 0.0085 0.0123 0.0077

LC-ψ-spl 0.0232 0.0199 0.0403 0.0164 0.0129 0.0103
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Now, we forecast the models over the period 2015–2074. To appreciate the model’s di�erence,
we show in Figure 3.1 the survival probabilities tpx of a cohort of individuals aged 40 in 2015 over
the years 2015–2074 for each model. Both LC−ψ and LC-ψ-spl lower the LC model survival
probabilities.

Figure 3.1 Survival probabilities tpx. Models LC-ψ and LC-ψ-spl. Ages 40–100 and years 2015–
2074.
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3.4.2 Longevity management for life insurance: sample cases

In this subsection, we use the forecasted probabilities previously derived to analyze two life insur-
ance products: term insurance and pure endowment.

e term insurance pays the sum insured C at the end of the year of death if the insured dies
prior to the expiration of the contract n. It is useful to face the �nancial distress of the family in
the case of an early death of a member. e single premium the insured aged x has to pay, at the
inception of the contract t = 0, to buy this product is given by

U = C ·n Ax (3.10)

where nAx is the expected value at t = 0 of a random variable whose outcome is the discounted
unitary sum at the technical rate i insured in the case of death:

nAx =
n−1∑
h=0

(1+ i)−(h+1) h/qx (3.11)

with h/qx being the probability that an insurer aged x will die between ages x+ h and x+ h+ 1.
e pure endowment insurance provides the bene�ciary with a lump sum bene�t C at time

n if the insured is still alive. e single premium is given by

U = C ·n Ex = C(1+ i)−n npx (3.12)

where npx is the probability that the insured aged x at the inception of the contract will be alive
at age x + n.

For both contracts the single premium can be converted in a sequence of m premiums P paid
at the policy anniversaries through the following formula:

U =
m∑

h=1

P ·m Ex

e mathematical reserve is a technical tool for assessing the insurer’s debt during the period the
contract is in force.e insurer has to register in the balance sheet the amount of themathematical
reserve to ensure the ability to meet the obligations assumed whenever the insured event occurs
until the expiration date n. At time t the perspective reserve is de�ned as

Vt = E[Y (t, n)]− E[X (t, n)]

where E[Y (t, n)] and E[X (t, n)] at time t are respectively the expected actuarial present value
of the bene�ts which fall due in the period (t, n) and the expected actuarial present value of the
premiums paid in the same interval.

Let us consider an Italian male insured and set C = 1000, x = 40, i = 2%, n = m = 25 for
both the term insurance contract and the pure endowment. In Table 3.3, we report the single and
the period premiums calculated projecting the probabilities in equations (13)–(14) according to
the three models previously described LC, LC-ψ , and LC-ψ-spl. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the
trends of the reserves for both contracts from the issue to the expiration.
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Table 3.3 The single (U) and period (P) premium of the term life insur-
ance and pure endowment for the models LC, LC-ψ, and LC-ψ-spl

Term life insurance Endowment insurance

LC LC-ψ LC-ψ-spl LC LC-ψ LC-ψ-spl

U 290,8485 301,9316 311,2901 359,4046 350,4961 341,7526

P 16,30582 17,03309 17,59216 20,14928 19,77279 19,3137

Figure 3.2 Reserves for term life insurance with single and periodic premium for the models
LC, LC-ψ , and LC-ψ-spl.

Figure 3.3 Reserves for pure endowment contract with single premium for the models LC,
LC-ψ , and LC-ψ-spl.
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As it is clear, the longevity projections impact on pricing and reserving policy. e traditional
LC model produces lower projected probability of death and, speculatively, higher survival prob-
abilities than those obtained applying ML models. Consequently, on one hand in the case of a
death bene�t the LC leads to lower prices and underestimated reserves with negative impact on
the solvency of the insurance company. On the other hand, in the case of a life bene�t it leads
to overestimate prices and reserve with potential negative impact on the competitiveness and
attractiveness of the products.

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have illustrated the potentialities of an ML model applied to the quanti�ca-
tion of longevity risk in the management of real insurance products. e numerical application
presented has aimed to highlight the longevity risk impact on two life insurance policies, the pure
endowment and the term insurance, that are the basis for more complex portfolios. e choice
of a mortality projection model rather than another leads to di�erent actuarial valuations in the
pricing and reserving policies. e impact of longevity projections depends on the features of the
insurance product involved. A realized mortality lower than projected increases insurer’s pro�t
when death bene�ts are concerned.

As ML is largely changing the way in which the society operates and economy grows, in the
insurance sector it can be used to manage and extract important information from very large
available datasets, increase competitiveness, reduce risk exposures, and improve pro�ts through
automated and e�cient pricing policies. An important aspect is that ML can reduce one point of
weakness of the insurance business, the information asymmetry between insurer and policyholder,
allowing for better understanding and quanti�cation of the speci�c risk of each policyholder.is
appears fundamental in the longevity riskmanagement of life products with long-term duration as
well as of some lifelong guaranteed options embedded in most insurance and pension contracts.
e accurate assessment of the impact of longevity risk on the balance sheets of the insurance
companies is until now based on the choice of the stochastic models and on scenario testing; the
results of the projections and the strategies implemented are model dependent. Instead, ML tech-
niques permit to integrate a stochastic model with a data-driven approach.ese tools, improving
the longevity risk quanti�cation, can support also the risk transfer through both the reinsurance
and the longevity capital market. As regards the �rst aspect, there is the perception that reinsurers
are reluctant to take this “toxic" risk (Blake et al., 2006), but the perplexities could be resized
thanks to a precise understanding of this risk deepening pieces of information extracted by large
datasets. As regards the second aspect, longevity risk market plays a role in the risk management of
longevity risk. Another crucial point is the improvement of longevity risk management, thanks
to the opportune exploitation of the available medical and socio-economical data. Traditional
risk models require very long time to process huge available datasets and often are incapable of
deepen each information. e advances of the microeconomic models are favored by AI and the
risk management is shifting from statistical methods such as principal component analysis to
ML to select important variables on the basis of supervised tree algorithms, which automatically
select variables of interest for building predictive models. A life insurance compartment where
longevity risk is acting up its strong impact is represented by the health insurance and long-term
care for elderly.anks to AI, smart sensor technologies are available for insurers to improve poli-
cyholders’ health monitoring and encourage a healthier lifestyle; they are improving older people’s
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quality of lives, reducing health costs at older ages. Finally, through ML the output from internal
risk models can be more accurate and also the validation process can be improved running on a
continuous basis. In the light of the improvements reached, we are convinced that ML can o�er
insurance companies and pension fund managers new tools and methods supporting actuaries in
classifying longevity risks, o�ering accurate predictive pricing models, and reducing losses.

3.6 Appendix

rm(list=ls(all=TRUE))

library(demography)

library(StMoMo)

library(randomForest)

library(fields)

library(MortalitySmooth)

#------------HMD function ------------#

hmd.mx <- function(country , username , password , label=country ){

path <- paste("https :// www.mortality.org/hmd/",country , "/STATS/",

"Mx_1x1.txt", sep = "")

userpwd <- paste(username , ":", password , sep = "")

txt <- RCurl :: getURL(path , userpwd = userpwd)

con <- textConnection(txt)

mx <- try(utils::read.table(con , skip = 2,

header = TRUE , na.strings = "."),TRUE)

close(con)

if(class(mx)=="try -error")

stop("Connection error at www.mortality.org. Please check username ,

password and country label.")

path <- paste("https :// www.mortality.org/hmd/", country , "/STATS/",

"Exposures_1x1.txt", sep = "")

userpwd <- paste(username , ":", password , sep = "")

txt <- RCurl :: getURL(path , userpwd = userpwd)

con <- textConnection(txt)

pop <- try(utils::read.table(con , skip = 2, header = TRUE ,

na.strings = "."),TRUE)

close(con)

if(class(pop)=="try -error")

stop("Exposures file not found at www.mortality.org")

obj <- list(type="mortality",label=label ,lambda=0)

obj$year <- sort(unique(mx[, 1]))

n <- length(obj$year)

m <- length(unique(mx[, 2]))

obj$age <- mx[1:m, 2]

mnames <- names(mx)[-c(1, 2)]

n.mort <- length(mnames)

obj$rate <- obj$pop <- list()

for (i in 1:n.mort){

obj$rate[[i]] <- matrix(mx[, i + 2], nrow = m, ncol = n)

obj$rate[[i]][obj$rate[[i]] < 0] <- NA
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obj$pop[[i]] <- matrix(pop[, i + 2], nrow = m, ncol = n)

obj$pop[[i]][obj$pop[[i]] < 0] <- NA

dimnames(obj$rate[[i]]) <- dimnames(obj$pop[[i]])

<- list(obj$age , obj$year)}

names(obj$pop) = names(obj$rate) <- tolower(mnames)

obj$age <- as.numeric(as.character(obj$age))

if (is.na(obj$age[m]))

obj$age[m] <- 2 * obj$age[m - 1] - obj$age[m - 2]

return(structure(obj , class = "demogdata"))

}

#------------DATA ------------#

for(country in c("FRATNP","ITA","GBR_NP")){

Data= hmd.mx(country = country , username ="insert username",

password ="insert password" ,label = country)

Data.F=StMoMoData(Data , series = "female")

Data.M=StMoMoData(Data , series = "male")

Data.M$Dxt=round(Data.M$Dxt)

Data.M$Ext=round(Data.M$Ext)

Data.F$Dxt=round(Data.F$Dxt)

Data.F$Ext=round(Data.F$Ext)

ages=40:100

years0=1947:2014

years=years0

lim1.y = years[1]+1-Data.M$years[1]

limn.y = tail(years ,1)+1-Data.M$years[1]

lim1.a = ages[1]+1

limn.a = tail(ages ,1)+1

n.data = length(years)* length(ages)

Years = rep(rep(years[1]:tail(years ,1), each=length(ages)),2)

Ages = rep(rep(ages ,length(years)), 2)

Cohort = Years -Ages

Gender = c(rep("F",length(years)* length(ages)),

rep("M",length(years)* length(ages )))

Dxt.C = c(as.vector(Data.F$Dxt[lim1.a:limn.a,lim1.y:limn.y]),

as.vector(Data.M$Dxt[lim1.a:limn.a,lim1.y:limn.y]))

Ext.C = c(as.vector(Data.F$Ext[lim1.a:limn.a,lim1.y:limn.y]) ,

as.vector(Data.M$Ext[lim1.a:limn.a,lim1.y:limn.y]))

Data.ML.C = data.frame(Year=Years , Age=Ages , Cohort=Cohort ,

Gender=Gender , Dxt=Dxt.C, Ext=Ext.C)

# crude mortality rates

CR.M = Data.M$Dxt[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]/

Data.M$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]

CR.F = Data.F$Dxt[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]/

Data.F$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]

write.table(CR.M,file=paste("CR.M","_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(CR.F,file=paste("CR.F","_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

log.CR.F=log(CR.F)

log.CR.M=log(CR.M)

#------------Lee -carter model ------------#
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wxt= genWeightMat(ages = ages ,years = years , clip=0)

#matrix of weights

LC.M = fit(lc(link="log"), data=Data.M, ages.fit = ages ,

years.fit = years) # males

LC.F = fit(lc(link="log"), data=Data.F, ages.fit = ages ,

years.fit = years) # females

q.LC.M = fitted(LC.M, type="rates")

q.LC.F = fitted(LC.F, type="rates")

m.LC.M = - log(1-q.LC.M)

m.LC.F = - log(1-q.LC.F)

log.q.LC.M <- log(q.LC.M)

log.q.LC.F <- log(q.LC.F)

#------------RANDOM FOREST algorithm ------------#

model0 = "LC"

obj.mxM <- m.LC.M

obj.mxF <- m.LC.F

vol.mdl.F=Data.F$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]* obj.mxF

vol.mdl.M=Data.M$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),lim1.y:limn.y]* obj.mxM

volF=as.vector(vol.mdl.F)

volM=as.vector(vol.mdl.M)

vol.mdl = c(volF , volM)

Data.ML.mdl=cbind(Data.ML.C,vol.mdl)

rap.mdl=Data.ML.mdl$Dxt/Data.ML.mdl$vol.mdl

Data.ML.mdl=cbind(Data.ML.mdl ,rap.mdl)

set.seed(3)

rf.mdl = randomForest(rap.mdl~Year+Age+Cohort+Gender ,

data =Data.ML.mdl , ntree=200, mtry = 2,

importance=TRUE , na.action=na.roughfix)

rf.mdl

corrf.mdl=predict(rf.mdl)

importance(rf.mdl)

write.table(importance(rf.mdl),file=

paste("rf_imp","_",model0,"_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

pdf(file=paste("IncNodePurity","_",model0,"_",

country ,".pdf",sep=""),

width=5, height=5)

par(mfrow=c(1,1), pty="m", mar=c(4,2,2,2), oma=c(0,0,0,0))

varImpPlot(rf.mdl , pch=19, col="blue", cex=1.3, lwd=2,

main = "", type=2)

dev.off()

v.F=c()

v.M=c()

for(i in 1:n.data){

v.F[i]= corrf.mdl[i]

v.M[i]= corrf.mdl[i+n.data]

}

corrf.mdl.F=matrix(v.F, nrow = length(c(ages[2]:

(tail(ages ,1)+1))),ncol=length(years),dimnames = list(ages ,years))

corrf.mdl.M=matrix(v.M, nrow = length(c(ages[2]:

(tail(ages ,1)+1))),ncol=length(years),dimnames = list(ages ,years))
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corrf.LC.F <- corrf.mdl.F

corrf.LC.M <- corrf.mdl.M

m.rf.LC.M = (corrf.LC.M)*m.LC.M

m.rf.LC.F= (corrf.LC.F)*m.LC.F

q.rf.LC.F=1-exp(-m.rf.LC.F)

q.rf.LC.M=1-exp(-m.rf.LC.M)

log.q.rf.LC.M = log(q.rf.LC.M)

log.q.rf.LC.F = log(q.rf.LC.F)

#------------MAPE ------------#

tab3M <- matrix(0, nrow=2, ncol=1)

tab3M[1,1] <- 100/length(CR.M)*sum(abs((CR.M-m.LC.M)/CR.M))

tab3M[2,1] <- 100/length(CR.M)*sum(abs((CR.M-m.rf.LC.M)/CR.M))

colnames(tab3M)=c("LC")

rownames(tab3M)=c("mdl","mdl -RF")

tab3F <- matrix(0, nrow=2, ncol=1)

tab3F[1,1] <- 100/length(CR.F)*sum(abs((CR.F-m.LC.F)/CR.F))

tab3F[2,1] <- 100/length(CR.F)*sum(abs((CR.F-m.rf.LC.F)/CR.F))

colnames(tab3F)=c("LC")

rownames(tab3F)=c("mdl","mdl -RF")

MAPE <- cbind(round(tab3M, 2),round(tab3F, 2))

write.table(MAPE ,file=paste("MAPE","_",country ,"_",

years0[1],".txt",sep=""))

#------------forecasting ------------#

years.for <- c(2015:2074)

ny.for <- length(years.for)

kt.lb <- 40

lim.oos <- lim1.y+length(years)

LCfor.M <- forecast(LC.M, h= ny.for , kt.lookback = kt.lb)

LCfor.F <- forecast(LC.F, h= ny.for , kt.lookback = kt.lb)

LC.fore.mM <- - log(1-LCfor.M$rates)

LC.fore.mF <- - log(1-LCfor.F$rates)

colnames(LC.fore.mF)=years.for

row.names(LC.fore.mF)=ages

colnames(LC.fore.mM)=years.for

row.names(LC.fore.mM)=ages

write.table(LC.fore.mM,file=paste("LC.fore.mM","_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(LC.fore.mF,file=paste("LC.fore.mF","_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

#------------smoothing psi ------------#

y.new <- years.for

df.fix <- 3

subst <- 1

y.tot <- c(years , y.new)

W <- matrix(1, nrow=length(ages), ncol=( length(y.tot)-

length(y.new)))

E <- matrix(0, nrow=length(ages), ncol=length(y.new))

W.new <- cbind(W, E)

rownames(W.new) <- ages

colnames(W.new) <- c(years[1]:tail(years.for ,1))

arg.ext.M <- cbind(Data.M$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),
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lim1.y:(lim.oos -1)],E)

arg.ext.F <- cbind(Data.F$Ext[ages[2]:( tail(ages ,1)+1),

lim1.y:(lim.oos -1)],E)

colnames(arg.ext.M) <- c(years[1]:tail(years.for ,1))

colnames(arg.ext.F) <- colnames(arg.ext.M)

for(sex0 in c("M","F")){

if(sex0=="M"){

name <- "corrf_LC_M"

obj.cor <- corrf.LC.M

obj.ext <- arg.ext.M

fitcor = fit(lc(link="log"), Dxt= obj.cor*obj.ext[,1:ncol(W)],

Ext=obj.ext[,1:ncol(W)], ages = ages , years = years)

cor.fit <- forecast(fitcor , h= ny.for , kt.lookback = kt.lb)

pdf(file=paste("k1","_",name ,".pdf",sep=""),width=8, height=6)

par(mfrow=c(1,1), pty="m", mar=c(4,4,3,2), oma=c(0,0,0,0))

plot(cor.fit ,only.kt=TRUE)

dev.off()

fit2D <- Mort2Dsmooth(x=ages , y=y.tot , Z=cbind(obj.cor ,E),

W=W.new , method=3, lambdas=c(0.1,0.1))

cor.fit2D <- exp(fit2D$logmortality )[,(ncol(W)+1): length(y.tot)]

pdf(file=paste("fit2D_ext","_",name ,"_",country ,".pdf",sep=""),

width=7, height=5.8)

par(mfrow=c(1,1), pty="m", mar=c(4,4,2,6), oma=c(0,0,0,0))

image(ages ,y.tot ,exp(fit2D$logmortality),breaks=c(0,seq(0.5,

round(max(obj.cor),1), length.out=20)),

col=designer.colors(20, c("blue", "white", "red")),

axes=T, ylab="",xlab="", cex=0.6)

abline(v=(seq(0,105,5)), col="lightgray", lty=3)

abline(h=(c(seq(y.tot[1],2014,10),2014)), col="lightgray", lty=3)

image.plot(ages , y.tot , exp(fit2D$logmortality), legend.only=TRUE ,

breaks=c(0,seq(0.5, round(max(obj.cor),1), length.out=20)),

col=designer.colors(20, c("blue", "white", "red")),

ylab="",xlab="",cex=0.6)

dev.off()

write.table(cor.fit$rates ,file=paste("corfit","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(cor.fit2D,file=paste("fit2D","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

}

if(sex0=="F"){

name <- "corrf_LC_F"

obj.cor <- corrf.LC.F

obj.ext <- arg.ext.F

fitcor = fit(lc(link="log"), Dxt= obj.cor*obj.ext[,1:ncol(W)],

Ext=obj.ext[,1:ncol(W)], ages = ages , years = years)

cor.fit <- forecast(fitcor , h= ny.for , kt.lookback = kt.lb)

pdf(file=paste("k1","_",name ,".pdf",sep=""),width=8, height=6)

par(mfrow=c(1,1), pty="m", mar=c(4,4,3,2), oma=c(0,0,0,0))

plot(cor.fit ,only.kt=TRUE)

dev.off()

fit2D <- Mort2Dsmooth(x=ages , y=y.tot , Z=cbind(obj.cor ,E),
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W=W.new , method=3, lambdas=c(0.1,0.1))

cor.fit2D <- exp(fit2D$logmortality )[,(ncol(W)+1): length(y.tot)]

pdf(file=paste("fit2D_ext","_",name ,"_",country ,".pdf",sep=""),

width=7, height=5.8)

par(mfrow=c(1,1), pty="m", mar=c(4,4,2,6), oma=c(0,0,0,0))

image(ages ,y.tot ,exp(fit2D$logmortality),

breaks=c(0,seq(0.5, round(max(obj.cor),1), length.out=20)),

col=designer.colors(20, c("blue", "white", "red")),

axes=T, ylab="",xlab="", cex=0.6)

abline(v=(seq(0,105,5)), col="lightgray", lty=3)

abline(h=(c(seq(y.tot[1],2014,10),2014)), col="lightgray", lty=3)

image.plot(ages , y.tot , exp(fit2D$logmortality),

legend.only=TRUE ,breaks=c(0,seq(0.5, round(max(obj.cor),1),

length.out=20)),

col=designer.colors(20, c("blue", "white", "red")),

ylab="",xlab="",cex=0.6)

dev.off()

write.table(cor.fit$rates ,file=paste("corfit","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(cor.fit2D,file=paste("fit2D","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

}}}

for(country in c("FRATNP","ITA","GBR_NP")){

for(sex0 in c("M","F")){

if(sex0=="M"){

qx <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("LC.fore.mM","_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

psi_LP <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("corfit","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

psi_LN <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("fit2D_corrf_LC_M","_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

qxcor.LC <- qx*psi_LP

qxcor <- qx*psi_LN

write.table(qx,file=paste("qx","_",sex0,"_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(qxcor.LC,file=paste("qxcor.LC","_",sex0,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(qxcor ,file=paste("qxcor","_",sex0,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(cbind(diag(qx),diag(qxcor.LC),diag(qxcor)),

file=paste("qx.coh","_",sex0,"_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

}

if(sex0=="F"){

qx <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("LC.fore.mF","_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

psi_LP <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("corfit","_",name ,"_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

psi_LN <- as.matrix(read.table(paste("fit2D_corrf_LC_F","_",

country ,".txt",sep="")))

qxcor.LC <- qx*psi_LP

qxcor <- qx*psi_LN
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cbind(diag(qx),diag(qxcor.LC),diag(qxcor ))

write.table(qx,file=paste("qx","_",sex0,"_",country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(qxcor.LC,file=paste("qxcor.LC","_",sex0,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(qxcor ,file=paste("qxcor","_",sex0,"_",

country ,".txt",sep=""))

write.table(cbind(diag(qx),diag(qxcor.LC),diag(qxcor)),

file=paste("qx.coh","_",sex0,"_",country ,".txt",sep=""))}}}

Note

1 e setting has been proposed by Haberman and Renshaw (2011) for reaching a better stability with respect to
the original version.
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Chapter 4

Kernel switching ridge
regression in business
intelligence systems

Md. Ashad Alam, Osamu Komori, and Md. Ferdush Rahman

4.1 Introduction
Business intelligence measurements depend on a variety of statistical advanced technologies used
to enable the collection, analysis, and dissemination of internal and external business informa-
tion.e key goal of business intelligence is to draw a well-informed business decision. Statistical
machine learning-based business intelligence systems (e.g., supervised learning) prioritize a com-
prehensive analysis to empower businesses (Brannon, 2010).Many supervised learning algorithms
have been developed to improve business decisions.emost e�ective algorithms are support vec-
tor machines (SVM) and support vector regression with a positive-de�nite kernel (Wang et al.,
2005). Regression analysis is a classical but the most useful approach in supervised learning to
identify trends and establish relationships of business data (Duan and Xu, 2012).

Regression techniques tell us the degree of change of a response variable by one or more
predictor variables using the conditional mean of a response variable given the predictor variables
instead of the mean of the response variable. Let us consider Y to be a response variable and X to
be a vector of predictor variables having a mean, the conditional mean of a random variable given
that the other variable is equal to the mean of the random variable, i.e., EX [EY  Y  X  ]  EY  Y  .
e regression analysis deals with the conditional mean of Y given X , E Y  y X  x and the
data are assumed to come from a single class or regime such that the mean or the conditional
mean works well. But neither the mean nor the conditional mean works properly for the data
collected from di�erent and mixed classes. For example, to �t a nonlinear data set with two
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classes, we apply two nonlinear regression approaches: kernel ridge regression (KRR) and support
vector regression (SVR) (Saunders and Gammerman, 1998; Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004).
Figure 4.1 presents a scatter plot of the original data and the �tted curves of the booth methods.
It is clearly shown that both methods are failed to �t the data properly. To overcome the problem,
the switching regression model is appropriate to study (Quandt, 1972). e switching regression
model forms a suitable model class for the regression problems with unknown heterogeneity.

In supervised learning, switching regression approach has become a well-known tool to deal
more than one regimes at known or unknown points (Dannemann and Holzmann, 2010; Liu
and Lin, 2013; Malikov and Kumbhakar, 2014; Souza and Heckman, 2014). However, with a
number of explanatory variables, switching regression is shown that parameter estimates have a
high probability of producing unsatisfactory results for non-orthogonal prediction vectors. e
ridge trace-based estimation has been found to be a procedure that can be used to overcome the
di�culties of estimation in supervised learning.

Ridge regression is a standard statistical technique that aims to address the bias variance trade-
o� in the design of linear regression model. is procedure plays a central role in supervised
learning and has become a very popular approach to estimating complex functions as the solution
to a minimization problem (Cawley and Talbot, 2003; Hastie et al., 2009). is problem is also
a dual-form problem. In the dual ridge regression model, the original input data are mapped into
some high-dimensional space called a “feature space.” To represent a nonlinear regression, the
algorithms are used to construct a linear regression function in the feature space.We look at several
complex data sets with a large number of parameters, and this leads to serious computational
complexity that can be unbearable to overcome. To this end, we can deal with a dual version of
the ridge regression algorithms based on a positive-de�nite kernel function as a kernel method
(Alam, 2014; Alam and Fukumizu, 2013; Ham et al., 2004; Saunders and Gammerman, 1998).

Since the beginning of the 21st century, positive-de�nite kernels have a rich history with suc-
cessful applications in the area of nonlinear data analysis. A number of methods have been pro-
posed based on reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) using positive-de�nite kernels, includ-
ing kernel supervised as well as unsupervised dimensional reduction techniques, support vector
machine (SVM), kernel ridge regression, kernel Fisher’s discriminant analysis, and kernel canon-
ical correlation analysis (Akaho, 2001; Alam, 2014, Alam and Fukumizu, 2013; Alam et al., 2019;
Bach and Jordan, 2002; Fukumizu et al., 2009; Hofmann et al., 2008). Kernel ridge regression

Figure 4.1 Scatter plots of original data and �tted curves of kernel ridge regression, KRR and
support vector regression, SVR (green curve is for the KRR and orange curve is for the SVR).
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or support vector regression does not consider any regime of the data; they are not su�cient
for two or more regime data in the area of statistical machine learning. However, to the best of
our knowledge, few well-founded methods have been established in general for penalized and
nonlinear switching regression in RKHS (Alam, 2014; Rich�eld et al., 2017).

e goal of this chapter is to propose a method called “kernel switching ridge regression”
(KSRR) to a comprehensive analysis of business data. e proposed method is able to overcome
the unstable solution and curse of dimensionality. We can use a large number even an in�nite
number of explanatory variables by the proposedmethod.e experimental results on synthesized
data sets demonstrate that the proposed method shows better performance than the state-of-the-
art methods in supervised machine learning.

e rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss a brief notion of switch-
ing regression, switching ridge regression, dual form of ridge regression, basic notion of kernel
methods, ridge regression in the feature space, kernel ridge regression, duality of kernel ridge
regression, and kernel switching ridge regression. Experimental results with di�erent synthetic
data to measure the performance of the proposed method are presented in Section 3. Section 4
presents a discussion of the results. We draw conclusions on our work with a direction of the
future in Section 5. An R code of the proposed can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 Method
In the following subsections, we present the notion of switching regression, switching ridge regres-
sion, dual form of ridge regression, basic notion of kernel methods, ridge regression in the fea-
ture space, kernel ridge regression, duality of kernel ridge regression, and kernel switching ridge
regression.

4.2.1 Switching regression

In switching regression, it is assumed that the dependent variable is generated by one of the
following two equations:

yi   10  xT 1   i 1i 

with probability  and
yi   20  xT 2   i 2i 

with probability 1  in regime 1 and regime 2, respectively, where xi   d is the independent
variables.e  j are the regression coe�cients with j  1 2.e  ji are distributed as normal with
mean zero and variances 2 j . e coconditional density of the ith value of yi on x1i x2i     xdi
is given by    d  

  1
g 2 yi x1i x2i     xdi   exp   yi    10   1jxij 

2  2 2
z  1 j1  

 
1  
d1  

   1
  exp  y   x 2   i2 2 20  2j ij  (4.1)

2 2    2 j 
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e log-likelihood function of Eq. (4.1) over i  1 2     n is de�ned as    n   d  1
L  log   exp    2 yi  1jx 2

ij 
 z 2  
i 1  2  

 1 j 01     
1  d  

  1
  exp  x 2 yi   2j ij    2 2 (4.2)

2 2   
  2 j 02  

where xi0  1. We need to maximize the above nonlinear function with respect to  1j,  2j,
2  1 0, 2  2 0, and 0    1 

4.2.2 Switching ridge regression

In multiple regression, it is shown that parameter estimates based on minimum residual sum of
squares have a high probability of producing unsatisfactory for the non-orthogonal vectors. e
log-likelihood function of Eq. (4.2) becomes    n   d  1

L  log   exp   yi  2 2 1jxij 
 i z 2  2

 
 

1   1 j 11   
d1   

  1
  exp    x 2 y   i 2j ij   1   1   2  2   2

2 2  2  
  2 j2  1

For simplicity, we can consider  1   2.

4.2.3 Dual form of the ridge regression

Using a matrix identity, A[ATA] 1
 [AAT ] 1A.e solution of ridge regression is then rewrite

as

T   [X X   Im] 1XT y
  XT X   I   y

 
 

1 T T     X y  X X  
  

  
1 T  X  y  X   XT  (4.3)

Now, using Eq. (4.3)

    
1  y  X  

    [y  X  ]  [y  XXT ]

 XXT     y 
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By solving n n equation, the solution is

  [G  In] 1y 

where G  XXT . To predict new point:     n
f x  T  1    x   ixi x  y [G  I]  xi x  (4.4)

i 1

We need to compute the gram matrix G  XXT in Eq. (4.4), where Gij   xi xj . Ridge
regression requires only inner products between data points.

4.2.4 Basic notion of kernel methods

In kernel methods, the nonlinear feature map is given by a positive-de�nite kernel, which provides
nonlinear methods for data analysis with e�cient computation. A symmetric kernel k     
de�ned on a space  is called positive de�nite if for arbitrary number of points x1     xn   
the Gram matrix  k xi xj  ij is positive semi-de�nite (Alam et al., 2018; Aronszajn, 1950; Huang
et al., 2009). As Aronszajn (1950) noted, it is known that a positive-de�nite kernel k is associated
with a Hilbert space  called reproducing kernel Hilbert space, consisting of functions on  so
that the function value is reproduced by the kernel (Alam, 2014; Ham et al., 2004); namely, for
any function f   and point x   , the function value f  x is given by

f  x   f     k   x    (4.5)

where     in the inner product of . Eq. (4.5) is called the “reproducing property.” Replacing
f with k   x  yields k x x    k   x  k   x    for any x x   .

To transform data for extracting nonlinear features, the mapping  :    is de�ned by

  x  k   x  

which is regarded as a function of the �rst argument. is map is called feature map, and the
vector  x in is called feature vector. e inner product of two feature vectors is then given by

   x    x    x  k x   

is is known as the kernel trick, serving as a central equation in kernel methods. By this trick the
kernel can evaluate the inner product of any two feature vectors e�ciently without knowing an
explicit form of either    or . With this computation of inner product, many linear methods
of classical data analysis can be extended to nonlinear ones with e�cient computation based on
Gram matrices. Once Gram matrices are computed, the computational cost does not depend on
the dimensionality of the original space (Bach and Jordan, 2002).

4.2.5 Alternative derivation to use ridge regression
in the feature space 

We know XTX  
n
i 1 xix

T
i , where xi is a column vector of the ith row of X. Possibly the most

elementary algorithm that can be kernelized is ridge regression. Here our task is to �nd a linear
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function that models the dependencies between response and predictor variables. e classical
way to do that is to minimize the quadratic cost, n   1 2

L    y T
i   xi  

2
i 1

However, if we are going to work in feature space, where we replace xi    xi , there is a clear
danger that we over�t. Hence, we need to regularize. A simple yet e�ective way to regularize is
to penalize the norm of  . is is sometime called “weight-decay.” It remains to be determined
how to choose  . e most used algorithm is to use cross-validation or leave-one-out estimates.
e total cost function hence becomes n   1 2

L  
T 1

y 2
i   xi       (4.6)

2
i 

2
1

which needs to be minimized. Taking derivatives of Eq. (4.6) and equating them to zero gives    n    n  1   n
y  

T T
i  xi xi         I xix yixi  

i 1 i 1 i 1

We see that the regularization term helps to stabilize the inverse numerically by bounding the
smallest eigenvalues away from zero.

4.2.6 Kernel ridge regression

In order to construct a kernel ridge regression model, we have to replace all data points with
their feature vector (Saunders and Gammerman, 1998), xi    xi   . e space  is called
“feature space.” e number of dimensions in this space can be much higher, or even in�nitely
higher than the number of data points. ere is a trick that allows us to perform the inverse in
Eq. (4.2.5) in smallest space of the two possibilities, either the dimension of the feature space or
the number of data points. e trick is given by the following identity of matrices A, C, and G:   

A 1
 CTG 

1   
1C  ACT CACT  

 G 1  

e inverse is performed in spaces of di�erent dimensionality ifC is not square. Consider a feature
space  a such that    ai and y  yi. e solution is then given by   1    1

   Id  
T T    y        In y (4.7)

where d is the number of dimension in the feature space and n is the number of data points.
Using Eq. (4.7), we can write  n

    i  xi  
i 1  T  1with       In y. is is an equation that will be a recurrent theme and it can be

interpreted as: the solution   must lie in the span of the data points, even if the dimensionality
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of the feature space is much larger than the number of data points. is seems intuitively clear,
since the algorithm is linear in feature space.

We �nally need to show that we never actually need to access the feature vectors, which could
be in�nitely long. is is computed by projecting it onto the solution   ,   1

y  T x y T I T x  
          n      y  K   I 1

n k x  (4.8)

where K  xi xj    x T
i   xj and k x  K  xi x . e important message here is of course

that we only need to access the kernel K.
We can now add bias to the whole story by adding one more constant feature to :  0  1.

e value of  0 then represents the bias since 
  T    a ai    0 (4.9)

a

Hence, the story goes through unchanged.

4.2.7 Kernel ridge regression: duality

e problem is to minimize (using Eq. (4.6)) n   2
yi  T xi      2 

i 1

Taking derivatives and equating set to zero gives n   
0  2 yi  T xi  2  

i 1   n  1 
   xixT   i In xiyi 

i 1 i 1

Now let us consider a di�erent derivation, making use of some Lagrange duality. If we introduce
a new variable wi and constrain it to be the di�erence between T xi and yi, we have

1
min wT 1

w  
T   

  w 2 2
s  

T t wi yi  x   i (4.10)

Using  i to denote the Lagrange multipliers, this has the Lagrangian n   1 1
  wTw  

T    
T i yi  x   

2 i wi  
2

i 1

Recall the foray into Lagrange duality. We can solve the original problem by doing

maxmin    w    
   w
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First, we will take the inner minimization: by �xing  , we would like to solve for the mini-
mizing  and w. We can do this by setting the derivatives of  with respect to zi and  . We
can do this by setting the derivatives of  with respect to wi and  to be zero. Doing this,
we have

  
0   wi   i

 wi

 w i   i

and

 n  
0       ixi

  
i 1 n1

     ixi 
 

i 1

So, we can solve the problem bymaximizing the Lagrangian with respect to  , where we substitute
the above expressions for zi and  . us, we have an unconstrained maximization

max         w        
 

us, we obtain

maxmin    w   
   w         n  n  n  n1 2 1 1 1 1
 max     ix   i  jx  j   i yi  xi  i ixi   i

 2 2    
i i 1 j 1 i 1 i 1  n  n  n  n  n1

 max 2 1 1
   i j xi xj   i j xi xj    yi   i 2 i i

 2  
i i 1 j 1 i 1 j 1 i 1  n  n  n1

  
2 1

max     i i j xi xj   iyi
 2 2 

i i 1 j 1 i 1  n  n  n1
 max 2 1

          
2 i i jk xi xj iyi

 2 
i i 1 j 1 i 1

where k xi xj is the kernel function. Again, we only need inner products. If we de�ne the matrix
K by Kij  k xi xj , then we can rewrite this in a punchier vector notation as

1 1
maxmin    w    max T   

T K  
T y 

   w  2 2 
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ing on the right is just a quadratic in  . As such, we can �nd the optimum as the solution of
a linear system. What is important is the observation that again we only need the inner products
of the data k xi xj   xi xj to do the optimization over  . en, once we have solve for  we
can predict f  x for new x using only inner products. If someone tells us all the inner products,
we do not need the original data xi at all,

d 1
0      K  y 

d  

us,
K     

1   In y 

Since  is given by sum of the input vectors xi, weighted by  i
 
. If we were so inclined, we could

avoid explicitly computing  and predict a new point x directly from the data as

 n1
f  x     x     i xi x  (4.11)

 
i 1

We can write the kernel ridge regression predictions as

 n1
f       x x   ik xi x  

 
i 1

4.2.8 Kernel switching ridge regression

We assume that the dependent variable is generated by one of the following twomodels in RKHS:

 n
yi  f1 xi   1i   10   ik   xi   1i

i 1

with probability  and

 n
yi  f2 xi   1i   20   ik   xi   1i

i 1

with probability 1   in regime 1 and regime 2, respectively, where f1 f2   with positive-
de�nite kernel k     and kernel matrix K , Kij  k xi xj . e assumption of  ji is the same as
the switching regression. e conditional density is then de�ned as   n  

  1
g yi k   x1i  k  2 x2i      k  xdi    exp   y   k x  x  

2  2 2 i 1j i j
z    1 j1  

 
0  

1  
  n  1

  exp  
2 yi    

 2 2 2jk xi xj 
2 2    22  

 
j 0
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e log-likehood function over i  1 2     n is de�ned as  
n       1 1  1

L  log   exp   y 2
i  f exp  f 2

1 xi      yi 1 x
2 2 2 2 i   

z   
 

2i  1 21  2  21 2
 1  

  f  2 2
1   

2  f1 22      n   
 log    n1 exp  

2 yi   1 xi xj 
 

 2 2 jk  
i 1 z 2    1 j 01     1   n1  
  1  2exp   yi   2jk xi x 2   

T  
T 2

2  j K 1 K  (4.12)
  2 2  1

 2  
2 2 2

2 j 02

where k xi x0  1, and  1 and  2 are the vector of coe�cients. For simplicity in our experi-
ment, we consider 4 1   2  10 . We need to maximize the above nonlinear function with
respect to free parameters.

4.3 Experimental results
To measure the performance of the proposed method, we have made empirical studies using syn-
thetic examples and have consider two numerical optimization algorithms to estimate the param-
eters: the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for
classical switching regression. e performance of the proposed method using SGD is compared
with the state of the art in supervised machine learning: KRR and SVR.

4.3.1 Simulation

Synthetic data-1 (SD-1): e dependent variable yi is generated by one of the following two
models with probability 0.5:

yi  3 15xi   1i and
yi   3 1xi   1i 

where xi  N  10 1 ,  1i  N  0 2 , and  2i  N  0 2 5  
Synthetic data-2 (SD-2):e dependent variable yi is generated by one of the following two

models with probability 0.5:

yi  1 2xi   1i and
yi   1 1xi   1i 

where xi  N  10 1 ,  1i  N  0 1 5 , and  2i  N  0 2  
Synthetic data-3 (SD-3):e dependent variable yi is generated by one of the following two

models with probability 0.5:
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yi  xi 1   1i and
yi  xi 2   1i 

where xi  N  10 1 ,  1i  N  0 2 ,  2i  N  0 2 5 , and  1 and  2  U [ 1 1].
Synthetic data-4 (SD-4):e dependent variable yi is generated by one of the following two

models with probability 0.5:

yi  sin 4xi  xi  0 2 sin 30  x   1i and
yi  3 sin xi  xi  0 2 sin 30  x   2i 

where xi  U       ,  1i  N  0 0 1 ,  2i  N  0 0 01 , i  1 2    400.
First, we have compared the EM and SGD algorithms for the switching regression using dif-

ferent sizes of n   100 250 500 750 1000 2500 5000 for the SD-1 and SD-2. For each size
we have repeated the experiment 100 times. e mean error of the 100 samples is calculated.
Table 4 1 presents the mean errors of intercept   1 and regression coe�cient ( 2) of the switch-
ing regression for both algorithms. We observed that both algorithms have almost similar results,
especially when the sample size is increased.

Second, we have compared the EM and SGD algorithms for the switching regression using
di�erent dimensions of d   2 5 10 25 50 100 for the SD-3. For each dimension, we have
repeated the experiment 100 times. e mean error of the 100 samples is calculated. Table 4 2
presents the mean errors of intercept   1 and regression coe�cient ( 2) of the switching regres-
sion for both algorithms. We observed that the EM algorithm does not work properly for the
high-dimensional data but the SGD. We may conclude that the SGD algorithm is a good choice
for the large dimensional data set.

Finally, the proposed method, KSRR via the SGD algorithm is applied for SD-4. To mea-
sure the performance of the proposed method over the KRR and SVR, training and ten-fold
cross-validation test errors are used. For the stability check, we repeated the experiment over 100
samples, n  400, using the Gaussian kernel with inverse bandwidth equal to 1 being consid-
ered. We also obtain standard errors for the proposed parameter estimators. Table 4 3 presents
the training errors and ten-fold cross-validation test errors. Figure 4 2 shows the scatter plots of
the original data and the �tted curve of the proposed method, KSRR, KRR, and SVR (blue curve
and red curve for the KSSR, green curve for the KRR, and orange curve for the SVR). By this
�gure it is clear that in two-group data the KSRR is �tted to the data separately properly in two
groups. But both methods KRR and SVR are not �tted to the date properly. ey are �tted to
the curve inside of the two groups.

4.3.2 Application in business intelligence

e standard industrial informatics are facing the challenges of processing complex business data.
To overcome the challenge, we can use the business intelligence technology including classi�ers
and regressors (Duan and Xu, 2012). Business intelligence plays an important role to bridge the
gap between enterprise systems and industrial informatics. ese techniques are required not
only to describe training data but also to be able to predict new data points. Many supervised
approaches have been proposed to improve the prediction accuracy.
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Table 4.2 The mean error of 100 samples of the synthetic data sets (SD-3)

d 2 5 10 25 50 100

EM 3 4059 0 699 4 279 0 777 4 0662 0 527 3 526 0 586 2 268 315  

SGD 4 974 0 628 4 3938 0 924 4 798 0 844 5 725 1 392 5 708 0 923 5 419 0 605

Table 4.3 Training and test error over 100 samples, n 400,
the proposed method KSRR, kernel ridge regression, KRR,
and support vector regression, SVR

KSRR KRR SVR

Training error 1 475 0 666 2 201 0 036 2 273 0 024

10-CV error 1 587 0 749 2 362 0 049 2 362 0 049

Figure 4.2 Scatter plots of the original data and �tted curves of the proposed method, KSRR,
kernel ridge regression, KRR, and support vector regression, SVR (blue and red curves are for
the KSSR, green curve is for the KRR, and orange curve is for the SVR).

In order to verify the applicability of the proposed method in a real-world problem, we use the
motorcycle data set. e motorcycle data set is a well-known and widely used data set, especially
throughout the areas of statistical machine learning, data mining, and nonparametric regression
analysis.e data set consists of n  133measurements of head acceleration (in g) taken through
time (inmilliseconds) after impact in simulatedmotorcycle accidents.e data are available in the
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Table 4.4 Perdition errors of the different methods

KSRR KRR SVR

Five-fold 15 263 1 256 18 325 01 563 21 865 1 905

Ten-fold 17 249 1 056 21 672 1 257 25 693 1 459

R “switchnpreg" package and many di�erent methodologies have been applied to the motorcycle
data (de Souza et al., 2014).

More recently, the motorcycle data set has become a benchmark data set for machine learning
techniques involving mixtures of Gaussian processes. In this section, we have used our proposed
method along with state-of-the-art methods to discover the average prediction error. We have
conducted �ve-fold and ten-fold cross-validation approaches to discover the average prediction
error of the response variable. Table 4 4 presents the perdition error using the cross-validation
(�ve-fold and ten-fold). From these results, it is evident that the proposed method-based predic-
tion is signi�cantly more accurate than using two di�erent state of the art in supervised learning
methods (KRR and SVR).

4.4 Discussion
In supervised machine learning tasks, switching regression is becoming an increasingly common
component in the age of big business data. e state-of-the-art regression approaches including
kernel ridge regression or support vector regression only work for a single regime of the data. In
order to make a comprehensive prediction for two or more regimes of data set, we can use switch-
ing regression for the business intelligence system. e standard switching regression approach
su�ers from the curse of dimensionality as well as non-linearity of the data.

In this chapter, we have proposed a kernel-based switching regressionmodel to study the e�ect
of explanatory variables on two regimes’ outcomes of interest. e performance of the proposed
method has been compared over the state-of-the-art methods in supervised machine learning:
KRR and SVR. To the end, we have made di�erent experiments using synthetic examples and a
real-world problem. By these experiments, we have observed that parameter estimation via EM
algorithm has failed for the large dimensional data sets. In addition, for the sample dimensional
data set, parameter estimation via EM and SGD algorithms has similar performance.e param-
eter estimation via the SGD algorithm is applied for the proposed method instead of the EM
algorithm. By the experimental results, we observed that the KRR and SVR methods have failed
to estimate the data properly when data have two classes or regimes. ey are �tted to the curves
inside of the two groups in the palace of the original data. However, it is clear that the KSRR is
�tted to the data properly in two groups (see Figure 4 2).

4.5 Conclusion and future research
In this chapter, for switching regression, we have discussed the performance of the EM and SGD
algorithms over di�erent sample sizes and dimensions.e parameter estimation via the EM algo-
rithm highly depends on sample size as well as dimension of the data. Finally, we have proposed
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a nonlinear extension of switching regression in RKHS using positive-de�nite kernel, which is
called the “kernel switching ridge regression model.” Extensive experiments on synthesized data
and a real-world business data show that the performance of the proposed method is better than
that of the state-of-the-art method in supervised machine learning. e proposed method should
improve the integrity of analytics of the business intelligence system.

Statistical properties such as consistency, asymptotic analysis, and application in more real
data sets are important future directions of the research.

4.6 Appendix: Kernel switching ridge regression: an R code

KSRR_SGD   function (X, y, beta1, beta2, sigma1, sigma2, lam1, eta, nmax)
{
n   nrow(X)
d   ncol(X)
lam2   1-lam1
ctr   0
beta1.new   beta1
beta2.new   beta2
sigma1.new   sigma1
sigma2.new   sigma2
lam1.new   lam1
lam2.new   1-lam1.new
while(ctr  nmax)
{
rv   sample(n, 1)
for (i in rv)
{
beta1.old   beta1.new
beta2.old   beta2.new
sigma1.old   sigma1.new
sigma2.old   sigma2.new
lam1.old   lam1.new
lam2.old   1-lam1.new
q1   (lam1.old/sqrt(2*pi*sigma1.old))*exp(-(y[i]-X[i,]%*%beta1.old)2/(2*sigma1.old))
q2   (lam2.old/sqrt(2*pi*sigma2.old))*exp(-(y[i]-X[i,]%*%beta2.old)2/(2*sigma2.old))
Q1   as.vector(q1/(q1+q2))
Q2   as.vector(q2/(q1+q2))
beta1.new   beta1.old +
eta*Q1*(as.vector((y[i]-t(X[i,])%*%beta1.old)%*%X[i, ])/sigma1.old +0.0001*beta1.old)
beta2.new   beta2.old+
eta*Q2*(as.vector((y[i]-t(X[i,])%*%beta2.old)%*%X[i, ])/sigma2.old+0.0001*beta2.old)
lam1.new   lam1.old+ eta*((Q1)/lam1.old - 1)
lam2.new   1-lam1.new
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sigma1.new   sigma1.old +
eta *Q1/2*(as.vector(( y[i]-X[i,]%*%beta1.old)2)*(1/sigma1.old2)-1/(sigma1.old))
sigma2.new   sigma2.old +
eta *Q2/2*(as.vector(( y[i]-X[i,]%*%beta2.old)2)*(1/sigma2.old2)-1/(sigma2.old))
}
q1   (lam1.new/sqrt(2*pi*sigma1.new))*exp(-(y-X%*%beta1.new)2/(2*sigma1.new))
q2   (lam2.new/sqrt(2*pi*sigma2.new))*exp(-(y-X%*%beta2.new)2/(2*sigma2.new))
logL   sum(log(q1+q2))
cat(“ctr  ", ctr, “ ")
cat(“Log L  ", logL, “ ") cat(“Beta1  ", beta1.new, “ ", “Beta2=", beta2.new, “ ")
cat(“lam1  ", lam1.new, “ ", “lam2=", lam2.new, “ ")
cat(“Sigma1  ", sigma1.new, “ ", “Sigma2=", sigma2.new, “ ")
ctr   ctr+1
}
yhat12   cbind((y-X%*% beta1.new)2, (y-X%*% beta2.new)2)
yhat   apply(yhat12, 1, min)
MSE   mean(yhat)
return(list(error  MSE, log-likelihood  logL, Beta1  beta1.new, Beta2  beta2.new,
Par1  lam1.new, Par2  lam2.new, Var1 sigma1.new, Var2  sigma2.new))
}
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Chapter 5

Predicting stock return
volatility using sentiment
analysis of corporate
annual reports

Petr Hajek, Renata Myskova, and Vladimir Olej

5.1 Introduction
It is well known that stock markets show certain periods of volatility caused by investors’ reaction
to economic and political changes. For this reason, monitoring and evaluation of volatility can
be considered an integral part of the investment decision making.

In this chapter, we focus on the short-term volatility of corporate stocks and the causes that
triggered it, and we derive implied (future) volatility based on historical volatility. As volatility
increases, the �exibility of active investment can be very lucrative compared to passive investment,
but it should also be noted that the risk increases with higher volatility. is is closely related to
the expectations, behavior, and interactions of various market participants, which are not only
informed investors but also noise traders. It is these investors who make their investment deci-
sions without rational use of fundamental data and overreact to good or bad news. According to
Staritz (2012), these investors may cause signi�cant deviations in stock prices from their values
obtained using fundamental analysis. In addition, analysts now point out that the capital markets
are growing nervous and individual investors are very cautious about possible price slumps and
react faster than usual.

Text mining tools for automated analysis of company-related documents (e.g., Internet
postings, �nancial news, and corporate annual reports) have become increasingly important for

75
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stock market investors because information hidden in those documents may indicate future
changes in stock prices (Hajek, 2018). In previous studies, it has been shown that investors’
behavior is a�ected by the dissemination of those documents (Bicudo et al., 2019). e quality
of �nancial reporting, including additional commentary, is associated with a reduction in infor-
mation asymmetry among stakeholders, particularly between �rm management and investors
(Biddle et al., 2009). erefore, the qualitative information disclosed by management is increas-
ingly recognized as an essential supplement to accounting information (Kothari et al., 2009;
Kumar and Vadlamani, 2016). According to Seng and Yang (2017), who examined the volatility
of the capital market over the months, quarters, half-years, and year, positive (negative) reports
are positively (negatively) correlated with positive stock returns. Chin et al. (2018) examined the
links among stock market volatility, market sentiment, macroeconomic indicators, and spread
volatility over the persisting long-term component and the temporary short-term component.
ey found no empirical evidence of the link between the volatile component and macroeco-
nomic indicators but found that the intermediate component was linked to variations in market
sentiment.

Signi�cant e�ects of �nancial news and social media on stock return volatility have been
reported in earlier studies (Groth and Muntermann, 2011; Hajek, 2018; Oliveira et al., 2017).
However, little attention has been paid to the e�ect of other important textual disclosures. Here,
we aim to (1) propose a machine learning-based model for predicting short-term stock return
volatility and (2) study the e�ect of annual report �ling on abnormal changes in �rms’ stock
returns using the proposed model. In summary, we demonstrate that mining corporate annual
reports can be e�ective in predicting short-term stock return volatility using a three-day event
window.

5.2 Related literature
Stock return volatility has been recognized as a crucial determinant of prices in the stock markets
and, therefore, �nancial experts must always pay close attention to its changes (Carr and Wu,
2009). On the stock market, value of the asset and its volatility are negatively correlated, which
is usually de�ned as the leverage e�ect (Black, 1976). Kaeck and Alexander (2013) report that
investors’ decision making is a�ected by time-varying and stochastic components of volatility
to various degrees. is corresponds to �nancial theory and the conclusions of its proponents,
ascribing increased volatility both to the fundamental aspects and to noise traders and investors
implementing their business strategies mainly based on statistical methods linked to other areas
of the �nancial markets (see Knittel and Pindyck (2016) and others). Indeed, this may cause a
herd e�ect where individual investors tend to imitate the decisions of a large group of investors.
Preventing this e�ect would be one of the priority interests of corporate managers, as the high
volatility of corporate stocks raises distrust among investors. In this context, it is appropriate to
monitor not only the historical but also implied volatility of individual stocks.

e historical volatility is in�uenced by the published corporate information, which is usu-
ally assessed in relation to the achieved economic results and subsequently also to the value of
the relevant asset. e data considered are not only of a �nancial nature. But the tone of the
text in these reports, which tends to in�uence not only analysts but also investors, is impor-
tant (Bicudo et al., 2019). As noted above, the quality of �nancial reporting, including addi-
tional commentary, is associated with equalizing information availability between �rms and their
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stakeholders (Biddle et al., 2009). Text mining has therefore found a number of applications in
di�erent domains, especially in the �nancial �eld, but also in the stock market prediction.

According to Seng and Yang (2017), who investigated the volatility of the capital market over
the months, quarters, half-years, and year, positive (negative) reports and high (low) occurrence of
scores in reporting are in positive (negative) correlations with stock returns. In terms of implied
volatility, ex-ante information should also be considered, subject to di�erent expected market
scenarios and relating to di�erent expected prices of �nancial instruments, including corporate
shares (Kaeck, 2018).

Table 5.1 summarizes the key �ndings of previous studies on stock return volatility prediction
using text mining. Di�erent sources of text data have been reported as important indicators of
stock return volatility. ese sources include (a) Internet message postings, (b) �nancial news,
(c) analyst reports, and (d) corporate annual reports. In other words, information extracted from
both outsiders (investors’ postings, news, and analyst reports) and insiders (managerial comments
in annual reports) have shown to be e�ective in predicting future stock return volatility. Antweiler
and Frank (2004) investigated the role of two di�erent sources of text data, namely Internet mes-
sage postings and news articles. ey found that higher number of postings and news indicate
greater market volatility on the next day. e authors also demonstrated the signi�cant e�ects of
other �nancial indicators, such as trading value and stock market index. Tetlock (2007) investi-
gated the e�ect of word categories obtained from the General Inquirer lexicon on stock market
volatility. From those word categories, pessimism was the most informative indicator of increased
stock market volatility. Kothari et al. (2009) used the General Inquirer to identify favorable/unfa-
vorable messages and demonstrated that favorable news decreased volatility whereas unfavorable
news increased stock return volatility. Loughran and McDonald (2011) were the �rst who inves-
tigated the long-term impact of opinion in corporate annual reports on stock return volatility.
Unlike earlier studies, these authors created speci�c �nancial word lists to evaluate various senti-
ment categories in �nancial texts, including uncertainty and wordmodality. Signi�cant long-term
e�ects were observed for the sentiment polarity and modality indicators. Groth and Munter-
mann (2011) used a di�erent approach based on machine learning. First, frequent words and
word sequences were extracted from the news corpus and then machine learning methods were
used to perform the forecasting of abnormal stock return volatility. is approach was more
accurate than those based on word lexicons but this is achieved at the cost of decreased model
transparency. Kim and Kim (2014) investigated the e�ect of investor sentiment as expressed in
message board postings on stock return volatility of 91 companies. e NB classi�cation method
was used to identify the overall sentiment polarity in the messages but no evidence was found
for the existence of signi�cant e�ect of the sentiment polarity on future stock return volatility.
On the contrary, previous stock price performance was found to be important determinant of
investor sentiment. A similar sentiment indicator was proposed by Seeto and Yang (2017) to ana-
lyze sentiment in Twitter postings. Using the Support Vector Regression (SVR) machine learning
model, it was demonstrated that individual sentiment dispersion represents an informative mea-
sure of stock realized volatility. A more in-depth investigation was conducted by Shi et al. (2016)
in order to investigate the news sentiment e�ect across di�erent industries, �rm size, and low-
/high-volatility states. e news sentiment indicator appeared to be particularly important in the
calm scenario of low volatility. Ensemble-based machine learning methods such as Bagging and
Boosting were used by Myskova et al. (2018) to show that more negative sentiment and more
frequent news imply abnormally high stock return volatility. Chen et al. (2018) examined how
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single-stock options respond to contemporaneous sentiment in news articles. e authors found
that sentiment indicators provide additional information to stock return prediction. A di�erent
topic of overnight news seems to be the reason of their positive e�ect that goes beyond market
volatility. A novel stock return volatility prediction model was employed by Xing et al. (2019) to
demonstrate the dominance of deep recurrent neural networks over traditional machine learning
methods. is is attributed to their capacity of capturing the bi-directional e�ects between stock
price and market sentiment.

e above literature suggests that information obtained from �nancial markets and �nancial
statements provides important support to manage �nancial risks and decrease a �rm’s exposure to
such risk. However, it is generally accepted that this information is insu�cient to provide accu-
rate early warning signals of abnormal stock price volatility. In fact, most �rm-related information
pertaining to stock market risk comes in linguistic, rather than numerical form. Notably, corpo-
rate annual reports o�er a detailed, linguistic communication of the �nancial risks the company
faces. In these reports, management discusses the most important risks that apply to the com-
pany, including how the company plans to handle those risks. However, only long-term e�ects
of linguistic variables in corporate annual reports on stock price volatility have been examined
in prior studies (Loughran and McDonald, 2011). Indeed, the short-term e�ects have only been
demonstrated for the information obtained from outsiders, not the insiders. In this chapter, we
overcome this problem by developing a novel prediction model utilizing managerial sentiment
extracted from corporate annual reports.

5.3 Research methodology
e proposed research methodology is summarized in Figure 5.1. Our prediction system inte-
grates three di�erent components: (1) the linguistic component obtained from the analysis of
corporate annual reports (10-K �lings), (2) �nancial indicators of stock return volatility obtained

Textual data from the 

10-K filings

Linguistic indicators using general 

dictionaries (DICTION 7.0) and 

finance-specific dictionaries 

(Loughran and McDonald, 2011) 

Financial indicators (liquidity ratio, 

beta, market capitalization, P/E, P/

B, ROE, debt to assets)

Historical stock return volatility 

Stock return volatility 

prediction using 

machine learning 

methods

Financial data from 

the MarketWatch 

database

Stock market data on 

daily stock returns

Figure 5.1 Research methodology.
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from theMarketWatch database, and (3) historical stock return volatility.is research framework
enables analysis of the e�ect of managerial comments in annual reports on stock return volatility
by considering the e�ects of �nancial indicators. To achieve a high accuracy of the prediction sys-
tem, several machine learning methods were examined, including REPTree, Bagging, Random
Forest (RF), Multilayer Perceptron neural network (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
Deep Feed-Forward Neural Network (DFFNN).

5.3.1 Financial data and indicators

To obtain stock return volatility, we used standard deviation of daily stock returns, which is a
commonly used risk indicator (Kothari et al., 2009). More precisely, the standard deviation was
calculated for three consecutive days as follows:    11

 t 3    R  t  R 2 (5.1)
3  1

t  1

where
Pt 1  PtRt 3

 1
   100 (5.2)

Pt 1

with t being the �ling day of annual report (10-K), Pt the closing stock price at time t, Rt stock
return (rate of change) at time t, and R the mean value of stock price return for three consecutive
days. is indicator was chosen because it represents the variance of stock return over a short
period of time. us, the risk of the investment is taken into consideration. In general, more
volatile stock returns indicate higher �nancial risk. Note that the three-day event window was
adopted from previous related studies (Loughran and McDonald, 2011).

To re�ect the systematic (market) risk, we also considered market return volatility in target
variable calculation. Speci�cally, the standard deviation of stock return  t 3 was compared with
that of the stock market index and the instances were categorized into two classes: namely class 0
(negative abnormal volatility) was assigned to the less volatile stocks than the stock market index
and class 1 (positive abnormal volatility) otherwise. To consider historical market and stock return
volatilities as important indicators of future volatility, the standard deviations were also calculated
for the three-day historical event window (t-4 to t-2).

In addition, we controlled for the e�ect of other factors of stock return volatility to avoid draw-
ing erroneous conclusions. erefore, we considered the following �nancial indicators adopted
from previous research (Hajek, 2018):

1. company size (measured by market capitalization (MC), given as the market value of out-
standing shares, i.e., MC = P  shares outstanding),

2. liquidity ratio (de�ned as the daily dollar volume of shares, calculated as trading volume per
day/shares outstanding),

3. beta coe�cient (sensitivity of a share to movements in the overall market, beta = cov(Re,
Rm)/var(Rm), where Re denotes stock return and Rm is market return),

4. price-to-earnings ratio (stock price to earnings per share (EPS), price-to-earnings ratio
P/E = P/EPS),
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5. book-to-market ratio (�rm’s market capitalization to its book value, PBV = market price per
share/book price per share),

6. return on equity (net income to shareholder’s equity, ROE = net income/shareholder’s
equity), and

7. debt to equity (a measure of company’s �nancial leverage, �rm’s total liabilities to share-
holder’s equity, D/E = total liabilities/shareholder’s equity).

e data for the �nancial indicators were obtained from the freely available MarketWatch
database. ose indicators re�ect the risk e�ects of company size (small companies are more
risky), market expectations (higher PBV and lower P/E indicate higher risk), and �nancial ratios
(higher leverage and lower pro�tability indicate higher risk). Moreover, higher historical stock
return volatility and beta coe�cient also serve as risk indicators.

5.3.2 Textual data and linguistic indicators

In this study, we used 1,379 US companies from the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or Nas-
daq. Stock price of 3 USD and MC of 100 million USD before the �ling date was requested to
limit the bid/ask bounce e�ect in response to the �ling (Loughran and McDonald, 2011). e
corresponding 10-K �llings were obtained from the Edgar database for the period 2016 that was
chosen to reduce the e�ect of macroeconomic sentiment (we observed only limited �uctuations
in the Dow Jones Economic Sentiment Indicator in this period). For text mining, we followed
the prior studies (Hajek, 2018; Loughran and McDonald, 2011) and extracted only the Manage-
ment’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section from the 10-Ks. e average number of word
in the MD&A sections of the analyzed companies was 17,934. To reduce the size of documents,
we used starting and ending phrases (delimiters) represented by section titles “Item 7.” and “Item
8.” respectively.

To calculate the linguistic indicators, two sets of dictionaries were applied: namely word lists
fromDiction 7.0, a general language dictionary, and those obtained from the �nance-speci�c dic-
tionary of Loughran and McDonald (2011). Indeed, previous related studies have demonstrated
that the combination of these two types of dictionaries (general + �nance-speci�c) improves the
prediction performance of �nancial models (Hajek et al., 2014). Five general semantic indicators
can be obtained from the Diction 7.0 word lists (Hart, 2001): activity, certainty, commonality,
optimism, and realism:

activity   accomplishment  aggression  communication  motion 
  cognitive  embellishment  passivity  (5.3)

certainty   collectives  insistence  leveling  tenacity 
  ambivalence  numerical  self  reference  variety  (5.4)

commonality   centrality  cooperation  rapport   diversity  exclusion  liberation  
(5.5)
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optimism   praise  inspiration  satisfaction   blame  denial  hardship  (5.6)

realism   concreteness  familiarity  humaninterest  presentconcern
 spatialawareness  temporalawareness   complexity  pastconcern  (5.7)

e Diction 7.0 word lists can be downloaded from www.dictionsoftware.com.
e following word categories were obtained from the �nance-speci�c dictionary: positive,

negative, litigious, uncertainty, and modal (Loughran and McDonald, 2011). Similarly as for the
Diction 7.0 word lists, the �nance-speci�c word lists are freely available and can be downloaded
from https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/. When negation words were observed in pos-
itive statements, the words were considered negative. e raw term frequency of the ten linguis-
tic categories was calculated and normalized to [0,1] by the lengths of the documents (Hajek,
2018; Hajek and Henriques, 2017). Both the data pre-processing and the calculation of linguistic
indicators were conducted in Statistica 12 - Text & Document Mining software tool. To build
the lexicons, we assigned each word in the lexicon with its corresponding label (e.g., positive:
ACHIEVE) and then the labels of the lexicons were used as inclusion words. For more detailed
information about the methods of text pre-processing and text mining used in this study, please
refer to Feldman and Sanger (2007) and Manning (1999).

5.3.3 Machine learning methods

As noted above, predicting stock return volatility is represented by the two-class classi�cation
problem, where class 0 and class 1 denote negative and positive abnormal volatility, respectively.
To perform the classi�cation task, we used those machine learning methods that performed
well in earlier research (Table 5.1). Speci�cally, the machine learning methods and their learning
parameters were as follows:

1. REPTree (Quinlan, 1999). e REPTree (Reduced Error Pruning Tree) method generates
a decision tree based on information gain with entropy and the pruning of the decision
trees is performed using reduced-error pruning with back�tting. us, the error stemming
from the variance is minimized. We opted for this decision tree classi�er because traditional
decision tree classi�ers (C4.5, CART, ID3) may su�er from over�tting due to the generation
of large decision trees. e pruning methods developed by Quinlan (1999) overcome the
over�tting issue by replacing the internal nodes of the tree with the most frequent category.
is pruning procedure is performed for the nodes in the tree only when the prediction
accuracy is not a�ected. In our experiments, we used the REPTree implementation in the
Weka 3.8.4 program environment. e REPTree classi�cation model was trained using the
following setting: the minimum total weight of instances per leaf was 2, the maximum depth
of the decision tree was not limited, and the minimum proportion of variance at a tree node
was set to 0.001. It should also be noted that this classi�er is considered the fastest one among
the methods used in this study.

2. Bagging (Breiman, 1996). It is an ensemble strategy based on generating multiple decision
trees and aggregating their class predictions using a plurality vote.emultiple decision trees

http://www.dictionsoftware.com
https://sraf.nd.edu
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(base learners) are produced on di�erent bootstrap replicates of the training set. Note that
these replicates are produced randomly with replacement. Hence, each training sample may
appear in the replicate training sets several times or not at all. In fact, bagging is e�ective only
when the produced replicate training sets di�er from each other (i.e., the bootstrap procedure
is unstable). In our experiments, we used REPTree (with the same setting as presented above)
as the base learners because it is prone to over�tting. Bagging was trained with ten iterations
and bag size as 50% of the training set.

3. RF (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). It extends the Bagging algorithm by adding a random feature
selection component into the ensemble learning. More precisely, a sub-set of predictors are
randomly chosen at each node to improve the generalizability of the ensemble model. In
contrast to standard decision trees, the split criterion is applied not to the best of all variables
but only to the best predictor in the sub-set. As a result, the model is robust to over�tting
and only two parameters are required to set, namely the number of trees to be generated
(100 in our experiments) and the number of predictors used as candidates at each node (we
used a heuristics log     2 #features 1 . In this study, this robustness feature is important also
because no feature selection must be performed to decrease the dimensionality of the dataset.
Again, the aggregation of the predictors was performed by using the majority vote.e same
as for the above machine learning methods, the Weka 3.8.4 implementation was employed
to train RF.

4. SVM (Keerthi et al., 2001). SVM is a kernel-based method based on the generation of the
decision hyperplane separating classes in order to maximize the margin between the samples
from di�erent classes. In other words, in contrast to the remainingmachine learningmethods
used here, SVM minimizes structural risk, rather than training error only (empirical risk).
It is important to note that the optimal separating hyperplane is not produced in the input
data space, but in themultidimensional space obtained using a non-linear projection. To �nd
the optimal separating hyperplane in SVM, we used the sequential minimal optimization
(SMO) algorithm that solves the large quadratic programming optimization problem by
breaking it into a set of small quadratic programming problems. is method was used
in this study due to its scalability, fast training, and e�ectiveness in handling sparse text
datasets. SVM was trained with the following parameters: the complexity parameter was
tested in the range of C =  2 2 2 1 20 21     26 , polynomial kernel functions were
employed to map the training instances from the input space into the new feature space
of higher dimensionality. By controlling for the complexity of the SVM model, the risk of
over�tting was reduced for the data used in this study. e SMO algorithm implemented in
Weka 3.8.4 was used for predicting stock return volatility.

5. Neural networks MLP and DFFNN (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). e MLP model used here
consisted of three layers of neurons, namely input layer representing the independent vari-
ables, hidden layer modeling the non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs, and
output layer representing the predicted stock return volatility. In the DFFNN model, addi-
tional hidden layer was used to extract higher order features from the data. Both neural
network models were trained using the gradient descent algorithm with mini batches, learn-
ing rate of 0.01 and 1,000 iterations. For MLP, we used the MultilayerPerceptron algorithm
implemented in Weka 3.8.4, while for DFFNN, we employed the DeepLearning4J dis-
tributed deep learning library for Java and Scala. Distributed GPUs were used to perform
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the prediction task. To �nd the optimal structures of the models, we tested di�erent numbers
of units in the hidden layer(s) in the range of C =  23 24 7     2  . For MLP, we used one
hidden layer, while two hidden layers were used for the DFFNNmodel. To avoid over�tting,
we applied dropout for both input and hidden layer(s) with dropout rates of 0.2 and 0.4,
respectively.

5.4 Experimental results
e basic statistics of the data used in this experimental study are presented in Table 5.2, together
with the results from the Student’s paired t-test. As can be seen from Table 5.2, signi�cant
di�erences between the two classes of negative and positive abnormal volatility were observed
only for four variables, namely P/E, uncertainty, historical market, and stock return volatility.
e di�erences for the remaining indicators were not statistically signi�cant. Notably, a high his-
torical stock return volatility indicates also its high future value, and higher frequency of uncertain
words seems to be another signi�cant determinant.

To predict stock return volatility, the machine learning methods were trained using ten-fold
cross-validation, this is 10% randomly selected data were used as testing data and this procedure
was repeated ten times to obtain reliable results. Table 5.3 shows the accuracy (Acc), area under
Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (AUC), and true positive (TP) rate and true negative
(TN) rate obtained using the input variables from Table 5.2. Note that AUC was used to re�ect
the imbalance of the classes in the dataset (386 vs. 993 instances) and TN and TP rates measure
the accuracy on class 0 and class 1, respectively. e evaluation measures are given as follows:

 TP  TN  
Acc   (5.8)

 P  N  

TP
TPrate   (5.9)

P
TN

TNrate   (5.10)
N 1 d

AUC  TPR T   FPR T  dT  (5.11)
0 dT

where P andN are the numbers of samples classi�ed as positive and negative abnormal volatility,
respectively, TP and TN are the numbers of samples correctly classi�ed as positive and negative
abnormal volatility, respectively, and T is the cut-o� point.

To further demonstrate the value of the proposed variables, we examined their merits using the
Relief feature ranking algorithm (Kira and Rendell, 1992). In Table 5.3, the average worth of vari-
ables is presented over ten experiments (obtained using ten-fold cross-validation). In addition, the
overall ranks are provided to show that historical stock and market volatilities represent the most
important input variables in the data. However, linguistic variables ranked just after them, with
commonality, certainty, and uncertainty ranked among top �ve variables. ese results suggest
that linguistic information is a relevant determinant of stock return volatility.

With respect to these evaluation measures, Bagging and RF achieved a more balanced perfor-
mance, with acceptable accuracy on both classes (Table 5.4). By contrast, DFFNN and SVM
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Table 5.2 Result of Student’s paired t-test

Variable Average for negative
abnormal volatility

(class 0, 386 instances)

Average for positive
abnormal volatility

(class 1, 993 instances) t-value p-value

Beta 1.179 1.260  0 972 0.331

MC 9521.311 10855.913  0 708 0.479

Liquid. 0.008 0.008  0 625 0.532

D/E 0.885 0.985  0 667 0.505

P/E 41.129 24.554 1.713* 0.087

PBV 7.926 5.956 0.745 0.456

ROE 0.122 0.164  1 080 0.280

Positive 0.013 0.013  0 261 0.794

Negative 0.027 0.027  1 122 0.262

Uncertainty 0.013 0.014  1 641* 0.099

Litigious 0.011 0.011  0 333 0.739

Modal 0.001 0.001 1.109 0.268

Certainty 0.018 0.018  0 170 0.450

Optimism 0.020 0.020 0.220 0.865

Realism 0.299 0.300  0 857 0.392

Activity 0.023 0.023  0 269 0.788

Commonality 0.027 0.028  0 653 0.514

Histor. market volat. 0.005 0.003 9.204*** 0.000

Histor. stock volat. 0.003 0.013  14.448*** 0.000

*** signi�cant difference at p = 0.01, * signi�cant difference at p = 0.10.

performed best on the majority class only (TP rate). However, DFFNN was not capable of
detecting TN instances at all. In other words, the DFFNN model performed poorly for the
imbalanced dataset. Overall, the ensemble algorithms outperformed the individual machine
learning algorithms in terms of AUC. Regarding accuracy, REPTree performed best, with the bal-
anced accuracy on both classes (84.7% and 86.7% for the negative and positive abnormal stock
return volatility, respectively). To detect signi�cant di�erences compared with the best perform-
ing machine method, Student’s paired t-test was carried out, indicating that SVM and DFFNN
were signi�cantly outperformed in terms of both Acc and AUC.

In two further runs of experiments, sensitivity to linguistic indicators was tested. In Table 5.5,
the results are presented for the experiment without the word categories from the general
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Table 5.3 Worth of the variables obtained using
the Relief feature selection method

Variable Worth of a variable Rank

Beta 0.00024 15

MC 0.00114 13

Liquid.

D/E

P/E

PBV

0.00168

0.00011

0.00031

0.00003

12

16

17

18

ROE 0.00001 19

Positive 0.00399 7

Negative

Uncertainty

Litigious

Modal

0.00398

0.00460

0.00404

0.00058

8

5

6

14

Certainty

Optimism

Realism

0.00460

0.00194

0.00291

4

11

10

Activity

Commonality

Histor. market volat.

0.00338

0.00650

0.00864

9

3

2

Histor. stock volat. 0.01356 1

dictionary, while Table 5.6 shows those obtained without the �nance-speci�c dictionary. Most
importantly, the performance of the prediction models improved in terms of Acc for most
methods when the �nance-speci�c dictionaries were removed, suggesting that the sentiment cat-
egories obtained using the general dictionaries were more informative for abnormal stock return
volatility prediction. No other signi�cant change was observed in the results presented in Tables
5.5 and 5.6 compared with those from Table 5.4, suggesting that general dictionaries may signif-
icantly enhance the balance in performance on both target classes. is provides investors with a
more reliable prediction tool enabling them a wider range of investment strategies.

In the �nal run of experiments, only �nancial variables were employed for predicting abnor-
mal stock return volatility. From the results presented in Table 5.7, it can be observed that the
machine learning models were outperformed by their counterparts reported in previous experi-
ments, indicating that linguistic information extracted from annual reports increases prediction
performance regardless of the machine learning method used. Although Student’s paired t-tests
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performed to compare these approaches did not indicate signi�cant di�erences, note that the
potential reduction in investors’ �nancial risk may have huge �nancial impact on the value of
their portfolios.

5.5 Conclusions
is study has shown that a more balanced performance of the prediction methods can be
achieved when incorporating the linguistic indicators from annual reports into the volatility pre-
diction models. More precisely, our results indicate that general dictionaries are more discrimi-
native than their �nance-speci�c counterparts. Slightly more accurate machine learning models
were obtained using the linguistic indicators compared with the models trained using only �nan-
cial indicators. From the theoretical point of view, the current �ndings add substantially to our
understanding of the e�ect of annual reports’ release on short-term stock return volatility. An
important practical implication is that investors can use the proposed tool to reduce their �nan-
cial risk. Notably, we found that uncertainty in managerial comments indicates higher future
stock return volatility.

e main limitation of the current investigation is that it has only examined one-year period.
To further our research we intend to extend the monitored period. Future trials should also assess
the model for predicting stock return volatility for di�erent prediction horizons and focus on
speci�c industries. Additional linguistic indicators can also be incorporated, such as those based
on semantic and syntactic features of words and phrases.
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Chapter 6

Random projection methods
in economics and �nance∗

Roberto Casarin and Veronica Veggente

6.1 Introduction
Nowadays, very huge datasets are available in each �eld of science due to the possibility of record-
ing and storing every relevant and apparently irrelevant information. Not only structured data
but also unstructured ones are available in di�erent forms such as images, histograms and text
documents. All of them can be used as inputs in algorithms in order to improve the e�ciency of
decision processes, and to discover new relationships in nature, �nancial markets and society. e
power of these data is potentially in�nite and in recent years an active area of research emerged
in economics and �nance, which aims at handling inference on high-dimensional and complex
data by combining machine learning methods with econometric models. Chinese Restaurant
Processes and Bayesian nonparametric inference have been considered in Bassetti et al. (2018b),
Billio et al. (2019), Bassetti et al. (2018a) and Bassetti et al. (2014); graphical models for time
series analysis are developed in Bianchi et al. (2019), Ahelegbey et al. (2016a) and Ahelegbey et al.
(2016b); random forest and nonparametric inference have been studied in Athey et al. (2019) and
Wager and Athey (2018).

Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that an algorithm or inference procedure might not
work properly if all input data are not carefully re�ned. For this purpose, data preprocessing tech-
niques are exploited to ensure that the input dataset is suitable for a data analysis process so
that its e�ciency is increased (see García et al. (2015) for further details). Data preprocessing
is organized into two main steps: data preparation and data reduction. Data preparation consists

∗is research used the SCSCF multiprocessor cluster system and is part of the project Venice Center for Risk
Analytics (VERA) at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice.
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in data cleaning, which includes correction of bad data, �ltering of incorrect data and reduction
of unnecessary details, and data transformation, which includes data conversion, missing values
imputation and data normalization. Data reduction techniques, which are the main focus of this
chapter, allow for reducing sample size, and cardinality and dimensionality of the original data.

Sample size reduction ensures a data reduction through the estimation of parametric or
nonparametric models which preserve some data properties. Cardinality reduction includes for
example binning processes which divide data into intervals (bins) and identify a representative
feature value for each bin. Dimensionality reduction techniques allow for reducing the number of
variables and divide into three types of approaches. e �rst is feature selection which identi�es
the best subset of variables to represent the original data. e second is feature construction which
compounds new features through the application to the original data of constructive operators
such as logical conjunction, string concatenation and numerical average (Sondhi, 2009). e
third is feature extraction which de�nes new features through a mapping of the original variables
into a lower dimensional space. Within this approach, we will review Principal Component Anal-
ysis, Factor Analysis and Projection Pursuit (Section 6.2) and focus on random projection methods
(Section 6.3) which have recently been applied to statistics and machine learning (Breger et al.,
2019; Fard et al., 2012; Guhaniyogi and Dunson, 2015; Kabán, 2014; Li et al., 2019; Maillard
and Munos, 2009; anei et al., 2017) and econometrics (Koop et al., 2019). Also, see Boot and
Nibbering (2019) for a review of sub-space projection methods in macro-econometrics.

Data reduction is a necessary preprocessing step for high-dimensional data since they come
with a lot of unwanted modeling, inference and prediction issues. In statistical models, the num-
ber of parameters increases exponentially with the number of variables (over-parametrization)
implying good in-sample prediction and poor out-of-sample prediction performances (over�t-
ting). Also, the number of observations needed to achieve an e�ective model �tting is large and
is not reached in many practical situations (ine�ciency issues). Similar issues arise in machine
learning. e most relevant feature of a learning algorithm is that it should be trained on a large
dataset in order to achieve good �tting or forecasting performances. When the number of covari-
ates (features) increases, the algorithm needs a very large training set and can be subject to over�t-
ting the training data if the number of observations is not large enough. All the issues mentioned
above originate from the curse of dimensionality (Bellman, 1961) and multicollinearity problems
in high-dimensional spaces (Vershynin, 2019; Wang, 2012).

An intuitive explanation of the curse of dimensionality is that in high-dimensional spaces there
is exponentially more room than in low-dimensional spaces. For example, a cube with side 2 in
R3 has an area 23 times larger than the one of the unit cube. e same 2-side cube in Rd has an
area 2d times larger than the unit cube lying in the same d -dimensional space. e larger volume
available in high-dimensional spaces makes more di�cult that random observations fall in the
“center” of the distribution: the tails in high-dimensional probability distributions are muchmore
important than the center.

Two similar situations are as follows: a hypersphere inscribed in a cube and two embedded
hyperspheres. It can be shown that when the dimension increases, if data points are drawn ran-
domly in the hypercube, it is more likely that they fall in the complement of the hypersphere
inscribed in the hypercube; similarly, if data are drawn randomly in the larger hypersphere there
is a higher probability that they fall in the complement of the smaller hypersphere. In high-
dimensional spaces, data concentrates in unexpected parts of those spaces. is mathematical
fact is referred in the literature as empty space phenomenon and is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Given
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Figure 6.1 When the dimension of the space (d-sphere) increases from d = 2 (2-sphere on the
left) to d = 3 (3-sphere on the right), the proportion of random points (black dots) falling into
the internal sphere (red area) of radius 1− ε, with ε = 0.6, decreases, whereas the proportion
of points (empty circles) in the complement of the internal sphere (gray area) increases.

1,000 points randomly generated in a unit d -sphere, the percentage of random points (black dots)
in the inscribed d -sphere of radius 1− ε (red area), with ε ∈ (0, 1), decreases when d increases
from 2 (left plot) to 3 (right plot).

As in the examples of the hypercube and hyperspheres, the graph of a multidimensional Gaus-
sian distribution can be considered. In dimension d = 1 the volume of this distribution contained
in a 1-sphere (or interval) of radius 1.65 is 0.9; it can be proved that if the dimension of the space
increases, the volume contained in that sphere decreases and it becomes almost 0 in dimension
10. is shows that as d goes to in�nity, the tails of a distribution become much more important
than its center. For a wide and comprehensive discussion of this topic, the reader can refer to
Verleysen and François (2005).

is result permits to argue a new concept: since data concentrate in extreme areas of the
distribution in high-dimensional spaces, as d increases the distance between data and the center
becomes higher; consequently, all points have similar distance from the center. Hence, substitut-
ing the Euclidean norm ||x|| =

√
x21 + . . .+ x2d of each point x = (x1, . . . , xd ) ∈ Rd with the

mean of the norms µ||x|| computed over a subset of points x1, . . . , xk ∈ Rd leads to a negligible
error in computing relative distances from the center of the distribution (Verleysen and François,
2005). is fact opens the way to the application of dimensionality reduction techniques when
learning or making inference on high-dimensional distributions.

Another issue in modeling high-dimensional data is collinearity, also called multicollinearity
in the multivariate case. It is a phenomenon that arises when one or more variables in a regres-
sion model can be nearly perfectly predicted by a linear combination of the other covariates
(near-collinearity). As a result, this phenomenon creates a substantial variability in the coe�-
cient estimate for each variable. Nevertheless, the predictive e�ectiveness of a model as a whole
is not a�ected, what becomes senseless is the value of each regression coe�cient that cannot
be interpreted in the usual way. In practice, this means that the e�ect of a unit change in a
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variable controlling for the others cannot be well estimated. In addition, standard errors of these
estimates become larger and a small change in the input data can make them vary substantially.

In the case of perfect collinearity, that is much more unusual than near-collinearity, a variable
is the exact linear combination of another. In this case, the input matrix has not full rank and
the model is not well speci�ed (Stock and Watson, 2015). As the space dimension increases, the
possibility that some variables are linearly correlated with the others increases substantially and
the model is more likely to su�er of the multicollinearity issues described above. Nevertheless,
it is possible to exploit multicollinearity to reduce the dimensionality of an input dataset. In
the following, we will call extrinsic dimension the dimension of the original dataset and intrinsic
dimension the number of independent variables in the reduced dataset.

e remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, dimensionality reduction
techniques are presented as a way to overcome the issues discussed in the introduction. Section
6.3 introduces random projection and Section 6.4 provides some illustrations on simulated time
series data and three original applications to tracking and forecasting a �nancial index and to
predicting electricity trading volumes.

6.2 Dimensionality reduction
ere are many di�erent techniques available to reduce the dimension of a dataset from the
extrinsic dimension to the intrinsic one. e way the intrinsic dimension is computed is one of
the main di�erences among reduction methods. e aim of this section is to provide an overview
and to get the reader introduced to random projection (RP in what follows) techniques which is
the main focus of this chapter. In the following, we review linear techniques and refer the reader
to Schölkopf et al. (1998) for an introduction to Kernel PCA and to Roweis and Saul (2000) for
Local Linear Embedding, which are widely used non-linear techniques.

In all reduction techniques, a given sample of d covariates (or features) (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,d ),
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n, is represented as a data matrix:

X =


x1,1 x1,2 . . . x1,d

x2,1 x2,2 . . . x2,d
...

...
. . .

...

xn,1 xn,2 . . . xn,d

 (6.1)

where d is the extrinsic dimension and a variance-covariance matrix

6 =


σ1,1 σ1,2 . . . σ1,d

σ2,1 σ2,2 . . . σ2,d
...

...
. . .

...

σd ,1 σd ,2 . . . σd ,d


is assumed to exist for the model which is generating the data. In linear techniques, a representa-
tion of the data on a low-dimensional space is generated by extracting k variables that are linear
transformations of the d covariates (where k < d ).
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6.2.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis is the most used dimensionality reduction technique. See Dunte-
man (1989) for an introduction, Jolli�e andCadima (2016) for a reviewwith recent developments,
Ruppert (2011) for applications to economic time series and Fu et al. (2020) for an application
to �nance.

is procedure identi�es k variables that explain a certain percentage of the total variability in
the original d variables. More formally, PCA is a statistical procedure that applies an orthogonal
transformation to the n×d datamatrix in order to produce a set of k linearly independent variables,
which are called principal components.

Let uj, j = 1, . . . , d , be the eigenvectors of symmetric matrix A. According to the spectral
decomposition theorem, A can be decomposed as

A = U3U ′

where U is the orthogonal matrix with the eigenvectors of A in its columns, i.e. U =

(u1, u2, . . . , ud ), U ′ its transposed, and 3 = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λd ) is a diagonal matrix com-
posed of all the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors of A, disposed in the same order.
Consider a normed linear combination of the components xi ∈ Rn:

C =
d∑

i=1
αixi

where ||α|| = 1.
e combination C with the maximum variance will be the �rst principal component, the

component with the second highest variance and orthogonal to the �rst will be the second prin-
cipal component and so on. Formally, this is an optimization problem of the type

α = arg max
‖α‖=1

Var(X ′α)

It can be shown that the vector α whichmaximizes the variance of the normed linear combination
is u1, that is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue (λ1). is vector is called the
�rst principal axis and the projection of u′1X on this axis is called the �rst principal component.

e following principal components are found adopting the same procedure repetitively. Rel-
evantly, each principal component explains a percentage of the total variance of the model and
the variance due to the ith principal component is equal to

λi

(λ1 + λ2 + · · · + λd )

is quantity decreases for each principal component, the variance due to the �rst principal
component being the largest.

e main drawbacks of the PCA are presented in the following.

� Even if the principal components are all linear combinations of the original variables,
sometimes it is di�cult to interpret them in the sense of the initial problem.
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� ere is not a unique rule to decide the number k of components to include in the reduced
matrix that is the dimension of the projection sub-space. Generally, a rule of thumb is used;
components are added until a satisfactory percentage of the original variance is explained.

� It can be not e�ective when original data lie on non-linear manifolds,1 because PCA is only
able to project onto a linear sub-space.2

6.2.2 Factor analysis

Factor analysis is a linear method where all variables are represented as linear functions of some
common factors which are not observable. See Bartholomew (1984) and Fodor (2002) for an intro-
duction, Stock andWatson (2002b) for an application to macroeconomics and Stock andWatson
(2002a) for a forecasting application with large datasets.

Consider the matrix X in 6.1, the columns represent the variables and the rows are the
responses of each statistical unit to each variable. Let X ′ be the transpose of X and xj ∈ Rd

the jth column of X ′, with j ∈ 1, . . . , n. e factor model is

X ′ = ϒF + E (6.2)

whereϒ is a d×kmatrix of constants, F is a k×nmatrix with unit-speci�c k-dimensional vectors
of random factors fj in the columns and E is a d×nmatrix with unit-speci�c d -dimensional vec-
tors of idiosyncratic errors ej in the columns.e assumptions for the factor models are presented
in the following:

1. all factors are standardized; that is, their expected value is null (i.e. E(fj) = 0) and their
variance-covariance matrix is equal to the identity (i.e. E(fjf ′j ) = I );

2. all speci�c factors have null expected value (i.e. E(ei) = 0);
3. idiosyncratic terms are mutually independent (i.e. Cov(ei, ej) = 0, i 6= j);
4. idiosyncratic terms and random factors are mutually independent (i.e. Cov(fi, ej) = 0).

Since all columns of F and E are independent, the variance Var(X ′) is equal to Var(ϒF + E) =
Var(ϒF ) + Var(E) and according to the fundamental theorem of factor analysis (Bartholomew,
1984) the variance-covariance matrix can be decomposed as

6 = ϒϒT
+9

where 9 is the variance-covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic term (E). From the speci�cation
of the factor model in Equation 6.2, each xi,j, i = 1, . . . , j = 1, . . . , d , satis�es

xj,i =
k∑

l=1

υj,l fl,i + ej,i

As a consequence, its variance can be decomposed as

σi,i =

k∑
j=1

υ2i,j + ψi,i (6.3)
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e �rst term in Equation 6.3, h2i =
∑k

j=1 υ
2
i,j, is called the communality and is common to

all variables while the second term 9i,i is called the speci�c or the unique variance, and it is
the part of variability due to the idiosyncratic term ei. If many xis have high coe�cients (υi,j)
for the same factor f , they highly depend on this same unknown factor, so they are probably
redundant. Exploiting this feature of the data, dimensionality of a dataset can be consistently
reduced, including in the analysis only non-redundant factors.

6.2.3 Projection pursuit

Projection pursuit is a dimensionality reduction technique which determines an interesting low-
dimensional linear orthogonal projection of a higher dimensional dataset by maximizing a projec-
tion index. See Huber (1985) and Carreira-Perpinán (1997) for an introduction, Serneels (2019)
for an application in �nance and Chen and Tuo (2020) for an application to statistical models.
PCA is a special case of projection pursuit, where the projection index is the maximum variance.

Projection pursuit is an unsupervised technique, and its aim is to �nd the low-dimensional
projection (linear or non-linear) that providesmost information about the structure of the original
high-dimensional data (that is called interesting projection). With this aim, a k × d matrix of
directions (A)3 is found such that Q(A) is maximized, where Q is a real-valued functional in Rk

representing the projection index that de�nes the interestingness of a direction.
e main intuition behind this method is that the components of A should be determined in

a way that the projection (through A) leads to the most interesting representation of the data into
a lower dimensional space. Each column (ai) is a projection direction and the most interesting
projection is found according to the selected projection index Q(A).

Dimensionality reduction techniques have also been extended to the non-linear case. A full
discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this chapter; for a wide explanation, the reader can
refer to Lee and Verleysen (2007).

6.3 Random projection
Random projection techniques compress randomly a large-dimensional data matrix into a smaller
matrix in such a way that the information content of the initial dataset is not lost. We need to
introduce some new concepts in order tomake the notion of information preservationmore precise
from a mathematical point of view.

Intuitively, for the techniques presented in the previous section, the determination of the
dimension reduction heavily depends on the structure of the data, which implies high computa-
tional costs. e main feature of random projection technique is that projection matrices are not
constructed with regard to the data.4

Random projection can be applied to perform both a row-wise (Woodru�, 2014) and a
column-wise compression. In the former case, the number of observations (n) is reduced while in
the latter a reduction of the number of covariates in the dataset (d ) is obtained. In this chapter,
we focus on column-wise dimensionality reduction.

In Section 6.3.1, random projection is described, starting from its mathematical foundations.
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984) and norm preservation the-
orem are discussed as the fundamental presupposition for its validity and reliability. In Section
6.3.2, a review of di�erent types of projection matrices is provided.
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6.3.1 Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma

We illustrate the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma (JL lemma in what follows) from a probabilistic
perspective. e norm preservation theorem will be presented when the function f is a Gaussian
random projection function.

e JL lemma is a fundamental result concerning the distortion implied by projecting data
from a high-dimensional space to a sub-space of very low dimension. is lemma shows that it is
possible to embed high-dimensional space into a sub-space in such a way that distances between
points are nearly preserved.

emapping usedmust be at least Lipschitz. A function is said to be Lipschitz when it presents
a strong form of uniform continuity. For the purpose of this work, it is su�cient to know that a
Lipschitz continuous function is limited in how fast it can change.5

Lemma 6.3.1 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss). Let Q ⊂ Rd be a set of n points, k = 20 log(n)ε−2 the
dimension of the representation space, sub-space of Rd , and ε ∈ (0, 1/2) the largest error allowed
in the dimensionality reduction. Hence, a Lipschitz mapping f : Rd

−→ Rk does exist such that
∀ u, v ∈ Q:

(1− ε)‖u− v‖2 ≤ ‖f (u)− f (v)‖ ≤ (1+ ε)‖u− v‖2

where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm.
Lemma 6.3.1 states that the distance between two transformed points f (u) and f (v) is

bounded by below (above) by the distance between the original points u,v decreased (increased)
by a percentage ε. Otherwise said a function f exists such that the distance between the points of
the transformed space f (Q) is close to the distance between the points in original space Q . is
distance can be viewed as the information content cited before.

e norm preservation theorem is stated in the following not only because it is of great impor-
tance in the proof of the JL lemma, but also because it provides a useful bound to the approx-
imation error due the random projection. Although a Gaussian projection matrix is assumed,
the result has been con�rmed to be valid also under di�erent distributional assumptions for the
projection matrix.

eorem 6.3.2 (Norm Preservation). Let x ∈ Rd and A a k × d matrix with entries ai,j sampled
independently from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1); hence

P

(
(1− ε) ‖x‖2 ≤

∥∥∥∥ 1
√
k
Ax
∥∥∥∥2 ≤ (1+ ε) ‖x‖2

)
≥ 1− 2e−(ε

2
−ε3) k4 (6.4)

Given that the norm preservation theorem has been proved using the Gaussian random pro-
jection function (Dasgupta and Gupta, 1999), a last issue must be solved: the existence of some
couples u, v ∈ Q such that the JL lemma holds using the Gaussian random projection.

Set f in Equation 6.4 equal to the Gaussian random projection function so that the norm
preservation theorem holds

f (x) =
1
√
k
Ax (6.5)

with k = 20 log(n)/ε−2, and assume u, v ∈ Q ⊂ Rd are both O(n2). Using probabilistic
arguments it can be shown that the probability that a couple of vectors u and v exists such that JL
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lemma does not hold is lower than one. Equivalently, under proper assumptions, the probability
to have u and v such that the lemma holds true is greater than zero. is ensures us that the JL
lemma is valid from a probabilistic point of view.

6.3.2 Projection matrices’ speci�cation

In the previous section, a Gaussian random matrix A was chosen to perform random projection
and to present the JL lemma. e main advantage of random projection above other dimension-
ality reduction techniques is the fact that the matrix used for the projection is built regardless of
the original dataset. is ensures the researcher a substantial saving of time and the possibility
to apply the same technique to solve many di�erent problems. In random projection literature,
other suitable forms for the matrix A have been proposed after the Gaussian random matrix. In
this section, a review of this matrices is proposed.

JL lemma has been proved using di�erent types of random matrices; in the previous section,
we provided a statement considering a Gaussian projection matrix. Other proposals have been
made for the projection matrix and the most relevant contribution (Achlioptas, 2003) introduced
two new types of random projection A, the �rst with entries

ai,j =


+
√
3 p = 1

6

0 p = 2
3

−
√
3 p = 1

6

(6.6)

and the second with entries

ai,j =

+1 p = 1
2

−1 p = 1
2

e �rst type allows for a higher degree of sparsity in the projection matrix. is characteristic
has two main advantages: �rst, it strongly reduces the computational costs as two-thirds of the
entries are zeros; moreover, this feature re�ects the fact that economic and �nancial data are sparse.
Take as an example �nancial returns; following the literature, they are generally well described by
distributions with null mean and fat tails.

In the Bayesian literature, random projection was implemented to cope with problems of
large-scale regressions (Guhaniyogi and Dunson, 2015) and large-scale vector autoregressions (Koop
et al., 2019). In both these works, the authors used a projection matrix A with entries

8i,j =


+

1
√
φ

p = φ2

0 p = 2(1− φ)φ

−
1
√
φ

p = (1− φ)2

with φ ∼ U(0.1, 0.9).
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6.4 Applications of random projection
In this section, we provide four applications of random projection. e �rst one is a linear regres-
sion problem on simulated data with large number of covariates; the second is a �nancial portfolio
replication problem; the last two applications are forecasting exercises for the S&P500 index
returns and the trading volumes in the Australian electricity market, respectively. ese four
original applications allow us to illustrate how to combine dimensionality reduction with stan-
dard econometric models and to discuss the main features, advantages and limitations of random
projection.

6.4.1 A compressed linear regression model

Since RP has been used mainly in image and text data processing, its strength has been exploited
to manage massive datasets. e goal of our numerical experiments is to show that random pro-
jection can be e�ective also when a moderate number of covariates is considered, producing a
signi�cant e�ciency gain.

Data are generated as follows:

Yj = β0 + x′jβ + ηj, ηj
iid
∼ N

(
0, σ 2

η

)
j = 1, . . . , n, where xj = (xj,1, . . . , xj,d )′ is a d -dimensional column vector of covariates, and
β = (β1, . . . , βd )

′ a d -dimensional column vector of coe�cients. e covariates are generated
as follows:

xj,i =
i

d + 1
xj−1,i + εi, εi

iid
∼ N (0, σ 2

ε )

and their coe�cients are drawn randomly

βi =

(
γ

i
d + 1

+ ζi

)
si, ζi

iid
∼ N (0, σ 2

ζ ), si
iid
∼ Bern(p)

with i = 1, . . . , d . e Bernoulli random variable si allows for setting the coe�cient βi at zero
randomly with probability 1− p, thus excluding some covariates from the model which is gener-
ating the data. We apply a random projection approach to reduce the dimensionality of a linear
regressionmodel.e dimension of the projection sub-space is given by the error bound estimates
of the JL lemma k = 20 log(n)/ε−2.

e numerical illustration in Figure 6.2 shows that in our experiment settings with n = 2,000
and n = 1,100 observations, the optimal sub-space dimensions are k = 634 and k = 588,
respectively. We �t the following random projection (RP) regression model:

Yj = β0 + wj(A)′β + ηj, ηj
iid
∼ N

(
0, σ 2

η

)
for j = 1, . . . , n, where β = (β1, . . . , βk)′ is a k-dimensional column vector of coe�cients and

wj(A) =
1
√
k
Axj, j = 1, . . . , n
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Figure 6.2 Dimension k of the projection sub-space given by the JL lemma (vertical axis, left)
and the upper bound in the norm preservation theorem (vertical axis, right) as a function of
the number of observations n (horizontal axes).

the k-dimensional column vector of projected covariates, A is a (k × d)-dimensional random
projection matrix.

In the di�erent experimental settings of Table 6.1, we evaluate the mean square error (MSE)
on a validation set of 1,000 samples generated from the true model. e results are given in Table
6.2. Since the random projection strategy is over-performing OLS for n close to the number
of covariates d and for a low probability of inclusion of the covariates in the data generating
process, we focus our attention on the parameter p. Within setting 1 (see Table 6.1), we estimate
the mean square error with p varying in the interval (0, 1). As is visible in the results reported in
Table 6.2 (boldface �gures), random projection seems to outperform the OLS estimation when
a subsample of 1,100 observations is used. Moreover, it works better both with n = 2,000 and
n = 1,100 in experiment 4, when the probability to include the covariates into the data generating

Table 6.1 Experimental settings. Each experiment
includes the number of observations, the intercept β0, the
regression variance σ 2

η , the parameters of the covariate
generating process γ, σ 2

ε , σ
2
ζ and the probability p of

inclusion of a covariate in the true model

Model parameters

Experiment n β0 σ 2η γ σ 2ε σ 2ζ p

1 2,000 0.1 32 0.9 1 0.012 0.2

2 2,000 0.1 1 0.9 1 0.012 0.2

3 2,000 0.1 32 0.9 1 0.012 0.8

4 2,000 0.1 32 0.9 1 0.012 0.01

5 2,000 0.1 32 0.9 1 0.012 0.05
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Table 6.2 Mean square error for the different estimation strategies (columns)
and experimental settings (rows) given in Table 6.1

Sample size

Experiment OLS n = 2,000 OLS n = 1,100 RP OLS n = 2,000 RP OLS n = 1,100

1 27.98 221.04 115.53 213.17

2 3.38 44.95 117.17 167.40

3 29.95 209.51 468.81 943.79

4 36.24 326.48 22.95 41.42

5 24.97 304.51 39.59 76.09

process is lower (see Figure 6.3). is is to say that when data are sparser, the gain in e�ectiveness
using random projection instead of OLS is substantial.

6.4.2 Tracking the S&P500 index

In order to test the e�ciency of random projection, a problem of �nancial index tracking was
set up. Index replication strategies require to build a portfolio of �nancial assets whose behavior
mimics that of a given �nancial index (e.g., see Corielli and Marcellino (2006), Kim and Kim
(2020)). Typically, much fewer stocks should appear in the replica than in the index. e objec-
tive of our experiments is to replicate the S&P500 index by investing in a speci�c subset of its
components.

We assume one is interested in replicating the index �uctuations by trading stocks of the
healthcare sector. With this goal, we retrieved data from 1st August 2019 to 31st December 2019
for S&P500 index and for all components of the S&PHealthcare index. e dataset includes
n = 104 time observations of the log-returns of 59 stocks and of 1 index (see Figure 6.4).

Initially, it is argued that it is possible to replicate an index using just a subset of its compo-
nents; analytically, it means that the log-return of S&P500 can be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the log-returns of the stocks belonging to the healthcare sector plus an error term. In
formulas

RSP,t = R′HC,t β + εt , t = 1, . . . , n

where RSP,t is the S&P500 log-return at time t, RHC,t is a d × 1 vector of log-returns for all
d = 59 stocks belonging to the healthcare sector, β is a d × 1 vector of coe�cients and εt is
the idiosyncratic error term. According to this representation, β is the vector of weights to be
attributed to each stock to replicate the log-return of the S&P500. In this application, we exploit
the compressed regression

RSP,t = R′HC,t
1
√
k
Aβc + εt , t = 1, . . . , n

where the matrix A is Gaussian random projection matrix to e�ciently determine an optimal
investment strategy.
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Figure 6.3 Results of experiment 4, where the probability of inclusion of a covariate in the
data generating process is small, that is p = 0.01. In each plot: true parameter values (blue
dots) and estimated parameter values (red dots) for a random projection OLS on the entire
samples of 2,000 observations (top) and on a subsample of 1,100 observations (bottom).

In all analyses, the number of observations is n = 104 and the projection sub-space has
dimension k = 15. We followed the suggestion in Guhaniyogi and Dunson (2015) and choose
the new dimension in the interval [2 log(d),min(n, d)]. Random projection is performed 1,000
times generating Ai, i = 1, . . . ,1,000, independent projection matrices. e elements of the
projection R′HC,tAi can be interpreted as random portfolios and the optimal coe�cients βci are
portfolio weights conditionally to the projections Ai. To recover the regression coe�cients in the
original dimension d , we perform a reverse random projection of each β̂

c
i vector as follows:

β̂ i = Aiβ̂
c
i
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Figure 6.4 Log-returns of the S&P500 index (red line) from 1st August 2019 to 31st December
2019 and log-returns of all S&PHealthcare components (colored lines).

Finally, we apply Bayesian model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999) and obtain a d -dimensional
vector of portfolio weights:

β̄
∗
=

1
1000

1000∑
i=1

β̂
∗

i (6.7)

e results in this section are averages over the 1,000 independent random projections.
Di�erent portfolio strategies were set up according to di�erent weight calculation methods

and di�erent training sample sizes. Weight calculation is based alternatively on the coe�cients
produced by the simple OLS regression (OLS method in Table 6.3), or on the Gaussian random
projection coe�cients of Equation 6.7 (GRP method in Table 6.3).

ree di�erent sizes of the training sample are considered: 80.77%, 67.31% and 57.69%
of the original sample size, which corresponds to the �rst 84, 70 and 60 observations of the
original sample, respectively. In the experiments with 57.69% of the original sample, the number
of observations available equals the number of coe�cients to estimate plus one, which makes
the OLS estimates highly ine�cient. ese experiments mimic scenarios where there is a large
number of replicating assets and a few temporal observations available to determine the optimal
weights. We expect random projection techniques help to deal with this ine�ciency issue.

Figure 6.6 presents the log-returns of the S&P500 index and of the replicating strategies. e
corresponding average tracking errors are given in Table 6.3. Results in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5
show that random projection outperforms OLS in all of our experiments. Random projection
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Table 6.3 Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Tracking Error (TE)
and Tracking Error with normalized weights (TE-n) for
different strategies. A strategy is given by a combination
of estimation method (OLS without Random Projection
(OLS) and OLS with Gaussian Random Projection (RP))
and training sample size (percentage of the original sam-
ples (P) equal to nsub/104)

Strategy Tracking performances

Method P (%) MAE (%) TE (%) TE-n (%)

1 OLS 80.77 0.0097 1.20 1.20

2 RP 80.77 0.0054 0.59 0.71

3 OLS 67.31 0.0167 2.17 1.72

4 RP 67.31 0.0055 0.56 0.87

5 OLS 57.69 0.5074 60.5 58.13

6 RP 57.69 0.0059 0.53 1.03

displays a smaller mean absolute error and is more accurate in backtesting. When the subsample
is chosen really small, and the number of observations is close to the number of regressors, OLS-
based portfolios have a large variability (bottom plot of Figure 6.5) and random projection OLS
strongly outperforms the simple OLS method in terms mean absolute error (MAE) computed as

MAE =
1
n

n∑
t=1

∣∣∣R̂SP,t − RSP,t
∣∣∣

where R̂SP,t = R′HC,t β̄
∗.We evaluate the performances of the investment strategies by computing

the Tracking Error (TE) that is a measure of the deviation of a tracking portfolio from the target
index:

TE =

√√√√ 1
n− 1

n∑
t=1
((R̂SP,t −

¯̂RSP)− (RSP,t − R̄SP))2

where ¯̂RSP and R̄SP are the average returns of the replication and target portfolio, respectively
(Basak et al., 2009). e TE is computed as the standard deviation of the di�erence of the index
and portfolio returns. e TE values con�rm that random projection has a better performance
in terms of portfolio replication. e results are con�rmed when the regression coe�cients are
normalized to obtain a replicating portfolio with self-�nancing constraint and initial capital equal
to 1 (last column of Table 6.3).

6.4.3 Forecasting S&P500 returns

Using the same methodology applied in the previous section for the index tracking problem, we
forecast the S&P500 considering the components of the S&PHealthcare as regressors. Although
the procedure is the same, the model �tted is slightly di�erent
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Figure 6.5 Results for Gaussian random projection model estimated on whole sample. Top:
true values (black), and OLS (blue dashed) and random projection OLS (red dashed) �tted
values. Bottom: mean absolute error for OLS (blue dashed) and random projection OLS (red
dashed). Gray lines represent the results of each one of the 1,000 random projection estimates.

RSP,t+1 = R′HC,tβ + εt

meaning that lagged variables are considered to produce a forecasting estimate.
e dataset used for this application is the same employed in the previous one; the only dif-

ference is that data are taken with a lag, so observations are 103 instead of 104. e experimental
settings are quite similar to the ones presented in the previous section. Time series of 103 obser-
vations were retrieved for S&P500 index and for all the 59 components of the S&PHealthcare
index. In this application, model is �tted using a training set of 52 observations and a test set of
51 observations. Also, the new dimension for random projection k is set equal to 15 following
the same arguments exposed in Section 6.4.2.

Similarly to what done in the previous application, the training sample (52 observations) is
used ten times to �t a multiple regression preprocessing data through a Gaussian random projec-
tion. e ten random projection matrices and the corresponding vectors of coe�cients produced
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Figure 6.6 Performance of S&P500 index (blue), OLS-based portfolio (yellow) and (RP+OLS)-
based portfolio (red). Weights computed using the whole sample (top), a subsample of 70
observations (middle) and a subsample of 60 observations (bottom).
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by the compressed regressions are stored.e aim of this application is to forecast the values of the
test set (51 observations) through a multiple regression performing a weighted model averaging
of these ten di�erent trials. Particularly, mean absolute error is computed for each of these models
applied to the training set in order to derive a vector of weights to perform model averaging. To
compute it, a vector of absolute errors is produced for each Monte Carlo simulation:

AEi =
∣∣∣RSP − R̂SP,i

∣∣∣ (6.8)

where AEi is a 52 × 1 vector of absolute errors for the ith �tted model and i = 1, . . . , 10.
Averaging all the values in each vector, a measure for the error committed by each regression is
produced (MAEi). en, its reciprocal is used to calculate weights

Pi =
MAE−1i∑10
j=1MAE−1j

(6.9)

where Pi is the weight attached to the ith model and i = 1, . . . , 10.
In the forecasting procedure of the test set, model averaging is performed according to these

weights, applying the previously stored projection matrices to compress the test set and then the
stored vectors of coe�cients to produce outputs. In the end, a weighted average of these predicted
values is computed for each observation in the test set according to the weights in Equation 6.9.

e graphical results in Figure 6.7 shows the higher predictive performance of the compressed
regression model (top chart) with respect to the standard linear regression (bottom chart). To
compare the two models, we consider theMean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) computed as

MAPE =
1
n

n∑
t=1

∣∣∣R̂SP,t − RSP,t
∣∣∣

RSP,t

For OLS estimate it is equal to 658.93 while preprocessing data using random projection allows
for an appreciable reduction of MAPE to a value of 3.67.

6.4.4 Forecasting energy trading volumes

In the last decades, following the liberalization of the electricity market, there has been an increas-
ing attention to predicting electricity prices and volumes to support optimal resources allocation
(Raviv et al., 2015; Weron, 2014). We propose to apply random projection to predict electricity
trading volumes in the Australian market. Wholesale trading in Australia is conducted by the
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) which generates electricity based on the requests
presented with a �ve minutes frequency. Accordingly, spot prices are determined in each region
(New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania) and then averaged over the six regions to obtain the average half hour trading price
in the NEM (National Energy Market). e spot price is the basis for the settlement of the
transactions in the market.

e original dataset includes time series data for volumes and spot prices for electricity traded
in the NEM for all regions from 7th December 1998 to 4th April 2010. Data have been trans-
formed from 30 minutes frequency to daily frequency applying simple average. Figure 6.8 shows
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Figure 6.7 Returns on S&P500 index (black solid), OLS-based forecasting (dashed, top) and
(OLS+RP)-based forecasting (dashed, bottom).

the electricity volumes traded during a period of 21 days. Every Sunday there is a decrease in the
trading volumes, and every Tuesday and Wednesday there are peaks. ese seasonal patterns in
the data call for the use of forecasting models with periodic components such as seasonal step-wise
dummies, and sine and cosine functions (Pedregal et al., 2007). In this application, we consider
a Fourier regression model with the aim of forecasting trading volumes in the Queensland at a
daily frequency.

We propose an augmented Fourier regression model

Yt = φt + µt + ξt + εt (6.10)

with εt being the idiosyncratic component, φt the Fourier period component

φt =

F∑
j=1

αj cos(2π fjt)+
F∑
j=1

βj sin(2π fjt)
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Figure 6.8 Daily trading volumes of electricity in thousands of Megawatt (MW) (black)
from 7th March 2010 to 28th March 2010. The vertical dashed line indicates the end of the
week.

where fj = j/n and j = 1, . . . , n/2 are the Fourier frequencies and αj and βj the Fourier
coe�cients. e augmentation terms are the quadratic time trend component

µt = α + βt + γ t2

for the long-term dynamics in the trading volumes, with coe�cients α, β and γ , and the seasonal
component

ξt =

6∑
j=1

γjDW
j,t

for the day-of-the-week seasonality, where DW
j,t takes value 1 when t is the jth day of the week

and 0 otherwise and γj are the coe�cients representing the increase or decrease in the trading
volumes with respect to the baseline day, which corresponds in our application to the seventh
day of the week (Sunday).

In order to apply random projection, we write Equation 6.10 in a more compact form

y = X1β1 + X2β2 + ε

where the vector y = (y1, . . . , yn)′ contains the observations for the response variable, the matrix

X1 =


1 1 12 DW

1,1 DW
2,1 . . . DW

6,1

1 2 22 DW
1,2 DW

2,2 . . . DW
6,2

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 n n2 DW
1,n DW

2,n . . . DW
6,n


has in its columns the intercept, the linear and quadratic components of the deterministic trend
and the dummy variables, the regression matrix
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X2 =


sin(1 · 2π f1) cos(1 · 2π f1) . . . sin(1 · 2π fF ) cos(1 · 2π fF )

sin(2 · 2π f1) cos(2 · 2π f1) . . . sin(2 · 2π fF ) cos(2 · 2π fF )
...

...
. . .

...
...

sin(2 · nπ f1) cos(2 · nπ f1) . . . sin(2 · nπ fF ) cos(2 · nπ fF )


has the periodic components at di�erent frequencies in the di�erent columns and the vector ε
contains the error terms. e dimension of the original dataset is n = 4,132 temporal observa-
tions, d = 1 + 2 + 6 + 2F covariates which is equal to 4,141 when all Fourier frequencies are
considered, i.e. F = 2,066. We apply data preprocessing to a subset of covariates. e column
vectors in the regression matrix X1 are not compressed, whereas we apply the (d−9)×k random
projection matrix A of the type exposed in Equation 6.6 to the columns of X2. e resulting
partially compressed regression model is

y = X1β1 + X2Aβc + ε

where βc is a k-dimensional vector of coe�cients, referred to the compressed regression matrix
X2A, and ε is an n× 1 vector of idiosyncratic errors.

e model in Equation 6.10 is �tted 100 times to the training set using di�erent random
draws of the projection matrix. For each draw, the mean absolute error MAEi is computed and
the coe�cients are used to predict the observations in the second part of the sample (validation set)
conditioning on the random projection matrix. e unconditional out-of-sample predictions are
obtained by averaging the conditional predictions over all draws of the random projection matrix.
e combination weights of the Bayesian model averaging are proportional to MAE−1i , that is
the inverse of the mean absolute error computed at each simulation step. In Figure 6.9 results
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Figure 6.9 Electricity trading volumes in thousands of Megawatt (MW) (black) for Queensland
and RP combined with OLS forecasting (red) in sample (from 7th December 1998 to 22nd
February 2007) and out of sample (from 23rd February 2007 to 31st March 2010). The vertical
dashed line indicates the end of the in-sample analysis.
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of the forecasting performance are shown for the RP combined with OLS. Since the number of
covariates is very large and very close to the sample size, the OLS without data preprocessing is not
e�cient. In our application, the standard deviation of coe�cients estimated with OLS method
takes values in the range [0, 22.19] with an average value of 0.062, whereas preprocessing data
allows for reducing the coe�cient standard deviation to the range [0, 0.019] and to an average
value of 0.0003.

6.5 Appendix: Matlab code
Use the following code to generate a synthetic dataset. Replace this block of code to upload the
dataset of your application.

1 n=2000; % Number of observations

2 nsub =1100; % Inference with smaller sample

size

3 ntest =10000; % Number of observations in test

set

4 d=1000; % Number of covariates

5 fs=14; % Font size graphical part

6

7 % Experiment Number 4

8 p=0.01;

9 sigmaeta =3;

10 sigmaeps =1;

11 sigmaz =0.01;

12

13 % Data generation

14 eps=randn(n+ntest ,d);

15 eta=randn(n+ntest ,1);

16 u=zeros(n+ntest ,d);

17 y=zeros(n+ntest ,1);

18

19 sl=rand(d,1)<p; % Selecting covariates to include

20 nsl=sum(sl);

21 bet =((1:d) '/(d+1) *0.9+ randn(d,1)*sigmaz).*sl;

22 for i=2:n+ntest

23 u(i,:) =(1:d)/(d+1).*u(i-1,:)+sigmaeps*eps(i,:);

24 y(i,1) =0.1+bet '*u(i,:) '+sigmaeta*eta(i,1);

25 end

26

27 Xtest=[ones(ntest ,1),u(n+1:n+ntest ,:)];

28 ytest=y(n+1:n+ntest ,:);

Use the following code to �nd the JL’s bound following the number of observations n and the
number of covariate d in the dataset.

29 epsi =49/100; % Error JL lemma

30 k=20* log ((1:n))/(epsi ^2); % New dimension

31 % Left plot in Figure 2 of the Chapter

32 figure (1)

33 plot ((1:n),k,'k-');
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34 legend('k','location ','northwest ');

35 xlabel('n');

36

37 % Right plot in Figure 2 of the Chapter

38 figure (2)

39 u=2*exp((-epsi ^2+ epsi ^3)*k/4) .*((1:n).^2);

40 plot ((1:n),u,'r--');

41 legend('upper bound','location ','northwest ');

42 xlabel('n');

Use the following code to perform Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and OLS with random
projection (RP). e analyses are performed on the while sample and a smaller subsample.

43 % Whole Sample OLS Analysis

44 X1=[ones(n,1),u(1:n,:)];

45 bethat1=inv(X1(1:n,:) '*X1(1:n,:))*(X1(1:n,:) '*y(1:n));

46 yhat1=Xtest*bethat1; % Test set prediction

47 mse1=mean((ytest -yhat1).^2);

48

49 % Sub Sample OLS Analysis

50 Xsub=[ones(nsub ,1),u(1:nsub ,:)];

51 ysub=y(1: nsub);

52 bethat2=inv(Xsub '*Xsub)*(Xsub '*ysub);

53 yhat2=Xtest*bethat2; % Test set prediction

54 mse2=mean((ytest -yhat2).^2);

55

56 % Whole Sample OLS + RP Analysis

57 ka=floor (20* log(n)/(epsi ^2))+1;

58 A=randn(d,ka)/sqrt(ka); % Generating Projection

Matrix

59 Xran=[ones(n,1),u(1:n,:)*A]; % Projecting Covariates

60 yran=y(1:n);

61 bethat3=inv(Xran '*Xran)*(Xran '*yran);

62 yhat3=[ones(ntest ,1) ,(u(n+1:n+ntest ,:)*A)]* bethat3; % Test set

prediction

63 mse3=mean((ytest -yhat3).^2);

64

65 % Sub Sample OLS + RP Analysis

66 kasub=floor (20* log(nsub)/(epsi ^2))+1;

67 Asub=randn(d,kasub)/sqrt(kasub); % Generating

Projection Matrix

68 Xransub =[ones(nsub ,1),u(1:nsub ,:)*Asub]; % Projecting

Covariates

69 yransub=y(1: nsub);

70 bethat4=inv(Xransub '* Xransub)*(Xransub '* yransub);

71 yhat4=[ones(ntest ,1) ,(u(n+1:n+ntest ,:)*Asub)]* bethat4; % Test set

prediction

72 mse4=mean((ytest -yhat4).^2);

73

74 % Left plot in figure 3 of the chapter

75 figure (3)

76 sz=10;
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77 sz0 =5;

78 scatter ((1:d)',bet ,sz0 ,'MarkerEdgeColor ','none','MarkerFaceColor '

,[0 0 1]);

79 hold on;

80 scatter ((1:d)',A*bethat3 (2: end),sz,'MarkerEdgeColor ','none','

MarkerFaceColor ' ,[1 0 0]);

81 hold off;

82 legend('true',['Estim. RP','(k=',num2str(ka),', n=',num2str(n),')

'],'location ','northwest ');

83 ylim ([-1+min(bet),max(bet)]);

84

85 % Left plot in figure 3 of the chapter

86 figure (4)

87 sz=10;

88 sz0 =5;

89 scatter ((1:d)',bet ,sz0 ,'MarkerEdgeColor ','none','MarkerFaceColor '

,[0 0 1]);

90 hold on;

91 scatter ((1:d)',Asub*bethat4 (2: end),sz,'MarkerEdgeColor ','none','

MarkerFaceColor ' ,[1 0 0]);

92 hold off;

93 legend('true',['Estim. RP','(k=',num2str(kasub),', n=',num2str(

nsub),')'],'location ','northwest ');

94 ylim ([-1+min(bet),max(bet)]);

Notes

1 A manifold is a topological space that locally resembles a Euclidean space near each point. is means that each
point of an n-dimensional manifold has a neighborhood that is homoeomorphic.

2 Anyway, when data lie on a non-linear manifold, it is possible to apply PCA locally (Kambhatla and Leen,
1997).

3 A is composed of orthonormal column vectors ai, subject to Cov(ai, aj) = 0 ∀i 6= j.
4 Nevertheless, Zhao and Mao (2015) propose to build projection matrices after a preliminary analysis of the
features of the original dataset.

5 For example, if a bound exists for the �rst derivative of a function f , it is said to be Lipschitz.
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Chapter 7

The future of cloud
computing in �nancial
services
A machine learning and
arti�cial intelligence
perspective

Richard L. Harmon and Andrew Psaltis

7.1 Introduction
e age of cloud computing is upon us. In the Financial Services Industry, we will see a signi�-
cant acceleration in the migration of core banking applications and related workloads to public
and private clouds over the next three years. is will help drive innovation, agility and digital
transformations but it will also contribute to enhanced complexity and potential operational risk
concerns if institutions build out a siloed cloud environment.

is chapter will focus on the future of cloud computing in �nancial services and highlight
a few examples where machine learning (ML) and arti�cial intelligence (AI) are transforming
how the �nancial services industry is driving innovation by leveraging data to improve products
and services, and reduce risk. We also highlight the foundational role cloud computing provides
by enabling institutions to have an enterprise-grade hybrid and multi-cloud architecture that
provides full portability of data and applications while having a single data management, data
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governance and data security capability across all environments. is allows for the full life cycle
industrialisation of ML and AI that provides capabilities to support real-time data ingestion, data
analysis, model development, validation and deployment with ongoing model management and
monitoring.

We showcase two examples whereML and AI provide innovative capabilities to address critical
business problems. We then brie�y touch on regulatory concerns around cloud computing at a
�rm and industry level and explain how the next generation of cloud computing platforms when
used in conjunction with a modern data management, ML and AI platform addresses many
of these �rm-speci�c risk concerns but not the industry-level �nancial stability concerns which
require regulatory involvement.

7.2 The role of machine learning and arti�cial intelligence
in �nancial services

ere are many well-documented business bene�ts for the adoption of ML and AI across the
Financial Services Industry. ese include the ability for institutions to automate and optimise
a wide range of operational processes, to leverage a comprehensive single view of customers that
takes into account many di�erent data sources to identify key behavioural characteristics for
improved personalisation and customer interaction. ML and AI can improve and automate fraud
andAnti-Money Laundering (AML) detection capabilities using amore holistic “KnowYourCus-
tomer" (KYC) view of customers, transactions and relationships coupled with a massive reduc-
tion of false positives that drive up the cost of investigations and reporting. ML and AI enable
near real-time automated credit risk decisions and risk management alerts that reduce risk while
expanding revenue opportunities.

As an illustration, imagine the success a business can achieve in revenue growth and market
share in a corporate banking environment if the ChiefMarketingO�cer (CMO) is able to double
the number of new corporate prospects that come with automatically pre-quali�ed lines of credit
or business approvals. is is starting to become a possibility when combining global lists of
businesses, directors, investors and shareholders, along with an institution’s current customer
data. From this data, ML and AI systems can more accurately identify what the best customers
look like, scour these global lists of prospects, �nd similar businesses, rate them based on a wide
range of factors, present a quali�ed targeted list of the best prospects to the CMO and even
identify which of the institution’s existing customers could make a warm introduction. is is
just one example of the potential for ML and AI to drive automation, innovation and operational
e�ciencies across many lines of business.

While there are many well-known bene�ts of the use of ML and AI, it also comes with a
range of risks, especially with respect to concerns about how these models are utilised. Beyond
concerns about the lack of explainability of many advanced ML and AI algorithms, there are
direct challenges to address the potential for models to replicate embedded societal biases. ere
are also concerns about the ethical application of models even including how autonomous pricing
algorithms can collude with other algorithms to set non-competitive prices.

A recent study by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) has highlighted an interesting aspect
of a potential risk-related side e�ect of the continued advancement and widespread use of ML
and AI:1
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Applications of AI and machine learning may enhance the interconnections between �nan-
cial markets and institutions in unexpected ways. Institutions’ ability to make use of big
data from new sources may lead to greater dependencies on previously unrelated macroeco-
nomic variables and �nancial market prices, including from various non�nancial corporate
sectors (e-commerce, sharing economy, etc.). As institutions �nd algorithms that generate
uncorrelated pro�ts or returns, there is a risk these will be exploited on a su�ciently wide
scale that correlations actually increase.2

A related aspect of these concerns aboutML and AI for the Financial Services industry is a require-
ment for Model Risk Management (MRM). is is a regulatory requirement as well as a core
aspect of a bank’s operational risk management framework. A recent McKinsey paper3 highlights
how the Coronavirus pandemic has identi�ed shortcomings of existing MRM capabilities:

... the real failure is not that banks used models which failed in this crisis but rather that
they did not have fallback plans to manage when the crisis did come.

It highlights several reasons for models that have failed during the COVID-19 crisis:

1. Model assumptions and boundaries de�ned at the design stage were developed in a pre-
COVID-19 world.

2. Most models draw on historical data without the access to high-frequency data that would
enable recalibration.

3. While access to the needed alternative data is theoretically possible, models would not be able
to integrate the new information in an agile manner, because the systems and infrastructure
on which they are built lack the necessary �exibility.

e last point, regarding the lack of ML and AI system’s �exibility, is critical to the global e�orts
of many �rms and analytic vendors to develop what is widely called the industrialisation of ML
and AI. At Cloudera we have been working for years to enable the modern machine learning life
cycle for large teams across massive data and heterogeneous compute environments with an open
platform built for enterprise scale that runs anywhere. We call this Cloudera Machine Learning
(CML). CML provides the following key features and bene�ts:4

 ML workspaces without waiting: Cloudera Machine Learning lets administrators deploy
new machine learning workspaces for teams in a few clicks, giving data science teams
access to the project environments and resources they need for end-to-end ML without
waiting.

 Democratised access to governed data: With Cloudera Machine Learning, administra-
tors can easily replicate governed data sets across hybrid and multi-cloud environments to
give data science teams self-service access to the business data they need while maintaining
enterprise data security and governance controls.

 Data science teams’ preferred, open tools: Beyond Python, R and Scala, modern data
science teams need the latest open source tools and libraries for innovation and to collabo-
rate while working in their preferred IDE. Cloudera Machine Learning gives practitioners
the freedom to use their favourite tools while preserving security, e�ciency and scalability
without administrative overhead.
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 Elastic, auto-suspending resources including GPUs: Innovation can be unpredictable
but should be unstoppable. Cloudera Machine Learning gives data science teams access to
the scale-out, heterogeneous computing resources they need to get work done fast while
maintaining adjustable guardrails that help IT easily manage and optimise infrastructure
resources and costs.

 Comprehensive, cohesive user experience: Machine learning can’t begin until data is
ready, and it doesn’t end when a model is trained. ML for business requires data engi-
neering, model training and experiment tracking, and deploying and managing models in
production. Cloudera Machine Learning gives teams the tools for it all in one cohesive
environment without switching or stitching work�ows together multiple tools.

 Portable and consistent: In a hybrid or even multi-cloud world, shouldn’t your ML plat-
form be portable? Cloudera Machine Learning lets the business move data and infrastruc-
ture anywhere without creating disconnected silos and without changing the consistent user
experience that data science teams rely on for building robust work�ows and processes for
end-to-end ML.

 Model catalogue and lineage: Unique model cataloguing and lineage capabilities allow
visibility into the entire ML life cycle to eliminate silos and blind spots for full life cycle
transparency, explainability and accountability.

 Modelmonitoring: A �rst-class model monitoring service is designed to track andmonitor
both technical aspects and accuracy of predictions in a repeatable, secure and scalable way.

While the McKinsey paper provides a clear outline of the shortcomings of existing Model Risk
Management (MRM) capabilities, we think a more critical element is missing in their analysis.
is would be the lack of alternative or challenger approaches to the historical data-dependent
algorithms that are foundational to most ML and AI approaches. What is required within this
context is a more out-of-the-box approach that incorporates simulation-based frameworks, such
as Agent-Based Models (ABMs), that fall within the wider AI group of capabilities. We will illus-
trate below (Section 7.4) how ABMs can play a critical supportive role in modelling situations
where traditional ML algorithms fail.

7.3 The enterprise data cloud
e demands of additional data management, use cases, technology infrastructure, user experi-
ences, privacy, governance and security have increased exponentially over the past decade. Where
prior software needs were planned for deployment across months and quarters (sometimes years!),
expectations and needs have shifted to requiring services to be spun up in minutes. ose desires
have been partially driven by four major technological shifts that have been underway in the
computing industry.

 Cloud experience: easy to use, self-service, on-demand, elastic, consumption-based.
 Compute and storage: the separation of computing and storage as commonly seen in

public and private clouds for increased performance.
 Kubernetes and containers: adoption as a standard operating environment for �exibility

and agility.
 Streaming and ML/AI: multi-function real-time analytics for the data-driven enterprise.
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e manifestation of these shifts has resulted in what Gartner5 has termed the “Cloud Data
Ecosystem” where data management in the cloud has shifted from a developer-oriented “some
assembly required” focus to an enterprise-oriented, solution-based focus where enterprises may
run workloads across multiple Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), on-premise or in a hybrid model
utilising on-premise resources and cloud computing. Coupling the industry shifts with the
Gartner research one arrives at the following core principles a modern data architecture must
ful�l:

 Data must reside where it is best suited – on-premises or in the cloud workloads must be
processed in the most e�cient compute pools.

 ere must be the ability to move workloads and data between compute environments –
CSPs and on-prem.

 Management, security and governance for the entire multi-cloud ecosystem must be deliv-
ered through one management console.

Cloudera has continued to evolve its datamanagement platformwith these technological changes,
customer demands, and emerging “new” realities of increased data and workloads across on-prem,
hybrid and cloud in mind.e culmination of which has resulted in the creation of the Enterprise
Data Cloud industry segment.6

e Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) is an integrated platform allowing businesses of all sizes
to realise the bene�ts of an Enterprise Data Cloud. By simplifying operations, CDP reduces the
time to onboard new use cases across the organisation. It uses machine learning to intelligently
autoscale workloads up and down for a more cost-e�ective use of cloud infrastructure. CDP
manages data in any environment, including multiple public clouds, bare metal, private cloud
and hybrid cloud. With Cloudera’s Shared Data Experience (SDX), the security and governance
capabilities in CDP are ensured, IT can con�dently deliver secure analytics, and ML and AI are
running against data anywhere. CDP is a new approach to enterprise data, anywhere from the
Edge to AI. e high-level architecture is depicted in Figure 7.1.7

is entire platform is delivered as a service, often referred to as a Platform as a Service (PaaS).
Our focus throughout this chapter will be on ML and AI and where appropriate we will identify
aspects of CDP supporting the discussed use cases.

7.4 Data contextuality: machine learning-based entity
analytics across the enterprise

ML and AI can generate signi�cant insight into an institution’s customers, suppliers and business
relationships from huge volumes of seemingly disparate sources of data.is underpins the ability
to make automated unique decisions as per individual or organisation on a whole range of topics.
It can also identify hidden trends and patterns of behaviour.

Digital transformation, credit and market risk, anti-money laundering (AML), fraud, cus-
tomer retention, customer cross-sell, customer acquisition and many other key business tasks all
bene�t from the ability to more fully understand data by building the context of relationships
between people, organisations and accounts.

An innovative Cloudera partner, called Quantexa, specialises in building out this data contex-
tuality through the use of advancedML and AI but also leveraging capabilities to help ensure that
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Figure 7.1 High-level architecture of Cloudera data platform.

the data is correct. Bringing together entities from multiple internal and external data sources in
real time or batch allows Quantexa to create a single entity view across an enterprise.

Quantexa is able to do this by using dynamic entity resolution. Dynamic entity resolution
relies on the ability to look at all of the data possible in a single relationship view. is involves
aggregating potentially billions of data points to assemble an investigative, predictive, preventative
and analytical single view. Quantexa does this in real time, making it accessible and applicable
for any use case.8

Figure 7.2 provides an example of how Quantexa is able to empirically identify entity-based
relationships. In this case, the single view of the customer is built with all the relevant and impor-
tant data parts that lead to a complete contextual understanding. is provides the ability to see
opportunities, threats and risks that each party presents to an institution in a quick and clear
manner. Being able to do this at scale requires that one architect the business to be running at a
microservices level enabling data and analytics to be rapidly deployed to address an institution’s
most immediate or evolving needs.9

As described in Section 2, the agility and scalability of the Big Data platform (CDP) provides
this capability to make dynamic entity resolution at scale a reality. is is done by �rst having all
of the data accessible within a single source and then being able to leverage the scalable computa-
tional capabilities of CDP to support the analytics. Figure 7.3 provides a high-level architecture
overview of the Quantexa application running on the Cloudera platform.

Let’s take a moment to discuss the key aspects of the high-level architecture in Figure 7.3.10
Starting at the bottom we have the data layer where we leverage the Hadoop Distributed Files
System (HDFS) to store the massive amounts of data required to have a complete understanding
of entity relationships, this may be a mix of structured and unstructured data. At this layer you
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Figure 7.3 Quantexa architecture.

also see a variety of tools used to allow ad hoc discovery and investigation of the raw and processed
data. Hive (a data warehousing tool), Spark for data engineering and Oracle for traditional SQL-
like queries and transformations along with elastic search for a Google-like search experience over
the unstructured data.

Moving up the diagram, in the middle we see the Batch Processing and Mid Dynamic Tiers
and above them what is commonly referred to as the Access Layer. e Batch Processing andMid
Dynamic Tiers are both representations of the types of technologies that are indirectly in use to
help satisfy the use cases of the Access Layer. For example, on the top left is Cloudera Machine
Learning, which is part of CDP. is provides a data scientist with an enterprise-grade advanced
machine learning and arti�cial intelligence environment utilising the latest technologies. On the
opposite side, the top-right corner, we see Cloudera Services with Apache Kafka; this is also part of
the CDP and is the de facto tool of choice across all industries for exposing data and/or ingesting
data in a stream.

Today, many �nancial institutions �nd that their traditional anti-money laundering (AML)
transaction monitoring systems are insu�cient when relied on to detect risk in �nancial markets.
In short, they fail to enrich, connect or operationalise the various forms of data associated with
such markets, often causing investigators to miss suspicious patterns of behaviour that may exist
within this data. Similarly, these legacy approaches overburden investigators with exceptionally
high volumes of false-positive alerts, making the process of detecting risks related to �nancial
crime to be both ine�cient and ine�ective.11

eQuantexa solution outlined above o�ers an innovative ML- and AI-driven approach that
allows �nancial institutions to resolve related entities into a single view and make connections
between distinct entities through interactions and relationships to derive context, and this context
gives investigators a far more uni�ed and accurate picture of where true risk lies. Furthermore,
advanced analytics at the transaction, entity and network level can support the generation of
risk-scored alerts, allowing analysts to prioritise and focus their e�orts.
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7.5 Identifying Central Counterparty (CCP) risk using
ABM simulations

e complex and emergent behaviour of �nancial markets, especially under stress, has proven
di�cult to model with traditional mathematical approaches. A simulation-based approach that
comes out of the complexity science literature is starting to gain traction in Financial Services.
is approach is referred to as Agent-Based Modelling (ABM). ABM is a bottom-up approach to
the modelling of complex and adaptive systems with heterogeneous agents.

A key factor that is not addressed by traditional machine learning-based approaches is that
the sequencing of events within a period of time can be vitally important for capturing intercon-
necting e�ects that develop into trigger points for wider contagion e�ects. is allows ABMs to
explain how the behaviour of individual institutions or agents can a�ect outcomes in complex
systems and o�ers the opportunity to understand potential vulnerabilities and paths through
which risks can propagate across the �nancial system. Additionally, such models o�er the ability
to depict the heterogeneity of agents, as well as idiosyncratic rules for how �nancial institutions
operate, which are important for replicating real market conditions.12

An ABM simulation framework allows regulators and �nancial services institutions to develop
dynamic simulation environments that can evaluate thousands of stress test scenarios at the
system-wide level. is can be an indispensable tool to identify and quantify emerging �nancial
stability risks around third-party cloud outsourcing and cloud concentration.

One clear example where this can be applied is on the �nancial stability risks that potentially
exist within the global Central Counterparty (CCP) system. A recent consultative document by
the Financial Stability Board (FSB)13 highlights regulatory concerns about Central Counterparty
(CCP) for being a source of system risks:

Central clearing of standardised over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives is a key pillar of the
G20 Leaders’ commitment to reform OTC derivatives markets in response to the global
�nancial crisis. Central counterparties’ (CCPs) criticality to the overall safety and soundness
of the �nancial system means that authorities must take steps to ensure that CCPs do not
themselves become a source of systemic risk and that any CCP can be successfully resolved
without exposing taxpayers to loss.

ey propose that regulators and the resolution authority follow a �ve-step process for assessing
the adequacy of �nancial resources and tools available to authorities to support the resolution of
a CCP:14

 Step 1: Identifying hypothetical default and non-default loss scenarios (and a combination
of them) that may lead to resolution;

 Step 2: Conducting a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of existing resources and tools
available in resolution;

 Step 3: Assessing potential resolution costs;
 Step 4: Comparing existing resources and tools to resolution costs and identifying any gaps;
 Step 5: Evaluating the availability, costs and bene�ts of potential means of addressing any

identi�ed gaps.

ese �ve steps are to be utilised to outline the minimum requirements that a CCP must address
as part of a regular supervisory review process.
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Figure 7.4 The Deloitte-Simudyne Agent-Based Model (ABM) for CCPs.

Two Cloudera partners, Deloitte and Simudyne, have developed a cloud-enabled ABM sim-
ulation model of CCPs on the CDP.15 As illustrated in Figure 7.4, CCPs have clearing members
which not only transact but are responsible for replenishing a default fund in the case of clearing
member defaults.

is model is able to capture many of the risk exposures of CCPs (e.g., concentration risk, liq-
uidity risk and wrong-way risk) which can have wide �nancial stability implications. is model
will also be able to directly support the FSB’s �ve-step risk and resiliency evaluation requirements.

e Deloitte-Simudyne ABM-based CCP model records all state changes for each agent and
the environment at every time step, as well as associated behaviour and interaction changes for
visualisation, analysis and quanti�cation. is model captures three key components relevant to
the CCP structure.

1. Financial market simulator: It simulates a market environment for di�erent types of clear-
ing members and end users, with evolving states in response to participants’ idiosyncratic
behaviours and interactions over time.

2. Margin call framework: It calculates initial margin and variation margin requirements for
clearing members portfolios and makes associated margin calls.

3. Default management framework: It simulates the default management protocols triggered
by a clearing member as default.

Within this ABM structure, the market simulator, the margin call and default management pro-
cesses will synchronously lead to changes in the states of the Clearing Members (CMs) and the
environment. By simulating the path of these agents over time, the model captures emergent
behaviour and the impact of adaptive agents responding to di�erent �nancial market environ-
ments. From hundreds of thousands of simulation runs, institutions can analyse the e�ects of
any potential changes in regulatory policy, CCP risk management practices, CCP default fund
changes, stressed market conditions or other circumstances on the CCP, the CMs, other CCPs as
well as the wider �nancial system.16
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e model is built on the Simudyne platform and runs on Cloudera’s CDP. e Simudyne
platform provides an easy-to-use, highly customisable SDK, together with libraries of support
functions speci�cally optimised for ABMs. Architecturally, the Simudyne SDK uses Apache
Spark to distribute ABM simulations by performing calculations in parallel across a large num-
ber of processor nodes that are managed by CDP. It also has a user-friendly front-end console
built into the SDK, which greatly simpli�es data and process visualisation. is is illustrated in
Figure 7.5.

e Cloudera platform provides a fast, easy and secure data platform that supports the models
to be run in a hybrid or multi-cloud environment. CDP is a key enabler for storing the massive
amount of data generated by the simulations. Taken together, the combined technologies of Simu-
dyne and Cloudera provide a highly scalable simulation environment, enabling seamless scaling
to millions of simulations, as well as storage of all information required for making decisions
based on deeper insights into the dynamics of the underlying behavioural relationships.

Figure 7.5 Simudyne architecture for the Deloitte-Simudyne CCP solution.
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e Deloitte-Simudyne ABM CCP cloud-based solution is a notable example for regulators
and �nancial institutions to consider the use of ABMs as a complementary approach to traditional
approaches for quantifying potential future systemic risk events.

7.6 Systemic risk and cloud concentration risk exposures
e growth in cloud adoption across the Financial Services Industry and the associated increasing
reliance on third-party infrastructure providers have gained the attention of regulators at global,
regional and national levels.17

At a high level, a core regulatory concern is the operational resiliency in the “shared respon-
sibility model” that exists between a Cloud customer and the CSP. Within the context of the
Infrastructure as a Service (IAAS) o�ering, while the CSPs retain responsibility over the lower
level layers of infrastructure, the �nancial institution is responsible for the data stored and pro-
cessed, the overall security of the solutions developed on the Cloud and the ability to assess the
CSP’s compliance with required resiliency requirements.18

At the global level, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the Bank of International Settle-
ments (BIS) have recently issued a few publications focused on the operational and supervisory
risks of third-party cloud service providers. e most recent FSB study19 identi�ed an emerging
risk concern:

Potential concentration in third-party provision could result in systemic e�ects in the case
of a large-scale operational failure or insolvency.

Similarly, the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision, part of the Bank of International Set-
tlements, noted the impact that Cloud computing is having on the progress of a key regula-
tory mandate (BCBS-239)20 outlining the “Principles for e�ective risk data aggregation and risk
reporting”

In recent years, changes in business and technology have intensi�ed, including develop-
ments such as �ntech and cloud technologies, compelling banks to upgrade their IT capa-
bilities. . . . Some banks have faced challenges in ensuring data accuracy, timeliness and
completeness for outsourced data-related processes against the backdrop of growing use of
third-party support for data-related processes.

Globally, regulators have taken a variety of approaches to address third-party cloud service
providers though they have not yet addressed in su�cient detail speci�c concerns about potential
systemic risk impacts. is is especially true of the risks associated with Cloud Concentration
Risk.21

Currently, detailed Cloud IAAS market share estimates of the major CSPs for the Finan-
cial Services Industry are not publicly disclosed by the CSPs. Fortunately, in January 2020, the
Bank of England published some high-level results of an annual survey of the 30 largest banks
and 27 largest insurers that it supervises to understand how these institutions utilise the cloud.
is includes a good selection of some of the largest global banks since many have signi�cant
operations in London.22 is is presented in Figure 7.6.

It should be noted that in this publication the Bank of England stated:
Our survey indicates that for banks and insurers, the provision of IT infrastructure in the
cloud is already highly concentrated.

Furthermore, they mentioned that
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Figure 7.6 Bank of England’s IAAS cloud market share survey (January 2020).

Wewill use the results of the survey to inform and adjust our supervisory approach to cloud
oversight.

While a diverse list of operational resiliency concerns has been identi�ed across many regulator
publications, we perceive the following six items re�ect the most critical factors in evaluating
future systemic risk exposures.

1. Lack of uni�ed data security and governance: Each cloud native product re-creates its own
silo of metadata making data management, security and governance much more complex.
Without a uni�ed security and governance framework, institutions will be challenged to
identify, monitor and address crucial issues in data management that are critical for the
proper measurement of risk exposures across di�erent platforms. is is especially true for
hybrid or multi-cloud environments.

2. Cyber attack resiliency: e consolidation of multiple organisations within one CSP
presents a more attractive target for cyber criminals than a single organisation.23 A fur-
ther complication is that Cloud security is a shared responsibility between the CSP and the
institution.

3. Vendor lock-in: e market share concentration of a small group of CSPs can result in
signi�cant lock-in e�ects, whereby an institution is unable to easily change its cloud provider
either due to the terms of a contract, a lack of feasible alternatives, proprietary technical
features or high switching costs.

4. Operational resiliency: Much of the operational resiliency concerns by regulators is the
“shared responsibility” model inherent in the relationship between a Cloud customer and
the CSP. Regulators have consistently made it clear that institutions at all times remain fully
responsible for all the operational functions they outsource to third-party providers. is
addresses the liability aspect but does not address the fundamental risk exposure that still
exists.

5. Lack of transparency: A CSP is unlikely to share detailed information about its processes,
operations and controls.is restricts not only an individual institution but also the regulator
from being able to fully ensure su�cient oversight. From a reporting perspective, the UK and
Luxembourg regulators require institutions to periodically report all functions outsourced
to the Cloud, alongside requiring pre-authorisation for migration of critical applications.
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6. Cloud concentration risk: Regulators are concerned about institutions’ over reliance on
one service provider to support their banking services. is not only presents cloud oper-
ational risks for individual institutions but creates �nancial stability risks for the �nancial
system within a single country as well as globally. Concentration risks also arise if a sig-
ni�cant number of institutions have a key operational or market infrastructure capability
(e.g., payment, settlement and clearing systems) in a single CSP. For instance, there is abun-
dant research on the potential systemic risk exposures from CCPs and their default fund
structures but little discussion among regulators on Cloud Concentration Risk in these risk
assessments.

Speci�cally, with regard to the issue of Cloud Concentration Risk, we can segment this into two
distinct categories: Firm-Speci�c and Systemic Concentration Risk.24

 Firm-speci�c concentration risks:ese consist of risks due to cloud lock-in, a lack of uni-
�ed data security and governance across CSPs, third-party operational resiliency concerns
such as auditability, multi-cloud controls and cyber security exposures.

 Systemic concentration risks:ese consist of risks that a�ect the stability of the �nancial
system. is includes a lack of transparency on what critical applications currently have
or will be migrated to a speci�c CSP. Regulators are also concerned about the systemic
risk of having a concentration of many large �nancial service �rms’ critical application(s)
all residing on the same CSP. ese include applications such as payment, settlement and
clearing systems.

is bifurcation of oversight complexities of Cloud Concentration Risk highlights the need for
the Financial Services Industry, the CSPs and Regulators to collaboratively work towards resolv-
ing these issues. Fortunately, as illustrated in Section II, recent innovations in developing a com-
prehensive hybrid, multi-cloud architecture directly eliminate many of the regulatory concerns
around Vendor Lock-in dangers as well as the lack of a uni�ed multi-cloud data security and
governance capability that help to address �rm-speci�c Cloud Concentration Risks.

In addressing regulators’ overall concerns around operational resilience, institutions must
�rst specify the most important business functions that can impact �nancial stability risks. is
requires a careful mapping of the systems, facilities, people, processes and third parties that sup-
port those business services. From this, institutions need to identify how the failure of an individ-
ual system or process running in the cloud environment could impact the operations of a speci�c
business function and assess to what extent these systems or processes are capable of being sub-
stituted during disruption so that business services can continue to be delivered. Only when this
thorough mapping has been completed can the institution begin to assess the vulnerabilities and
concentration risk exposures that might result.

But this only addresses the operational risks that are speci�c to each institution. With the
current high level of CSP vendor concentration, any disruption of a key CSP has the poten-
tial under certain circumstances to trigger wider systemic impacts. For instance, the European
Systemic Risk Board’s (ESRB) systemic cyber risk study25 highlights a prominent type of inci-
dent e�ect whereby a “systemic cyber incident” could threaten �nancial stability. e key tipping
point in these circumstances would occur when con�dence in the �nancial system was so severely
weakened that important �nancial institutions would cease all lending activity because they were
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no longer willing to lend, as opposed to being (technically) unable to lend. is is re�ective of
the Lehman Brother collapse on September 15, 2008 and the resulting impact across the wider
�nancial system.

7.7 How should regulators address these challenges?
e obvious �rst step in addressing Cloud Concentration Risks is the need for transparency
in identifying the types of applications each institution currently has running as well as future
applications planned for each CSP. Ideally, this would incorporate a standardised classi�cation
system for key �nancial infrastructure capabilities.

is is critical for addressing systemic cloud concentration risks. As previously mentioned,
systemic cloud concentration risk that can result from a signi�cant number of institutions hav-
ing a key application or market infrastructure capability (e.g., payment, settlement and clearing
systems) concentrated in a single CSP.

Collecting this data permits regulators and industry participants to better identify potential
contagion scenarios and trigger points that require regulatory oversight and possibly intervention.
is is an area that will see signi�cant regulatory and academic research.

In conclusion, the future of cloud computing in �nancial services is very bright with machine
learning and arti�cial intelligence helping to drive innovation and automation across all lines of
business. is will support the development of new products and services to help all customers
bene�t from the agility and speed that cloud computing provides. e role of technology is the
foundation for this to be successful as well as helping to address many of the near-term regulatory
risk concerns in migrating to the Cloud. We are con�dent that cloud computing will enable �rms
to be able tomore e�ectively protect their customers and their business frommany new challenges
the future will bring.

Notes

1 See, for example, Calvanoz et al. (2019).
2 Financial Stability Board (2017).
3 Laurent et al. (2020).
4 Cloudera (2020a).
5 Gartner (2020).
6 Cloudera (2020b).
7 Cloudera (2020b).
8 Quantexa(2020).
9 Quantexa(2020).
10 Quantexa(2020).
11 Quantexa(2020).
12 ere are many examples of ABM simulation models developed for systemic risk and policy evaluations. One

example that would be similar in design is a paper by Bookstaber et al. (2018).
13 Financial Stability Board (2020).
14 Financial Stability Board (2018).
15 Westin and Zhang (2020).
16 Westin and Zhang (2020).
17 See Harmon (2020).
18 Strachan (2019).
19 Financial Stability Board (2019).
20 BCBS (2020).
21 Harmon (2020).
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22 Bank of England (2020).
23 In 2017, the ESRB established the European Systemic Cyber Group (ESCG) to investigate systemic cyber risk

and examine whether and how a cyber incident could cause a systemic crisis. e analysis conducted shows
that a cyber incident could indeed evolve into a systemic cyber crisis that threatens �nancial stability with the
potential to have serious negative consequences for the real economy. See ESRB (2020).

24 Harmon (2020).
25 ESRB (2020).
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Chapter 8

Prospects and challenges of
using arti�cial intelligence in
the audit process

Emon Kalyan Chowdhury

8.1 Introduction
In the �eld of business, accounting is the area where the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) tools and latest technologies were used for the �rst time (Kwilinski, 2019).
In accounting, the ICT tools and techniques were used to transform the manual accounting
process to automation. Later on, the analysis and interpretation parts were also included (Carr,
1985). At the initial stage, the adoption rate of ICT in accounting was very slow due to the
conservative attitude of accounting practitioners (Barras and Swann, 1984). In the early 1990s, as
the competition was skyrocketing, organizations were trying to improve operational e�ciency and
to reduce expenses by replacing manual book-keeping and accounting process with automation
(Manson, 2001). In our daily life, seldom we �nd any such area where the ICT is not used.
Organizations use ICT tools for easy tasks like arithmetic calculations and for complex tasks like
programming, logit modeling and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). Deloitte uses ICT tools
for Visual Assurance while PricewaterhouseCooper (PwC) uses it for Risk Control Workbench.
Most of the large-scale audit �rms use computer technology in their audit process such as image
processing, Electronic Fund Transfer (ETF) and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) to ensure
accuracy of their data assessment and improve the quality of audit report, audit judgment and
overall audit services (Bell et al., 1998).

139
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8.1.1 Background and relevant aspect of auditing

e term “audit” refers to a systematic process of objectively obtaining and evaluating evidence
regarding assertions about economic actions and events ascertaining the degree of correspondence
between the assertions and established criteria, and communicating the results to interested users
(Hayes et al., 2014). Here, the systematic process refers to a structured, documented audit plan
using di�erent generally accepted techniques. Objectively it means an auditor is independent and
works with certain objectives and gives expert opinion after examining and evaluating necessary
documents. Assertions mean the assurance of management regarding the existence of economic
actions that are reported in �nancial statements. Ascertaining the degree of correspondence indi-
cates that the auditor veri�es whether the presentation and disclosure of di�erent accounts have
been done in compliance with applicable �nancial reporting framework, such as International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), local law, regulations and standards. e objective of an
audit is to issue a report containing the opinion of an auditor about the reliability of informa-
tion, which may be used by a third party. Audits are classi�ed into three types: audits of �nancial
statements, operational audits and compliance audits.

1. Audit of �nancial statements: auditors examine �nancial statements to verify the true and
fair view of �nancial position, results and cash �ows.

2. Operational audits: auditors measure the performance of a unit or department of an
organization.

3. Compliance audits: auditors assure whether an organization is complying the speci�c rules,
regulations and procedures set by concerned higher authority.

e success of an audit depends on the appropriate planning, participation of concerned parties
and smooth communication between client and the auditor. e audit process begins with the
acceptance of an organization’s o�er by an auditor to audit their �rm. e o�er is made either to
acquire a new client or to continue with an existing client. During the second stage, an auditor
determines the volume of evidence and review required to assure that the �nancial statements of
the clients are free from material misstatement. During the third stage, an auditor tests necessary
supporting documents to support internal control and the fairness of the �nancial statements.
Finally, the auditor issues an opinion on the �nancial position through completion of rigorous
audit procedure. e manual audit process is very lengthy, time consuming, boring and costly;
moreover, there is a possibility of committing human errors. Due to lack of security, data may be
copied, stolen and destroyed.

In an organization, decisions are taken using pieces of information which are processed
through ICT-based tools. Nowadays, business organizations generate information using Arti�-
cial Intelligence where no human intervention is required. An AI is a computer software that can
behave like a human being and has the capacity to plan, learn and solve problems (Bakarich and
O’Brien, 2020). In our daily life, we interact with AI in some form or another. Due to thriving
inner capacity of AI, most of the businesses adopt it to stay competitive in today’s challenging
world. Audit being an indispensable part of a business, the application of AI in the audit pro-
cess has become an important research topic. is study extensively covers di�erent aspects of
AI in the audit process such as the importance of using AI in the audit process; steps to convert
manual to AI-based audit process; and impact of AI-based audit process on audit �rms, business,
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customers, users of �nancial reports and other relevant stakeholders. Till date, no study was found
converging the full-�edged implications of AI in the audit process on di�erent parties. is study
will impeccably bridge the gap and advance the existing literature by outspreading the scope to
broader areas with relevant examples. Furthermore, the empirical interview-based study on cur-
rent inadequacies and future prospects of applying AI in the audit process in Bangladesh will
create another dimension of imminent research.

e chapter continues as follows. Section 2 focuses on literature review. Section 3 overviews
the application of AI in auditing. Section 4 presents the required framework to implement AI in
the audit process. Section 5 illustrates the digitalization process of audit activities and its impact
on audit quality and audit �rms. Section 6 cites few real examples of AI applications in the audit
process. Section 7 shows the current scenario of application of AI in Bangladesh and Section 8
concludes the chapter.

8.2 Literature review
ere have been dramatic changes in the accounting profession due to the advancement of latest
technologies (Zhang et al., 2020). e objective of using AI in auditing is to reduce clerical work
load (Ferreira and Morais, 2020). ere are many repetitive and structured tasks in the audit pro-
cess. AI can easily handle these complex and sensitive tasks with the highest accuracy and quickly
(Agnew, 2016). Abdolmohammadi (1999) identi�ed six audit stages and 50 sub-stages where AI
can be applied by collecting data from 49 audit o�cers and thoroughly evaluating 332 audit tasks.
Out of the total 332 tasks, 131 are structured, 135 are semi-structured and 66 are unstructured.
Sixty-seven percent of the total tasks are substantive audit related where auditors need to take
judgmental decisions on various grounds. He also revealed that automation can play a vital role
in vouching, footing, veri�cation and re-computation. Few structured works include checking the
correctness of all paper documents, footing of cash payment and receipts journals, reconciliation
of cash ledger posting and bank statement, re-computation of taxes, amortization and depreci-
ations, veri�cation of voucher register, cross-checking of supervisory review and inspection of
subsidiary ledgers. Srinivasan (2016) developed a model for external audit activities and showed
that human auditors will not be required at all if processes are automatized. However, he clearly
did not mention exactly what activities will be taken over by the AI. ere are few �rms which
use AI technology to analyze performance review, risk assessments, materiality assessment and
going concern judgment, and to evaluate internal control systems (Baldwin et al., 2006). Issa et
al. (2016) identi�ed seven di�erent audit stages from pre-planning to preparation of audit report
where AI can be used to convert tasks in a sequential manner. Brennan et al. (2017) observed that
AI is frequently used in data acquisition, data extraction, data comparison and data validation.
AI helps to extract information from the data in such way which can be used to take major deci-
sion. Brennan et al. (2017) recommended to use AI in time-consuming processes such as transac-
tions analysis, veri�cation of receipts and payments, and generation of supporting data. Agnew
(2016) mentioned that AI tools have the capacity to search complicated documents like image,
contracts, vouchers, notes and other relevant accounting-related information. Rapoport (2016)
found that AI can trace unusual transactions, data anomalies and abnormal equipment lease term.

Public accounting �rms use AI technology to address auditing and assurance problems
(Gillett, 1993). It can successfully detect fraudulent insurance claims (Viaene et al., 2002).
Arthur Andersen usesWinProcess, Deloitte uses Touche, PwC uses Planet and KPMGuses KRisk
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to plan audit process and to manage risk assessment (Bell et al., 2002; Brown, 1991; Zhang and
Zhou, 2004). Auditors have become more concerned about audit quality and the acceptability of
their audit reports. Due to numerous accounting scandals in the last few decades, audit �rms are
now in serious image crisis and it is expected that the application of blockchain and AI may be a
way out to restore their lost con�dence and reliability. is chapter will focus on how to apply AI
in the audit process to ensure more transparency and count each document to avoid unexpected
errors.

8.3 Arti�cial intelligence in auditing
8.3.1 Arti�cial intelligence

e concept of AI is very extensive and diverse. It refers to the use of technology which can
imitate human behavior like decision-making, visual perception, language translation and speech
recognition. Machine learning (ML) is one of the dimensions of AI. ML can perform complex,
lengthy and boring statistical and mathematical calculations very quickly without any error. ML-
based models are capable to categorize and foresee new data point (Kazim and Koshiyama, 2020).

Auditors utilize machine-learning–based models to detect frauds, and analyze unstructured
data such as posts in social media, audio clips and emails through deep learning. It also helps
auditors to interact with key parties of an organization like Chief Financial O�cer (CFO), board
members and the audit committee members. AI analyzes various types of contracts at least time
and cost with greater accuracy and quality. e ongoing pressure on auditors to deliver authentic
information on the true and fair view of the organizations is increasing the importance of using AI
in the audit process. Along with ML, AI also covers Expert Systems (ESs) and Neural Networks
(NNs). Few practical examples of AI are stated below.

Pro�ling: Using personal data such as phone call lists, food habits, records of credit card usage
and details of foreign trips, AI �gures out the nature of personality, likes-dislikes and interests of
a person, and predicts the future moves. Kreditech, a German online lending company, provides
data points up to 20,000 to the loan applicant based on their performance on social media, nature
of social media friends and e-commerce transactions records (Fowler, 2013).

Autonomous machines: ese are smart machines which can perform tasks themselves. Using
natural language processing system, a machine can communicate with human beings. Di�er-
ent drones, house-cleaning robots, Google translate and self-driven cars made by Tesla are few
examples of autonomous machine.

Decision-making capacity: Based on factual and digitally created data, machine can take deci-
sions without any human intervention. In the banking sector, AI can decide whether to sanction
a loan or not to a party by verifying the relevant data. In the case of human resource management,
AI is used to select the desired candidates based on their performances in the online aptitude test.

Natural language processing: It is a computer program that has the ability to interact with
human being through speech generation and recognition. Few popular examples include Apple’s
Siri, Google’s Assistant, Amazon’s Alexa and Microsoft’s Cortana.

Facial recognition: Trained algorithms are used to capture the past records of a person
using his/her photo. In China, police department uses smart glasses through facial recognition
technology in di�erent railway stations to spot criminals. e system has the capacity to detect
10,000 faces from a data bank within 100 milliseconds (Chan, 2018).
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Image recognition: It is such a system which can recognize age, and mental and physical con-
dition of a person. In the healthcare industry, using computer vision and image recognition tech-
nology, robots record informative timeline of patients to analyze their emotional state while they
get admitted, stay and get discharged from the hospitals. Google uses this technology to search
the records of a person through the image search option (Choudhury, 2019).

8.3.2 Use of expert systems in auditing

ESs are software-based systems that assemble the excellence of few experts to detect probable
troubles which deter the delivery of quality service. It helps to make better decisions (Arnold
et al., 2016). ES includes both system and process to replicate the decision-making capacity of
experts (Baldwin-Morgan and Stone, 1995). ey proposed a two-dimensional framework to
solve multiple e�ects of ES on accounting �rms. e �rst dimension is levels of impact such as
task, individual, organization and industry and the second dimension is the categories of e�ect
such as environment, education, expertise, e�ectiveness and e�ciency. If both the dimensions
are taken into consideration, it helps to reduce potential mistakes and take e�ective accounting
decisions. Dillard and Yuthas (2001) showed that ES can also be used in the audit process adhering
to the ethical issues. ey used the theory of “the responsible self ” to de�ne the limit of ethical
areas and a mechanism for detecting important actions to have a regular communication among
the concerned parties who are supposed to be in�uenced by the implementation of ES.

8.3.3 Use of neural network in auditing

A neural network (NN) is a sequence of algorithms that attempts to identify interrelations among
the set of data in such a way that replicates the way a human brain works. An NN is used to
predict future trend by analyzing large past database. As audit decisions are based on proofs gen-
erated from the historical accounting data, the importance of using NN in the audit process is
increasing gradually. Applying evaluation of analytical procedure expectations on �nancial data,
Green and Choi (1997) developed an NN fraud classi�cation model. is model helps auditors
to conduct a substantive test when a �nancial statement is classi�ed as deceitful. Bell and Carcello
(2000) developed a fraud detection tool called the “logistic regression model” which can success-
fully predict the possibility of fraudulent �nancial reporting of the clients based on few speci�c
risk components, namely, fast company growth, internal control environment, management’s
deceitful information to the auditors and varying relative pro�tability. ey applied the model
in 77 cases and observed that this gives better result than the practicing auditors in estimating
risks.

8.4 Framework for including AI in auditing
e role of internal audit in AI is to provide necessary guideline on how an organization can
evaluate, understand and communicate the extent to which AI can in�uence the organization’s
ability to add values in di�erent time periods like short, medium and long term.

Internal auditors can apply the auditing framework prescribed by the Institute of Internal
Auditors (IIA)26 in designing AI-based services for the organization. Figure 8.1 depicts the
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Figure 8.1 AI-based auditing framework.

Source: The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).

AI-based framework having three major components – namely, AI strategy, governance and
human factor – and seven elements – namely, cyber resilience, AI competencies, measuring
performance, data quality, data architecture and infrastructure, ethics and the black box. e
following section contains a brief introduction on the AI-based audit framework.

8.4.1 Components

8.4.1.1 AI strategy

An organization designs its own AI strategy according to its own requirements to exploit the
best bene�ts that AI can o�er. Every organization has its own digital data strategy, and the AI
strategy will be an important addition to it. Organizations can perform much better if they tie
the AI strategy with their existing digital capability (Chui, 2017). An organization must ful�ll the
following criteria to enable a successful AI strategy:

1. Clear goal on AI-related a�airs
2. Su�cient budget for AI-based research and development
3. Preparation to extract the bene�ts and to combat the threats related to AI
4. Internal audit should make the top management and board members understand about the

importance of having AI strategy to stay ahead of its competitors

8.4.1.2 Governance

AI governance includes procedures, structures and processes to manage, direct and monitor orga-
nization’s AI-related activities which play a vital role in achieving the desired goals. e structure
and scope of governance depends on the nature and type of the organization. AI governance
should be result-oriented which will comply the ethical, legal and social issues. An organiza-
tion should have a su�cient number of skilled and experienced people to oversee the AI-based
day-to-day activities.

8.4.1.3 Human factor

Due to human errors in the manual system, the world is now �ipping to automation. Behind
every human-based algorithm there is a human factor; therefore, human errors and prejudices
in�uence the performance of these algorithms. To reduce the risk of human error, the following
issues need to address:
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1. e algorithms should be aligned with organization’s main goal
2. AI results should be used for ethical, legal and responsible purposes
3. AI should be free from human biases and errors

8.4.2 Elements

8.4.2.1 Cyber resilience

It refers to the capacity of an organization to stay prepared, respond and recover from any unex-
pected cyber-attacks. It is a continuous process and helps the organization to keep the risk of
losses due to cyber-attack as low as possible. Cyber resilience broadly covers the following issues
(EY, 2017):

1. Identify, construct and protect organization’s systems
2. Detect, respond and communicate system-related issues
3. Run testing systems and keep recovery plans

8.4.2.2 AI competencies

AI competency means ability of an organization to adopt AI-based operations. It includes soft-
ware, hardware, skilled people, budget, necessary supports from peer and approving authority.

8.4.2.3 Data quality

It emphasizes on the reliability, accuracy and completeness of well-de�ned data on which AI
algorithms are built. Data should be highly customizable and perfectly communicated among
the connected systems.

8.4.2.4 Data architecture and infrastructure

It includes detailed guidelines on how the organization’s data will be managed and used. It also
focuses on the privacy issue, roles and responsibilities of data, and collection, usage, storage and
destruction of data.

8.4.2.5 Measuring performance

An organization measures the performance of activities on the basis of achievement of goals.
In an AI-based organization, the activities should be AI driven so that they can play a role in
achieving the goals; thus, the measurement of performance becomes easier. Top management
needs to monitor the AI-based activities on a regular basis.

8.4.2.6 Ethics

Designing AI for an organization should adhere to few ethical issues. e people who are behind
the designing, development, decision process and outcomes of AI should remain accountable.
e values and norms of the user group should be given due importance. e AI process should
be easily understandable and free from any sort of biasness.
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8.4.2.7 Black box

According to the Cambridge Dictionary, black box refers to an electronic device that keeps the
records of a driver’s driving information. e internal mechanism of this device is unknown to
the user. In auditing, an auditor can verify the input data and the output data but he/she totally
remains in dark about the data process. is sophisticated algorithm is known as black box. An
auditor takes physical printouts of input and output documents and conducts testing of such
documents.

Carlson (1978) stated that a basic decision process has three important parts such as intelli-
gence, design and choice. Intelligence includes collection of data, speci�cation of goals, analysis
of problems, authentication of data and rationalization of problems. During the design stage,
processed data is assembled, objectives are quanti�ed and alternatives are created by assigning
relevant weight to each alternative. ird is choice where the desired alternative(s) is(are) selected
after conducting through analysis of each alternative. erefore, AI is an important part of a
decision process that is used in both managerial and technical operations in modern business
world.

8.5 Transformation of the audit process
Traditional auditing plays three important roles, namely, monitoring, information and insurance
as a part of governance (Wallace, 2004).

1. In the monitoring role, managers who are known as agents reduce agency costs by improving
the quality of accounting information through control and, hence, limit their discretionary
powers.

2. Shareholders and other stakeholders take important decisions based on the information
generated by the managers. Auditors ensure reliability and fairness of these information by
discharging their information role.

3. In the insurance role, auditors ensure that the information which is transferred to other
organization truly expresses the �nancial position of the company and there is nothing to
hide. However, it cannot solve the problem of information asymmetry between shareholders
and managers.

Under this circumstance, the principal role of an auditor is to assure the investors that there exists
no risk in relying on the information of organization. Technology can help auditors to make this
job easier by accelerating data processing rate and reducing human errors. Comprehensive and
integrated Accounting Information System reduces information asymmetry between managers
and stakeholders and the risk associated with the transfer of information. erefore, the roles of
auditors will be occupied by technological developments. Jeacle (2017) and Andon et al. (2014)
assess that a new audit role will emerge which will be expanded to other areas of assurance such as
e-commerce, social and environmental responsibilities, reliability of information systems, cyber
security and performance measurements, although it depends on the legitimacy and ability of
audit �rms to adopt these new changes.
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8.5.1 Impact of digitalization on audit quality

Governance mechanism has its own limits. e notorious �nancial scams of Enron in 2001,
WorldCom and Tyco in 2002, Healthsouth and Freddie Mac in 2003, American International
Group in 2005, Lehman Brothers in 2008 and Satyam in 2009 proved that existing governance
mechanism can be manipulated by managers in their own way.ese loop holes necessitate intro-
ducing a new auditing system. Quality of audit lies with detecting the inconsistencies in the �nan-
cial statements and reveals them to relevant parties. e higher the quality of audit, the better the
control of managers and it will be more helpful for decision makers to take investment decisions.
But the quality of audit requires e�cient auditors’ e�orts and investment, which has a negative
relation with the earnings of an organization (Chen et al., 2019). Many organizations in the world
are now digitalizing their process to exploit the bene�ts of big data and ultra-modern digital tools
to provide quality services to their valuable parties with more relevance. e application of big
data eases the analysis of each and every data, leaving the outdated sampling method far behind.
is helps auditors to eliminate the risk of audit by avoiding sampling method in which a few
vital and sensitive data may be ignored. It also helps to improve the risk assessment process and
judgment capacity by detecting all the irregularities.

Big data also aids to use current data along with historical data which helps to foresee future
sales and expenses and of course with a clear vision of sustainability. Since the extra burden is taken
away by the technology, managers can focus on more important issues and thus can enhance the
quality of corporate governance.

8.5.2 Impact of digitalization on audit �rms

e main reason behind digitalizing the audit �rms is to respond to the market demand. e
intense competition and expectations of clients for better services compel audit �rms to con-
vert their process (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). Audit �rms have no other options but to stay
innovative and to embrace technological advancements to win over the tough competitors in this
challenging world (Van den Broek and van Veenstra, 2018). e research of Macaulay (2016)
indicated that 58% of the audit process would be in�uenced by new technologies. Leading audit
�rms such as PwC, Deloitte and KPMG would massively invest in arti�cial intelligence tools
(Kokina and Davenport, 2017). Montes and Goertzel (2019) observed that audit �rms prioritize
adopting arti�cial intelligence and big data among other digital tools to convert their audit pro-
cess. Researchers are continuously trying to ensure the best use of big data in conducting audit.
For example, Kim et al. (2017) instrumented how to use the big data to identify, classify and elim-
inate redundant data in a protected way. Zhang et al. (2015) found that big data helps auditors to
mitigate data gap like identi�cation of gap in data structure, �nding incomplete data, data con-
tradictions, aggregation and con�dentiality. Since data collection and processing will be taken
care by technology, auditors can spend their valuable time to analyze data (Krahel and Titera,
2015). Big data automatically recti�es data (Kogan, 2014) and in�uences auditors toward their
judgment and decision-making process. Big data can be used as a proxy for the so-called audit
evidence (Yoon et al., 2015), to detect frauds (Nigrini, 2019) and to measure the level of risk for
clients (Brown et al., 2015). However, by digitalizing audit operations, audit �rms can provide
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quality services to the clients. It helps to predict the possibility of bankruptcy and detect any such
alarming issues of clients (Cao et al., 2015). Although there are many bene�ts of using arti�cial
intelligence or big data in an audit �rm, safety and privacy should be given due importance to
mitigate the risks related to cyber security.

8.5.3 Steps to transform manual audit operations to AI-based

Figure 8.2 illustrates the step-by-step transformation process of manual to AI-based audit opera-
tions.

Step 1: Purpose and Structure of Algorithm
e key objectives of applying the algorithm need to specify. In this case, other established

algorithms for similar objectives may be studied.e important factors to generate desired results
need to incorporate. Necessary regulatory compliances must follow for setting objectives with the
application of arti�cial intelligence.

Step 2: Issues on the Sources of Data
e data need to be collected from the original sources. If the source is not original, it should

be reliable. e data collection method, changes of pattern, frequency, entry method and char-
acteristics of data need to address to ensure the quality of data. If there are other sources of data
for which the model or machine is not trained, then we need to keep a provision for that.

Step 3: Pre-processing Data
ere should have been necessary clari�cations and options to solve for any such missing and

incomplete data. Selection methods and standardization for training and testing datasets need to
elaborate.

Step 4: Constructing Model
In constructing model, detailed information on the AI techniques need to be provided. Rea-

sons for selecting a particular technique or rejecting other techniques need to be explained. If
the algorithms are required to modify, the criteria need to be specify. ere should have been
necessary information on the sources, pattern, criteria and computer programming packages of
codes of algorithms.

Step 5: Testing
e metrices for testing the accuracy of model need to be mentioned. Information regarding

sensitivity of algorithms toward minor changes in model need to postulate.

Figure 8.2 Conversion process of manual to AI-based audit operations.
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Step 6: Installation
e implementation process of the AI model in practice should be mentioned. Necessary

guidelines regarding involvement of di�erent parties should be framed. e model should rig-
orously be reviewed by quali�ed third party before �nal installation. e �nal results and the
objectives need to reconcile very carefully.

Step 7: Monitoring
Monitoring measures the capacity of the organization to implement, maintain and super-

vise the AI model. It also compels concerned parties to discharge their respective responsibil-
ities and to maintain regulatory compliances in achieving organization’s goals in a social and
ethical way.

8.6 Applications of arti�cial intelligence in
auditing – few examples

e real application of AI in accounting and audit process is possible if practitioners have the
positive attitude. Very handful �rms use AI in the audit process fully, many �rms apply partially
and most of the �rms are still at the development stage. ey apply AI for predictive and analysis
purposes by examining the total population rather than using samples.

8.6.1 KPMG

KPMG uses AI in their audit process for its reasoning competences. It executed a contact with
IBM’s Watson in March 2016 to provide this service. e technology uses Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) for a wide range of purposes such as extractions of document entity to facial
recognitions (Lee, 2016). It applies advanced forecasting ability of AI in auto racing �rms like
McLaren Applied Technologies (Sinclair, 2015).

8.6.2 Deloitte

Deloitte uses AI to enhance its cognitive capabilities in the audit process and create a base to
receive services from di�erent vendors. According to the Chief Innovation O�cer, Deloitte
applies AI for document review, inventory counts, con�rmations, predictive risk analytics,
disclosure research and preparation of client request lists (Kokina and Davenport, 2017).
Deloitte partnered with Kira Systems to review complicated documents such as leases, con-
tracts, employment agreements, invoices and other legal documents. e system can interact
with human beings and enhance capacity in extracting more relevant information over time
(Whitehouse, 2015).

8.6.3 PwC

PwC uses “Halo” to analyze accounting journals. Although few are passed using human-support–
based business intelligence, rest are done using automated algorithms (PricewaterhouseCoopers,
2016).
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8.6.4 Ernst and Young (EY)

EY uses big data analytics in audits to process clients’ large datasets. It engages its clients in this
process to ease the total audit process and to make the clients comfortable with the AI process.

8.6.5 K.Coe Isom

is is a consulting and accounting �rm specialized for food- and agriculture-based business. It
applies AI to diagnose complete �nancial conditions and produce exclusive reports for clients.
During the initial stage, it used AI to analyze the extent of materiality and used low-, medium-
and high-risk items for the test purpose. During the risk assessment test period, AI detected two
such transactions which would literally be impossible in a traditional process. e customized AI
of K.Coe Isom allows reassessment of audit planning and testing procedure.

8.6.6 Doeren Mayhew

In a traditional audit process, audit �rms need to wait for long time to get reply on any such
query and require further investigation for justi�cations. DoerenMayhew solved this slow process
of mutual communication by applying AI. Both the parties share real-time data and thus can
complete the audit process e�ciently and quickly.

8.6.7 CohnReznick

CohnRezick is an advisory, assurance and tax consultancy �rm currently enjoying competitive
advantage by adopting AI technology to provide security of public funds for local agency, state
and federal. It also assists government agencies to enhance their operating e�ciency, enhance ser-
vice quality and ensure job satisfaction of employees. By applying AI both CohnRezick and gov-
ernment are improving the public trust and ensuring transparency of responsibilities at di�erent
managerial and operational levels taking every data into consideration.

8.6.8 The Association of Certi�ed Fraud Examiners (ACFE)

e ACFE is a professional body to examine frauds. It mainly conducts research on tools used
to detect frauds, provide training on frauds and produce information related to frauds. It also
o�ers professional degree on frauds called “Certi�ed Fraud Examiner”. According to ACFE’s
reports, two out of three fraud cases are related to misrepresentation of �nancial statement and
misappropriation of asset. Both types of frauds are done by manipulating or tempering records. It
uses AI to detect these types of frauds as AI can easily detect any sort of manipulation of records
with 100% accuracy rate.

8.7 Prospects of an AI-based audit process in Bangladesh
In Bangladesh, automation is used partially to reduce the burden of complex and tedious
operating process. e use of AI is seen in some speci�c areas such as ride-sharing, �ight and
hotel booking, natural language processing for Bangla and real-time mapping (Samarajiva, 2020).
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e Bangladesh government is moving ahead with the mission “Digital Bangladesh” to ensure
transparency, justice, accountability, human rights, democracy and delivery of government ser-
vices to the people of Bangladesh by utilizing the modern technology to improve the day-to-day
life-style. In line with this mission, di�erent organizations are now adopting and implementing
AI in their operations gradually. ere are more than 160 million population in Bangladesh, of
which 34% are young and extremely technology freak (Deowan, 2020). Bangladesh is thriving
to accustom itself with the wave of technological development in di�erent industrial sectors. e
recent concepts – namely Big Data, Arti�cial Intelligence, Internet of ings and Blockchain –
are attaining huge attentions and being popular among Bangladeshi people; therefore, AI has an
incredible future in Bangladesh.

To know the current scenario and future prospects of applications of AI in the audit process
in Bangladesh, ten renowned accounting professionals and ten key o�cials from reputed organi-
zations were interviewed. e summary of the interviews is presented below in three parts. e
�rst part characterizes issues of both audit �rms and business organizations.e second part deals
with issues related to audit �rms and the third part focuses on business organizations.

8.7.1 General aspects

e application of AI requires compliances of certain issues such as cyber security, rules and reg-
ulations, di�erent acts, ethics and privacy of data. ese compliance issues should be addressed
�rst to extract the best outcome from the AI-based society. e scope of AI application in the
audit process needs to de�ne clearly. A central national body is required to form consisting of
experts from di�erent areas to create, develop and monitor framework and compliance-related
issues. A comprehensive data bank of di�erent sectors at least for several decades is required to
help long-term data comparison, and for analysis of �nancial and other performances. To reduce
the cost of data collection, storage and distribution, a culture of data sharing and dependency net-
work system needs to develop, which will also con�rm checks and balances among the available
AI-based systems. AI-based audit should be made compulsory for all the organizations irrespec-
tive of sectors, nature and size. ere should have been a dedicated AI department or extension
of IT department like other functional departments in all the organizations to ensure smooth
functioning and unremitting services.

8.7.2 Audit �rm speci�c aspects

Assuring audit quality is the main concern of every audit �rm. To ensure desired audit quality,
�rms are continuously trying to embrace the technological changes to cope up with the market
demand. In Bangladesh, advanced audit �rms commonly follow Computer-Assisted Auditing
Tools and Techniques (CAATTs). It helps to analyze massive volumes of data. Auditors use this
technology to measure speci�c risk like in the case of insurance claim; this technology automati-
cally closes the process after termination of policy and in the case of warranty, any claim is rejected
after the expiration of warranty period. However, the use of automation is not the application of
AI in the audit process. Financially capable audit �rms still cannot use AI in the audit process
for absence of few necessary groundworks as mentioned in the above section and lack of clients’
preparations.
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8.7.3 Business organization aspects

In Bangladesh, most of the companies use specially designed software for recording the transac-
tions, inventory management, preparation of �nancial statements and analysis of the results. Few
�rms use customized audit management software in consultation with audit �rms to complete the
audit tasks within short time with more accuracy and e�ciency. As a result, auditors do not need
to visit �rms physically to collect and verify documents as data are stored in the cloud server and
are reachable from any place through smart devices. Software service providers customize their
software according to the requirements of the clients. Standardized software helps to compare
the performance of the departments across the company over the period of time. Based on the
nature and �nancial capacity of the �rms, the software comes in di�erent categories. Latest audit
software can perform di�erent types of audits, namely, �nancial audit, process audit, manufac-
turing audit, safety audit, product audit, compliance audit, internal and external audit. Although
initial installation costs are very high, it helps to reduce the operating and o�ce expenses in the
long run by smart sizing human resources, using limited space, saving additional document gen-
eration costs, etc. Due to initial high installation costs, insu�cient supply of expert people and
most importantly lack of top management’s support and interest, many �rms use the manual
audit process. e manual audit process requires huge time and the possibility of human error is
very high. Auditors need to use sampling technique which sometimes gives misleading results and
thus reduces the quality of reports. Last but not the least, many companies in Bangladesh are not
psychologically ready to nurture the culture of automation for many reasons like hiding revenues,
showing fabricated expenses, making illegal pro�ts and avoiding taxes, duties and excises.

8.8 Conclusion
Arti�cial intelligence is now being extensively used in di�erent areas of accounting and �nance.
Astoundingly, the implementation rate of this technology is very sluggish in the �eld of audit-
ing. Big data technology has tremendous potentiality to change the way now auditors work. It
can bring turnaround change in the mindset of users of �nancial statements by ensuring reliabil-
ity, con�dence, stability and fairness. e slow adoption rate of big data technology in auditing
may put this sector under serious challenge. To make di�erent parties familiar with the concept
of using big data in auditing, massive training program is required to launch and curricula of
di�erent courses and programs should be updated. Accounting and auditing standards should
also be revised with necessary guidelines on how to adopt and use technology in the process of
auditing. Inclusion of big data technology with traditional audit techniques and expert judgment
ensures rigorous analytical procedures and helps to prepare quality report. Despite having many
bene�ts, lack of objectivity, insu�cient studies on the existing system and human biasness may
create obstacle in achieving the desired goals. ere should have been su�cient transparency in
developing an AI-based system as “black box” processing remains behind the scene to auditors,
regulatory authority, government and even the person who inputs the data in the system. A trans-
parent process is a pre-requisite for taking sensitive decisions and giving judgments on di�erent
audit a�airs. is chapter comprehensively focused on the technical aspects of AI, bene�ts and
challenges of using AI in the audit process, conversion of manual to AI-based audit process in a
few simple steps and the impact of digitalization of audit process on di�erent concerned parties
citing few real examples. is chapter delineated the prospects and challenges of applying AI in a
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developing market economy with reference to Bangladesh. As per opinion of expert professionals
and successful businessmen, due to the absence of su�cient groundworks and orthodox mind-
set of top management of business organizations, the use of AI in the audit process is stuck and
may take several years to come. is study used interview method to collect data for nationwide
lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic crisis. In future, researchers may apply other methods
of data collection and can examine the cost-bene�t of implementing AI in the audit process for
both audit �rms and business organizations.
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Chapter 9

Web usage analysis
Pillar 3 information
assessment in turbulent times

Anna Pilkova, Michal Munk, Petra Blazekova and Lubomir Benko

9.1 Introduction
e stability of the �nancial system is a long-term challenge for governments, regulators and aca-
demics. e 2007–2009 �nancial crisis proved stability’s importance and highlighted the weak-
nesses of the �nancial regulatory system around the world which was not able to avoid the failures
and losses generated by the turbulence in the banking industry. Regulators, policy makers and
academics learnt many lessons from this period and have attempted to �x the identi�ed weak-
nesses. One of these areas is market discipline.ere are di�erent de�nitions of this term and one
of them is a mechanism to use by market participants to discipline risk-taking by �nancial institu-
tions. Basel supervisors stressed this mechanism’s importance in the Basel II architecture (BCBS,
2006) by the introduction of Pillar 3 components that complemented the other two pillars: Pil-
lar 1 – minimum risk-based capital requirements and other quantitative requirements; Pillar 2 –
supervisory review processes. At that time, it aimed to provide meaningful regulatory informa-
tion to market participants on a consistent basis and to be able to assess a bank’s risk. However,
the 2007–2009 �nancial crisis additionally exposed some weaknesses in Basel II and also with
Pillar 3. In Basel III (a revision of Basel II after the �nancial crisis), Pillar 3 started to become
more detailed, structured and with information more frequently disclosed. Lengthy discussion
among regulators and stakeholders on the new content, structure and frequency of information
disclosure just con�rmed some authors’ opinions that it would have been more accurate to label
Pillar 3 “information disclosure” rather than “market discipline” (Flannery & Bliss, 2019). Above
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all, in Europe the ideas on global �nancial stability and cross-border banking have to be achieved
through centralization in the European Central Bank (Miklaszewska & Pawłowska, 2014). All
in all, the current version of Pillar 3 is highly standardized with limited room for banks regard-
ing �exibility of the content, structure and frequency of reporting. Due to high standardization
and low di�erentiation disclosure reporting, according to Pillar 3, for some banks it can be a
very costly process which does not incentivize their stakeholders to behave in such a manner that
would discipline banks. It is the case with banks when insured deposits are major items in their
liabilities. According to research �ndings (Flannery & Bliss, 2019), insured depositors have no
incentive to spend resources on monitoring. In addition to that, they are probably not sophisti-
cated enough to interpret bank results correctly. Other speci�c cases are also banks with majority
ownership (many times more than 90%) by single foreign bank/�nancial group and when key
stakeholders are uninsured depositors. ese stakeholders have an interest in information about
banks to be able to monitor the bank’s risk. To cover their requirements, it is important to estab-
lish which information they are particularly interested in and furthermore to design the most
e�ective structure regarding both content and time points of disclosed information. is study
analyses the interest in information disclosures aimed at a speci�c type of stakeholders (deposi-
tors) in foreign-owned commercial banks, not traded on the capital market. ese types of banks
can represent a “model” in CEE countries where many commercial banks have similar ownership
and liability structures. Stakeholders’ behaviour related to Pillar 3 disclosed information can be
expected to be similar in these countries.

e main goal is as follows: �rst, to assess interests of depositors in the disclosed two groups
of information (Pillar 3 disclosure requirements, Pillar 3 related information during the period
2009–2012, year of crisis and subsequent years); second, to conduct robustness checks by verifying
results by applying two approaches based on di�erent time variables (week, quarter during 2009–
2012).

e study has the following structure: the �rst section contains market discipline status of
the research; methodology of the research is introduced in the second section; results are dealt
with in the third section where the outcomes are compared based on di�erent time frameworks;
subsequently, discussion and conclusion are dealt with in the last section.

9.2 Related work
Market discipline mechanisms work via the prospect of failure and �nancial losses to minimize
risk-taking, by which market participants discipline banks for their risk-taking behaviour. e
market disciplining e�ect has been broadly identi�ed by many studies and also by substantial
evidence concerning market participants’ reactions (Distinguin, 2008; Evano� & Wall, 2000;
Hadad, Agusman, Monroe, Gasbarro & Zumwalt, 2011; Jagtiani, Kaufman & Lemieux, 1999;
Jordan, Peek & Rosengren, 2000; Sironi, 2003). Market discipline as a concept is evaluated
empirically and factors which in�uence its enhancement have also been analysed. is concept
has been analysed from di�erent perspectives, which also point out its weak points. It is impor-
tant to note that these frailties are important generally, but their impact on �nancial markets can
be increased in turbulent times. Consequently, market discipline can be weakened by implicit
government guarantees such as insured deposits (Distinguin, Rous & Tarazi, 2006), and by neg-
ative aspects of �nancial regulation highlighted by the crisis (Calomiris, 2009). Substantially,
this involves disclosure standards, which reinforce an accurate reaction to turbulent times in
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the �nancial markets. However, Cubillas et al. (2012) conclude that while market discipline is
weakened by banking crises and policy implications, regulations and interventions strengthen
market discipline. At this point, these outcomes of disclosures as a market disciplining tool can
di�er; they are important in the functioning of market discipline mechanisms and as a back-
ground for market discipline enhancement. Furthermore, recapitalization and forbearance have
negative e�ects on market discipline, but less supervisory power and more private ownership
and supervision of banks have opposite e�ects. Generally, market discipline’s e�ciency is impor-
tant, and mainly during crises, due to stronger risk-taking incentives which can be eliminated by
market discipline (Nier & Baumann, 2006).

Market discipline framework is important in the concept of market discipline. is frame-
work may represent a functional system and is a key component in modern banking regulation
(Bartlett, 2012). However, this is true only in the case when the following four blocks are in perfect
coherence (Stephanou, 2010): information disclosure, market participants, discipline mechanism
and internal governance. Moreover, the interaction of these four blocks in�uences the market
discipline e�ectiveness, which depends on the enhancement of accurate and timely �nancial dis-
closures (Jagtiani & Lemieux, 2001) and market disclosure of private information that penetrates
the market (Berger & Davies, 1998).

ere is no doubt that disclosures are one of the most e�ective tools for the enhancement of
market discipline (Fonseca & González, 2010) and serve as a macro-prudential tool in reducing
uncertainty in the capital markets during a �nancial crisis (Ellahie, 2012; Peristiani, Morgan &
Savino, 2010). Moreover, Sowerbutts et al. (2013) conclude that disclosures’ mechanism failure
contributed to the last �nancial crisis, because of inadequate public disclosure that was followed
by the inability of investors to judge risk and the withdrawal of lending in times of systemic stress.
erefore, a few studies have been reviewed in which the authors concentrate on the factors of
disclosures, which contribute to the market discipline e�ciency. Most of the authors concen-
trate on the impact of the increase of information disclosures on commercial banks. According
to Bouaiss et al. (2017), the increase in disclosure levels enhances transparency and e�cient mar-
ket discipline and supervises excessive risk-taking. It positively in�uences investor’s attitude to
banks’ risk pro�les and actively increases banks’ value (Zer, 2015). Furthermore, it increases the
ability to attract interbank funding (Guillemin & Semenova, 2018), boosts depositors’ sensitiv-
ity to equity levels (Kozłowski, 2016), improves sensitivity to risk-taking (Goldstein & Sapra,
2014) and prevents market breakdown. Additionally, an increase in disclosures is connected with
a reduction of risk-taking by commercial banks (Naz & Ayub, 2017) and with a lower probability
of default (Li, Li & Gao, 2020). However, it also implies the potential threat of disclosing too
much information, which destroys risk-sharing opportunities (Goldstein & Leitner, 2015).

e nature of the disclosure content as a base for adequate, accurate and timely disclosures
depends on the level of transparency, which is connected to the enhancement of market dis-
cipline. Accordingly, the bank stability and the probability of falling into crisis are in�uenced
by transparency that increases accountability and leads to greater market e�ciency (Gandrud &
Hallerberg, 2014; Nier, 2005) and enables banks to raise cheaper capital (Frolov, 2007). However,
Moreno and Takalo (2016) conclude that only an intermediate level of transparency is socially
optimal and e�ective (Bouvard, Chaigneau &Motta, 2015). Key explanation of this �nding is the
statement that more transparency can decrease e�cient liquidity and increase rollover risk. is
development has a negative impact on the share prices of banks and the cost of trading corporate
bonds can decrease (Parwada, Lau & Ruenzi, 2015). is is in conjunction with Iren et al. (2014)
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that concludes that transparency can have a positive impact on bank performance only up to
some level.

After the last �nancial crisis market discipline has become a background for stable �nancial
markets and its implementation by regulatory requirements was preceded by a complex discussion
process, which has led to signi�cant changes and improvement of Pillar 3. e Pillar 3 disclosure
requirements enhance the e�ciency of market discipline in order to achieve a resilient banking
system.Numerous studies evaluate Pillar 3 disclosures as a market disciplining tool and themajor-
ity of authors concentrate on the bene�ts of Pillar 3 disclosures as an e�ective market disciplining
tool. First, Pillar 3 improves the safety of the banking system (Vauhkonen, 2012) and decreases
information asymmetry (Niessen-Ruenzi, Parwada&Ruenzi, 2015), and its quarterly reporting is
useful to investors (Parwada, Ruenzi & Sahgal, 2013). Second, banks’ adequate disclosures (Pillar
3 and annual reports) have a signi�cant e�ect on market risk-taking behaviour and can minimize
risks (Sarker & Sharif, 2020). ird, the similarity of Pillar 3 regulation and COREP (Common
Reporting Standards (COREP) used in Europe) reports leads to a positive relationship between
these regulations and market discipline e�ectiveness (Yang & Koshiyama, 2019). However, a few
authors concentrate on Pillar 3 weaknesses. Concretely, an implementation of additional regula-
tions is e�ective in the area of �nancial reporting quality, but there arise di�erences for smaller
banks, which face disproportionately higher increases in the costs of compliance but big banks
can be engaged in higher risk acceptance (Poshakwale, Aghanya & Agarwal, 2020). Correspond-
ingly, Freixas and Laux (2011) in their study put doubt about the transparency of Pillar 3 reports,
mainly thanks to stories that occurred during the �nancial crisis. Moreover, Pillar 3 has excessive
superstructure and monitoring costs (Benli, 2015), which can bring a range of issues.

e content of Pillar 3 disclosures is also an important factor in any assessment of the e�-
ciency of Pillar 3 as a market disciplining tool. According to Giner et al. (2020), the most relevant
categories of Pillar 3 disclosures are credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk category (Scannella,
2018). is is in conjunction with Bischof et al. (2016), who conclude that the improved content
of Pillar 3 disclosures translates into higher market liquidity. Scannella and Polizzi (2019) concen-
trated on improvement in the disclosure of derivatives and hedging strategies, which is important
for the enhancement of interest of the market participants. Additionally, IT risk popped up as
one of the key risk categories that are positively correlated with a �rm’s future stock price decrease
(Song, Cavusoglu, Lee & Ma, 2020).

However, the related work review suggests a lack of studies assessing the interest of stakehold-
ers to the content of Pillar 3 formation disclosures in commercial banks, which is crucial in order
to implement e�ective supervisory market discipline.

First, the sensitivity of stakeholders to negative content in disclosures is validated by a
few authors. It can trigger ine�cient bank runs (Faria-e-Castro, Martinez & Philippon, 2017)
and qualitative information disclosed in a negative way that contributes to explain the bank
risk insolvency and increase probability of default (Del Gaudio, Megaravalli, Sampagnaro &
Verdoliva, 2020). Second, Araujo and Leyshon (2016) revealed a window in the content rel-
evancy of disclosures in relation to banks’ risk pro�le, because stakeholders are most respon-
sive to information related to the value of the bank’s assets, o�-balance sheet and ratings. ese
authors also highlight important factors, in�uencing Pillar 3 content e�ciency, such as the over-
all quality of risk disclosures and the valuation of quantitative information more than qualitative
information.
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Research in the CEE region focused on the analysis of disclosures is rare. A few authors
concentrate on their weaknesses (Bartulovic & Pervan, 2012). According to Arsov and Bucen-
ska (2017), disclosures in CEE countries lack transparency and independent veri�cation of the
data in the presented reports (Habek, 2017). Moreover, for some �nancial institutions in Poland,
there is a lack of resources strongly related to disclosures (Fijalkowska, Zyznarska-Dworczak &
Garsztka, 2017). But it is clear that research in the �eld of Pillar 3 disclosures in CEE countries
is even more rare. Despite Matuszaka and Rozanska’s interesting study (Matuszak & Rozanska,
2017), which points out the Pillar 3 bene�ts but the research which would evaluate the per-
formance of commercial banks in Poland (positive relationship between Pillar 3 disclosure and
banks’ pro�tability measured by ROA and ROE of commercial banks), research which would
evaluate its content relevancy is insu�cient.

As has been already stated in the introduction, depository markets are important in CEE
countries. Research studies identify a few challenges these markets cope with. According to Dis-
tinguin et al. (2012), it is a high correlation between the level of interbank deposits and the risk of
the bank. Higher proportion of interbank deposits in the bank’s balance sheet means lower lev-
els of risk in this region. ey also conclude that explicit deposit insurance (implemented in the
1990s) contributed to e�ective market discipline in CEE.Moreover, Karas et al. (2013) discovered
that in Russia the introduction of deposit insurance for households caused lower sensitivity for
insured deposits �ows than for uninsured ones. According to researchers, the uninsured deposi-
tors have stronger market discipline than insured ones. However, Lapteacru (2019) suggests that
external support has no impact on non-deposit funding at any type of banks according to owner-
ship. Hasan et al. (2013) present a relevant �nding for banks owned by foreign investors (which
is the case in many CEE banks): a more positive correlation in interest to negative rumours on
the banks’ parent companies than to banks’ disclosures. is is in conjunction with Accornero
and Moscatelli (2018), who concluded that depositors of threatened banks used to be more sen-
sitive than other depositors to negative rumours. Substantially, it can be agreed with Berger and
Bouwman (2013) that particularly depository discipline research in Europe is not su�cient and
according to the �ndings even more rare in CEE countries. At this point, it can be agreed also
with authors (Miklaszewska & Pawłowska, 2014) who questioned post-crisis regulatory architec-
ture, especially for CEE banks in the competitive and unstable environment, which may produce
negative e�ects on relatively stable CEE banks. Based on these �ndings, this study aims to cover
the gap in the �eld of adequate and relevant Pillar 3 disclosures, which would also contribute to
higher interests of stakeholders to enhance the e�ciency of market discipline.

9.3 Research methodology
e methods described in this chapter were created to analyse the behaviour of the visitors to
a web portal – a bank web portal. e source data comes from webservers that are set as load
balancers and are saved in an extended log �le format. It contains only useful information for
the analysis of user behaviour. In the log �le (Munk, Pilková, Drlik, Kapusta & Švec, 2012) are
identi�ed user sessions to distinct visits of stakeholders. e log �le contains variables connected
to the Basel II, Pillar 3 regulations. Pillar 3 are exact regulatory disclosures requirements set out
in the Basel II framework and incorporated into EU law and the subsequent laws of the EU
states. ose regulations order the bank to publish various information and stakeholders can
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better understand the risk. e log �le consists of around two million logged accesses that were
obtained after data preparation. e data preparation is very important as was proved in previous
experiments (Drlik & Munk, 2019; Munk, Benko, Gangur & Turčáni, 2015; Munk, Drlik &
Vrabelova, 2011; Munk, Kapusta & Švec, 2010; Munk, Kapusta, Švec & Turčáni, 2010) where
bad data preparation can lead to di�erent results from the analysis.

e chapter deals with a comparison of two di�erent approaches to model the behaviour
of web users. Both approaches deal with the time variable as an indicator of the analysis. e
�rst approach deals with the analysis of weekly accesses to web categories of banking portal. e
multinomial logit model is used to analyse the data. e second approach deals with the evalua-
tion of frequent itemsets based on quantity. e itemsets were evaluated based on quarters. Both
approaches deal with the period 2009–2012. e year 2009 represents the year of the �nancial
crisis. Contrary, the years 2010–2012 represent the years after the �nancial crisis. e investigated
categorical dependent variable is a variable category that represents a group of web parts that deal
with a similar issue. e variable contains these categories of the web content: Business Condi-
tions, Pricing List, Pillar3 related, Reputation, Pillar3 disclosure requirements andWe support. In this
experiment, the focus will be on two of these categories that are related to the topic of Pillar3:
Pillar3 related and Pillar3 disclosure requirements. e Pillar3 related category consists of parts:
Rating, Group, Information for Banks, Annual Reports, General Shareholder Meeting, Finan-
cial Reports and Emitent Prospects. e Pillar3 disclosure requirements consists of parts: Pillar3
Semiannually Info and Pillar3 Q-terly Info. Detailed analysis of web part frequent itemsets of
the Pillar3 category (Pillar3 disclosure requirements, Pillar3 related ) in the respective quarters in
the examined period was carried out in Munk, Pilkova, Benko & Blažeková (2017). e applied
methodology has a similar data preparation phase for both approaches:

1. retrieving log �les.
2. data cleansing – unnecessary data is removed from the log �le (requests on pictures, fonts,

styles, scripts, etc.). Search engines robots’ access to the web portal are also removed from
the log �le. e result of this phase is raw data that contains only accesses to the web portal.

3. user/session identi�cation – Reference Length method was used to identify sessions and
the visitors who accessed the web were identi�ed using the �elds IP address and user agent
(Cooley, Mobasher & Srivastava, 1999; Kapusta, Munk & Drlik, 2012a,b).

4. path completion – based on the visitors usage of the Back button of the web browser, the
records of his/her path on the web portal can be reconstructed (Munk et al., 2015).

5. variables determination – the log �le contains the variables in a typical Extended Log Format
(ELF), so a transformation and variable de�nition are needed for a user behaviour analysis
of the examined web portal. A dependent variable category is created, and it represents the
web parts of the portal. In case the web parts have low tra�c, it is appropriate to create
wider categories based on their relevance to the content (Munk, Drlik et al., 2011). It is also
necessary to identify independent variables – predictors that represent the time variables
created from the timestamp of the access to the web category. In the case of the weeks of
the year, it is the variable week that was created based on ISO 8601 and will have values of
0–53. e variable will be 0 in case it is a week that begins in the previous year. e next
variable will be a nominal variable year representing individual years: 2009, 2010, 2011 and
2012. From the nominal variable dummy variables representing the examined years will be
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created by binarization. e next nominal variable quarterYear served to make the quarters
and speci�c years distinct. Similarly, dummy variables representing the speci�c quarter and
year (2009Q1, 2009Q2, etc.) were created.

After data preparation, the experiment, divided into two approaches, is conducted. One method
is focused on the time variable week and the other quarter. e �rst analysis is conducted using
the multinomial logit model. After determining the model, it is required to identify the type
of dependence for determining the degree of the polynomial and the selection of predictors,
including dummy variables. e �rst approach was done as follows:

6. the estimation of the models’ parameters  j  j by maximizing the logarithm of the like-
lihood function. e STATISTICA Generalized Linear Models was used to estimate the
parameters of individual values.

7. the estimation of logits  ij for all predictors values   ij  a T
j  xi bj j  1 2     J  1.

8. the estimation of probability of accesses  iJ in time i for reference web category J   iJ  
1 J 

 
1 .

1 j 1 e  iJ

9. the probability estimation of accesses j ij in time i for web category   ij  e  i   iJ  
j  1 2     J  1.

10. the visualization of the probabilities of web category j in time i where j  1 2     J .

e model was afterwards evaluated using alternative methods to estimate the model (Munk,
Drlik et al., 2011; Munk, Vrábelová & Kapusta, 2011). e evaluation consisted of the visualiza-
tion of observed and expected di�erences of counts, extreme identi�cation, comparison of the
distribution of observed relative counts of accesses and estimated probabilities of the examined
web part j in time i, and observed and expected logit visualization of each web part, except the
reference web part. If the model is suitable at all levels then it is a suitable model for the analysed
data.

e second approach dealt with discovering the behaviour patterns of web users during quar-
ters in the examined period. e results were processed by association rule analysis using STA-
TISTICA Sequence and Association Analysis, which is an implementation of the algorithm using
a priori algorithm together with a tree-structured procedure that requires only one pass through
the data (Hill & Lewicki, 2013). e aim was to extract frequent itemsets with the min support
of 0.01 (Pilkova, Munk, Švec & Medo, 2015). After extracting web part frequent itemsets of web
parts in the identi�ed sessions the interest is in comparison to the proportion of incidence in the
quarters of examined years. It can be summed up into the following:

11. extracting the frequent itemsets.
12. incidence matrix in the examined periods.
13. assessment of seasonality in terms of quantity (occurrence rate) in the examined years.

e results of the two di�erent approaches will be compared based on the speci�ed time variable.
It can be assumed that the results should be similar and that the weekly analysis should o�er a
more detailed look at the behaviour of the web users in comparison to the quarterly analysis.
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9.4 Results
Frequent itemsets (a) were extracted and probabilities of the accesses (b) were examined of web
portal categories (category) based on time where time was represented by variables: (a) quarter and
(b) week. e data saved in the log �le originated from a signi�cant domestic commercial bank
operating in Slovakia. e examined log �le was pre-processed, and variables were created that
represented the analysed factors. First, it was important to determine whether it was signi�cant to
distinguish the individual years (variable year). In the case of the nominal variable year, a moderate
degree of dependency with the variable category (Chi-square = 389 844.7; df = 15; p = 0.000;
Contingency coe�cient C = 0.4; Cramer V = 0.3) was identi�ed. e contingency coe�cient can
obtain values from 0 (represents no dependence between variables) to 1 (represents the perfect
dependence between variables). e contingency coe�cient is statistically signi�cant. Based on
these results, dummy variables were created representing the examined years (2009, 2010 and
2011). ese variables gain only two values: 0 or 1 meaning whether the access was done in the
speci�c year. e dummy variable for the year 2012 is not needed as the accesses from this year
will have all other variables values set to 0.

Based on the Likelihood-ratio (LR) test (Table 9.1), estimates of the theoretical counts of
accesses were compared with the empirical counts of accesses. e results of the LR test helped
to identify the appropriate polynomial model of the third degree for the time variable week. e
value of the Pearson Chi-square approximates 1 and it means that the chosen model is suitable.
Also, the maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood function helps to choose the appropriate
model where the smallest value is the best.

e STATISTICA Generalized Linear Models was used to estimate parameters for individual
data. e signi�cance of the parameters was examined using the Wald test. e probability of
access to the web portal categories has been modelled depending on time-week of access and
years. Time was represented by the predictor week and its transformation based on the degree of
the polynomial (week2 and week3) and the dummy variables of the examined years (2009, 2010
and 2011).

Based on the results (Table 9.2) of all e�ects test for the model, the parameters are statistically
signi�cant. In the created model, all of the years represent statistically signi�cant features that are
represented by the dummy variables. e weeks of the year represented by the variables week and
its transformation based on the degree of polynomial showed also statistically signi�cant features.

e estimated parameters for both categories were signi�cantly dependent on the week of
access and its transformations too (Table 9.3).e values of logits were signi�cantly in�uenced by
the examined years. e logit model provides a probability estimate at the output. e absolute
size of the parameters re�ects predictors with the highest in�uence on the examined variable.
A high absolute value of the parameter refers to a large dependency. A negative value refers to
indirectly proportional dependence.

Table 9.1 Evaluation of the model

df Stat Stat/df

Deviance 10356140 6473096.45 0.625049

Pearson Chi-square 10356140 10445031.93 1.008584

Log-likelihood  3236548
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Table 9.2 All effects test for the model

Intercept

week

week2

week3

df

5

5

5

5

Wald Statistic

98888.3

19440.9

25555.8

22826.6

p

 0.001

 0.001

 0.001

 0.001

2009 5 218115.7  0.001

2010 5 109030.4  0.001

2011 5 80968.1  0.001

Table 9.3 Estimate the parameters of the model

Category Estimate Standard Deviation Wald Statistic p

week Pillar3 related  0.07695 0.001659 2151.0  0.001

week2 Pillar3 related 0.00324 0.000078 1707.9  0.001

week3 Pillar3 related  0.00003 0.000001 968.8  0.001

2009 Pillar3 related  1.33753 0.008442 25100.1  0.001

2010 Pillar3 related  0.78993 0.008914 7852.6  0.001

2011 Pillar3 related 0.36939 0.009105 1645.9  0.001

week Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

0.00299 0.002050 2.1 0.1443

week2 Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

 0.00106 0.000096 121.8  0.001

week3 Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

0.00002 0.000001 382.3  0.001

2009 Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

 1.78236 0.009811 33002.1  0.001

2010 Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

 1.10608 0.010141 11896.1  0.001

2011 Pillar3 disclosure
requirements

 0.60084 0.010140 3510.9  0.001

Using the estimated parameters, it was possible to evaluate the logits for each category j in
time i. e third-degree polynomial model is:

2  ij   j   1jweeki   2jweek  
3 3jweek   i i jyeari i  0 1 2     53 j  1 2     J  1 
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e evaluation of the suitability of the model was conducted. e importance of thorough data
preparation can be shown in the following example.e log �le contained a big sample of unnec-
essary data that was not discovered during the data preparation phase. e evaluation of theo-
retical and empirical counts of accesses helped to identify this issue. During a speci�c week in
2012, a systematic error was identi�ed as having occurred. It was an automated script that could
be related to maintenance, backup, etc. is was identi�ed by examining the extreme values of
di�erences between the theoretical and empirical counts of accesses. As can be seen in Figure 9.1,
during the 21st week of the year 2012, there was a high extreme value (extreme value border is
depicted using the dashed line). is led to a more detailed analysis of the analysed log �le and
�nding the issue.

After cleaning the unnecessary data from the log �le, the evaluation was repeated, and the
di�erence is shown in Figure 9.2. All of the estimated parameters already mentioned were done
using the corrected log �le, but it was meaningful to mention that sometimes it is possible to
discover issues with the data preparation phase at the end of model evaluation.

A way to show the suitability of the model is also to evaluate theoretical and empirical logits.
e idea is whether the estimated theoretical logits �t (model) the empirical logits calculated

pfrom the empirical relative counts of accesses hij  ln ij
 j  1 p 2     J  1 where pij is theiJ

empirical relative count of access to the web category j in time i and piJ is the empirical relative

Figure 9.1 Differences of counts of the model with error data.
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Figure 9.2 Differences of counts of the model with corrected data.

count of access to the referential web category J in time i. e visualization of observed and
expected logits of each of the examined categories (except the referential web category) can show
how the theoretical logits model the empirical logits. Based on the visualization for the critical
year 2012 (Figures 9.3 and 9.4), it was seen that after the new data cleansing the theoretical logits
�t the empirical logits better.

e plot (Figure 9.5) shows the visualization of probabilities of access to the market discipline-
related web categories (Pillar3) during the year 2009. is year is taken as the year of �nancial
crisis. It can be seen that the highest access during this year was to the web category Pillar3 related
at the beginning of the year (the 0th week has the value 0.193, for the record this week is a week
that contains days from the previous year and also from the actual year – at the turn of years). e
lowest estimated values were identi�ed later in the year (the 38th week has the value 0.160). e
most interest for the category Pillar3 disclosure requirements was again at the turn of years but this
time it was at the end of the year 2009 (the 52nd week has the value 0.100). e lowest access
was in case of this category the same week as for the other category (the 38th week has the value
0.050). By studying both categories, it can be observed that both are interesting for stakeholders
at the beginning of the year and then the interest lowers, whereas at the end of the year it starts
to rise again. is can be analysed in more detail also using the other method by extracting the
frequent itemsets of the web categories. e asterisks contained in the plot (Figure 9.5) represent
the homogenous groups for occurrence of frequent itemsets of the web categories for the year
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Figure 9.3 Logit visualization of the model for the year 2012 with error data.

2009.e zero hypothesis is rejected at the 5% signi�cance level (df = 3, Q = 8.258, p 0.05) for
the quarters of the year 2009.Most frequent itemsets were identi�ed in the �rst quarter (63.64%)
and the lowest in the third quarter (38.64%). In the year 2009, two homogenous groups (2009
Q3, 2009 Q4, 2009 Q2) and (2009 Q4, 2009 Q2, 2009 Q1) were identi�ed (Figure 9.5) based
on the average occurrence of extracted frequent itemsets of the web parts. ese results verify the
week analysis for this year, where the most interest of the web users in Pillar3 categories was at
the beginning of the year and the lowest in the third quarter (the 38th week is at the end of the
third quarter where between 2009 Q1 and 2009 Q3 a statistically signi�cant di�erence at the 5%
signi�cance level was identi�ed).

e plot (Figure 9.6) shows the visualization of probabilities of access to the market discipline-
related web categories (Pillar3) during the year 2010. is year is taken as the year after the
�nancial crisis. e highest access during this year was to the web category Pillar3 related at
the beginning of the year (the third week has the value 0.211). e lowest estimated values were
identi�ed at the end of the year in the last quarter (the 43rd week has the value 0.161). e most
interest for the category Pillar3 disclosure requirements was at the beginning of the year at the end
of the �rst quarter (the 11th week has the value 0.116). e lowest access was later in the year in
the case of this category (the 40th week has the value 0.058). By studying both categories, it can
be observed that both are interesting for the stakeholders at the beginning of the year and then
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Figure 9.4 Logit visualization of the model for the year 2012 with corrected data.

the interest lowers, whereas at the end of the year it starts to rise again. Now the weekly results
will be compared with the frequent itemsets. e asterisks contained in the plot (Figure 9.6)
represent the homogenous groups for occurrence of frequent itemsets of the web categories for
the year 2010. e zero hypothesis is rejected at the 1% signi�cance level (df = 3, Q = 12.581,
p  0.01) for the quarters of the year 2010. Most frequent itemsets were identi�ed in the �rst
quarter (40.91%) and the lowest in the third and fourth quarters (20.45%–22.73%). In the year
2010, three homogenous groups (2010 Q4, 2010 Q3), (2010 Q3, 2010 Q2) and (2010 Q2, 2010
Q1) were identi�ed (Figure 9.6) based on the average occurrence of extracted frequent itemsets
of the web parts. e most interest of the web users in Pillar3 categories was at the beginning of
the year and the lowest in the last quarters, where between 2010 Q1 and 2010 Q3/2010 Q4 and
between 2010 Q2 and 2010 Q4 a statistically signi�cant di�erence at the 5% signi�cance level
was identi�ed.

e plot (Figure 9.7) shows the visualization of probabilities of access to the market discipline-
related web categories (Pillar3) during the year 2011. is year can be taken as the second year
after the �nancial crisis. e highest access during this year was to the web category Pillar3 related
again at the beginning of the year (the �fth week has the value 0.211). e lowest estimated values
were identi�ed at the same week as in the previous year with an even lower value (the 43rd week
has the value 0.151). e most interest for the category Pillar3 disclosure requirements was also
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Figure 9.5 Probability visualization of market discipline-related categories during the year
2009.

the same as the previous year but with a little higher value (the 11th week has the value 0.132).
e lowest access was also the same week as the previous year with an almost similar value in
the case of this category (the 40th week has the value 0.059). By studying both categories, it
can be observed that the behaviour is like the previous year with only a little deviation. Now the
weekly results will be compared with the frequent itemsets. e asterisks contained in the plot
(Figure 9.7) represent the homogenous groups for occurrence of frequent itemsets of the web
categories for the year 2011. e zero hypothesis is rejected at the 1% signi�cance level (df = 3,
Q = 11.539, df = 3, p  0.01) for the quarters of the year 2011. e second quarter contained the
most frequent itemsets (38.64%) and the lowest in the �rst and third quarters (18.18% –20.45%).
In the year 2011, two homogenous groups (2011 Q1, 2011 Q3, 2011 Q4) and (2011 Q4, 2011 Q2)
were identi�ed (Figure 9.7) based on the average occurrence of extracted frequent itemsets of
the web parts. ere is a little di�erence to the previous years. Based on the quarters the highest
interest is now in the second quarter, but the week analysis shows us that it is on the period
interface.

e plot (Figure 9.8) shows the visualization of probabilities of access to the market discipline-
related web categories (Pillar3) during the year 2012.is year can be taken as one of the years after
the �nancial crisis. e highest access during this year was to the web category Pillar3 related and
has shifted more towards the end of the �rst quarter of the year (the 11th week has the value 0.135).
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Figure 9.6 Probability visualization of market discipline-related categories during the year
2010.

e lowest estimated values were identi�ed in the same period as in the previous two years (the
44th week has the value 0.067). e most interest for the category Pillar3 disclosure requirements
was almost the same as the previous year (the 12th week has the value 0.107). e lowest access
was in the case of this category stabilized at the same period (the 41st week has the value 0.034).
By studying both categories, it can be observed that the behaviour has stabilized so that interest
rises at the beginning of the year with the highest interest in the Pillar3 information at the end
of the �rst quarter. Consequently, the interest decreases with the lowest at the beginning of the
fourth quarter and then starts to rise again. It can be observed that this year has the lower interest
for both categories in comparison to the previous years. In the case of frequent itemsets, statis-
tically signi�cant di�erences for the year 2012 were not found (df = 3, Q = 4.154, p  0.2453).
Statistically signi�cant di�erences for all of the next years were also not found (2013: df = 3, Q =
3.255, p  0.3539; 2014: df = 3, Q = 4.565, p  0.2066; 2015: df= 3, Q = 3.001, p  0.3916 )
and the weekly analysis for these years was also not done. It can be said that the trend for the
years after the crisis is similar to the years 2010, 2011 and 2012.

e �rst quarters of the years 2009–2010 during the event of global �nancial crisis have a
signi�cant impact on the quantity of identi�ed frequent itemsets of the parts.is can be seen also
in the weekly analysis where the �rst quarters contained the highest interest from the examined
Pillar3 web categories. On this basis, it can be concluded that the required quarterly frequency
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Figure 9.7 Probability visualization of market discipline-related categories during the year
2011.

publication of the results is not necessary for market discipline. It would be enough to publish this
information annually, ideally in the early weeks of the year. To obtain these results, two di�erent
approaches with various time variables were used. Both approaches evaluate the behaviour of the
users in time (mainly seasonality): (1) modelling the probabilities of access to the portal in time,
and (2) quantitative evaluation of frequent itemsets incidence in time. e results match and
based on that can be regarded as robust. e combination of these methods improved the results
of the data and helped to better understand the behaviour of the stakeholders with the Pillar3
information on the web categories.

9.5 Discussion and conclusion
Pillar 3 of Basel II and Basel III regulation, called “market discipline” or according to some authors
it should be named “information disclosure”, is a very important component of banking super-
vision and regulation. Its importance has even increased after the crisis of 2007–2009. Basel
supervisors have designed Pillar 3 to be an e�ective market discipline tool. However, its current
complexity, standardization and the whole architecture also put impediments on the market dis-
cipline e�ectiveness. One such impediment is that regulator does not study stakeholders’ interest
and usage of disclosed information for some categories of commercial banks that are speci�c as
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Figure 9.8 Probability visualization of market discipline-related categories during the year
2012.

far as their ownership structure, business model and funding are concerned. Usually, the impact
of this situation is on one side very low interest of stakeholders in information which is not in
line with their interests and on the other side, the high costs of banks related to the preparation
of enormous amounts of disclosed and unused information. One such market that might su�er
due to current Pillar 3 architecture is the depositors’ market, speci�cally in CEE countries where
single foreign banks/group ownership are very frequent. erefore, in this study the interests of
depositors in the disclosed two groups of information were assessed: requirement of the Pillar 3
disclosure and Pillar 3 related information during the period 2009–2012 (year of crisis and subse-
quent years). e analysis was based on visits of the stakeholders to the web portal of commercial
banks and analysing their interest in relation to time spent on the web page (time variables) and
in relation to the events of the �nancial crisis in 2009. e analysis of time spent on categories
of the web portal was based on weekly accesses and frequent itemsets in terms of quantity (based
on quarters). e �ndings are as follows:

1. e results of the analysis during and after the crisis suggest that stakeholders have expressed
higher interest in Pillar 3 related information (such as annual reports, �nancial reports,
annual reports, rating, group, general shareholder meeting, emitent prospects) rather than
Pillar 3 disclosure requirements.
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2. e highest interest of stakeholders in disclosed information was in the year of the crisis and
subsequently steadily decreased.

3. e results of the analysis on the year of the �nancial crisis (weekly and quarterly analysis)
have shown that in 2009 the highest interest was in the �rst quarter, at the beginning of the
year (exceptionally 52nd week for Pillar 3 disclosure requirements in 2009), and was lowest
in the third quarter for both categories.

4. In the analysis of the years 2010–2012, the years after the �nancial crisis, similar results
have been identi�ed, with the highest interest being at the end of the �rst quarter, on a
period interface (exceptionally third week for Pillar 3 related in 2010 and �fth week for
Pillar 3 related in 2011), and the lowest interest being identi�ed in the fourth quarter.
It is important to note that interest decreased generally during 2010–2012 in comparison
to 2009.

5. e results are in line with Munk et al. (2017), whose results show that studied CEE com-
mercial banks stakeholders are particularly interested in Pillar 3 disclosures in the �rst quarter
and that interest in disclosures decreased after the turbulence of 2009.

6. e results also suggest that due to the signi�cant impact of the �rst quarter with the highest
interest of stakeholders, which was also validated by weekly analysis, quarterly disclosures
seem less important for market discipline e�ects in comparison to annual disclosures. Annual
disclosures imply higher interest than Pillar 3 disclosures and ideally should be disclosed at
the beginning of the year.

e above presented results suggest that changes in information disclosures’ design in commercial
banks operating according to the analysedmodel are inevitable to enhance the e�ciency of market
discipline mechanisms and to add value to key stakeholders (depositors).

is chapter’s conclusion �ts with the study (Miklaszewska & Pawłowska, 2014, p. 264) that
deeply analysed CEE banks’ perspectives. In spite of fact that in the EU is currently applied
complex regulatory and supervisory model, their conclusion is that it may not have produced the
required more e�cient and stable banking system, particularly in CEE countries that have very
competitive banking environments.

Moreover, it can be agreed with Kuranchie-Pong, Bokpin & Andoh (2016) that stakeholders
in the banking industry are supposed to use market discipline to make risk management more
e�ective but to assess the bank’s risk pro�le they need su�cient relevant information disclosures.

Finally, according to the European Banking Authority (EBA), to disclose to markets a su�-
cient risk pro�le of �nancial institutions is most important to ensure their correct functioning,
creating trust between market participants and the e�ciency of market discipline. e princi-
ples for adequate disclosures are clarity, meaningfulness, consistency over time and comparability
across institutions, also in times of stress. ere still exist open issues about the nature and poten-
tial impediments to disclosures in order to ful�l these principles and the authors hope that these
�ndings and conclusions may also contribute to resolve these issues.

Due to some limitations of this research, and according to the �ndings, an analysis of the
interest of stakeholders in the content of Pillar 3 disclosures has been identi�ed as a future research
topic.
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Chapter 10

Machine learning in the
�elds of accounting,
economics and �nance
The emergence of new
strategies

Maha Radwan, Salma Drissi and Silvana Secinaro

10.1 Introduction
In recent years, machine learning (ML) has become a fascinating �eld which is experiencing a
renewed interest. Coming from many disciplines such as statistics, optimization, algorithms or
signal processing, it is a �eld of study in constant mutation which has now imposed itself in our
society. Already, ML has been used for decades in automatic character recognition or anti-spam
�lters; the uses of ML are so numerous in real life that it conquers di�erent �elds starting with
designing an algorithm to estimate the value of an asset (the price of a house, or the expected gains
from a shop, etc.) based on previous observations, or even analyze the composition of an email
(Azencott, 2019), in particular, the content of the latter, as well as the number of occurrences of
the words constituting it, etc.

Finance is also no exception since many �nancial activities use solutions developed by ML.
Indeed, among the multiple uses of ML techniques in the �nance �eld, we �nd, for example, the
prediction of the percentage chance of repayment of a loan according to the track record of the
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assets or even predict the �uctuations of stock market, thanks to �uctuations in past or future
years (Heaton et al., 2017).

In this context, ML is present everywhere: banks use it to assess the creditworthiness of a
borrower or to predict and analyze all available company data (not only �nancial reports but also
press releases, news and even sound recordings or videos transcribed) in order to identify the most
interesting investments. Mentioning another �eld of application is in the �nancial sector of ML,
namely, risk control and compliance (Ding et al., 2019).

In addition to use for investment decisions, risk control and compliance, marketing represents
another �eld of application for ML. Moreover, the use of Deep Mining, for example, opens
up immense potential to increase additional and transformation prospects that ensure the best
possible customer service and reverse the loss of loyalty (Singh et al., 2019).

Finally, ML can be used to reduce costs and increase the productivity of �nancial institu-
tions. One example in particular is the use of arti�cial intelligence to automate highly technical
translations of �nancial documents, thereby saving production time and resources.

is chapter is intended as an introduction to the concepts and algorithms and uses of ML,
so a more focused vision will be given to di�erent applications of ML techniques in the �elds of
economics, accounting and �nance. e chapter would provide insights to researchers, business
experts and readers who seek to understand in a simpli�ed way the foundations of the main
algorithms used inML as well as its applications in the �elds of �nance, economics and accounting
through the presentation of the review of existing literature in this area.

Our chapter will be structured as follows: the �rst and second sections will be dedicated to
presenting an overview of ML in order to establish more clearly the concept, its genesis and its
main models. e third section will be reserved for the development of the main applications of
ML, particularly, in the �elds of algorithmic trading and portfolio management, risk management
and credit scoring, insurance pricing and �nally the detection of accounting and �nancial fraud.

10.2 General overview on machine learning
ML is currently at the heart of data science and arti�cial intelligence. Indeed, whether it is a digital
transformation of companies, Big Data or a national strategy, ML has become essential. Its appli-
cations are many and varied, ranging from search engines and character recognition to genomics
research, social network analysis, targeted advertising, computer vision, machine translation and
algorithmic trading. However, what is it exactly? What do we mean by ML? How do you learn,
and what does that mean for a machine? e question of learning fascinates computer and math-
ematics specialists from di�erent specialties, whether neurologists, pedagogues, philosophers or
artists. Indeed, a de�nition that applies to a computer program like a robot, a pet or a human
being is that proposed by Benureau (2015) arguing that: “Learning is a modi�cation of behavior
based on an experiment”.

In the case of a computer program, which is the one that interests us in this chapter, we speak
of ML, at the moment, when this program has the capacity to learn without this modi�cation
being explicitly programmed, a de�nition advanced by Arthur Samuel (1959).

In this context, the di�erence between a classical program and a learning program lies in the
fact that the �rst type uses a procedure and data which it receives as input to produce responses as
output, whereas the second uses the data and the responses at the same time to produce procedures
for obtaining outputs from the inputs.
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To fully understand this de�nition, suppose a business wants to know the total amount spent
by a customer from their invoices. It is therefore su�cient to apply a conventional algorithm,
namely a simple addition since a learning algorithm is not necessary. However, assume the com-
pany this time seeks to use these invoices to determine which products the customer is most
likely to purchase in a month. While this is likely related, the company clearly does not have all
of the information it needs to do this. However, if it has the purchase history of a large number
of individuals, it becomes possible to use a ML algorithm so that it derives a predictive model
allowing it to provide an answer to this question.

In terms of its context of appearance, ML was born in the 1980s, and can be considered as
a branch of arti�cial intelligence (AI, whose beginnings date back to the war). ML is intimately
linked to data analysis and decision algorithms which have its origins in statistics.

Until the 18th century, statistics, assimilated “State Science”, were only descriptive
(Desrosières, 2016). It is only a century later that the probabilities will be linked to statistics,
with, among other things, the notion of extrapolation between the observation of a sample and
the characteristics of a population. We had to wait until the beginning of the 20th century for
statistics to organize themselves as a separate science and to be subdivided into two disciplines:
descriptive statistics and inferential statistics.

us, the notion ofML �rst refers to the understanding of human thought, which was studied
byDescartes and then byG. Leibniz in his work “De Arte combinatoria” in 1666.e philosopher
then tries to de�ne the simplest reasoning thought (like an alphabet) which, when combined, will
formulate very complex thoughts (Horton et a., 2009). ese works were later formalized by G.
Boole in 1854 in his work An Investigation of the Laws of ought on Which Are Founded the
Mathematical eories of Logic and Probability.

It was not until 1956 that ML took a remarkable turn with the Dartmouth conference orga-
nized by M. Minsky and J. McCarthy, the two great emblematic �gures of Arti�cial Intelligence.
However, it will be necessary to wait for the 1980s and the development of computing capacities
for ML will take on its full extent.

Nevertheless, the most striking application of ML remains that Deep Blue, the IBM super-
computer, beats the world chess champion Garry Kasparov in 1997 (Campbell et al., 2002). In
2014, Russian arti�cial intelligence dubbed “Eugene Goostman” was able to become the �rst
“robot” to pass the famous Turing test 27. Although the scienti�c community remains divided as
to this experience, it nevertheless remains an important stage of Arti�cial Intelligence, and more
particularly of ML (Vardi, 2014).

10.3 Data analysis process and main algorithms used
By taking advantage of new computer technologies, ML has experienced remarkable growth.
Based on the development of algorithms that are capable of learning and simulating knowl-
edge and intelligence from experiences, without the need for human intervention during their
learning, nor explicitly programmed to manage this or that experience or as a speci�c data,
ML still generates a lot of debate among researchers wanting to know if machines were capa-
ble of learning data. ey learn from previous calculations in order to produce reliable and
reproducible decisions and results, which requires monitoring a process whose compliance is
as important as the quality of the algorithms used (Vardi, 2014). In this context, there are �ve
phases:
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1. De�ning the problem: Data analysis is the process of examining and interpreting data in
order to develop answers to questions or problems.

2. Data collection: Once the problem is determined and translated in terms of data analysis, it
is necessary to collect data in su�cient quantity, but also take into consideration the quality
of the data to be collected.

3. Preparation of the data: In this phase, it is necessary to clean up the acquired data.
4. Modeling and evaluation: Once the data is collected and the cleaning is established, it is

possible to apply di�erent algorithms for the same problem.
5. Deployment: One of the challenges of data analysis is to be able to provide dynamic and

economically usable results. For this, it is necessary to deploy not only a solution in partner-
ship with the departments responsible for information technology (IT) but also an interface
(data visualization).

With regard to the main algorithms deployed, there are four main families of models: supervised,
unsupervised, semi-supervised learning and reinforcement learning.

10.3.1 Supervised models

Supervised learning is a ML task consisting of learning a prediction function from annotated
examples (Lallich et al., 2007). In other words, learning is said to be supervised if the data entering
the process is already categorized and the algorithms must use it only to predict a result in order
to be able to do it later when the data is not more categorized (Geron, 2017).

Among the most frequently used supervised models, there are:
(a) Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM represents a set of ML algorithm techniques that solve problems of discrimination and

regression. is category of algorithm is often used to divide data into classes using as simple a
border as possible (see Figure 10.1) so that the distance between the di�erent groups of data and
the border between them becomes maximum (Jain et al., 2020).

Figure 10.1 A two class support vector machine.
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In this two-dimensional space, the “border” is the black line, the “support vectors” are the
circled points (closest to the border) and the “margin” is the distance between the border and the
line.

(b) Decision trees (AD) algorithms
Decision trees (AD) are one of the ML techniques used both in data mining and in business

intelligence. e use of a hierarchical representation of the data structure in the form of decision
sequences (tests) allows us to predict a result or a class. us, each individual (or observation),
whose assignment to a well-de�ned class is sought, will be described by a set of variables which
will then be tested at the level of the nodes of the tree (Yang and Chen, 2020). Suddenly, the
tests are carried out at the level of the internal nodes and the decisions are taken in the leaf nodes.
Take the case of a board of directors having to decide on the de�nition of a strategy to develop the
turnover of their company (see Figure 10.2). Several options are possible: focus on the national
market by developing new product ranges or by intensifying prospecting to gain new customers.
Another alternative is possible: to develop internationally, either through a direct presence or by
establishing a local partnership.

(c) Neural network(ANN)
A neural network is a software and/or hardware system that mimics the functioning of biolog-

ical neurons. In other words, it is an intensely connected arti�cial neural network of elementary
processors and which operates in parallel (Audevart and Alonzo, 2019). Each elementary pro-
cessor (arti�cial neuron) calculates a single output based on the information it receives in both
parallel and successive layers (see Figure 10.3). e �rst layer receives raw information as input,
like the optic nerve, which processes human visual data.

Figure 10.2 Illustration of the application of decision tree algorithms to determine possible
scenarios for developing a business strategy.
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Figure 10.3 Architecture of a layered neural network.

e circles represent the neurons arranged in layers. e network represented here comprises
three layers – the input layer receiving information on �ve neurons, and the output layer com-
prising a single neuron and giving the result of the internal calculation. Between these two layers
is a layer called the “hidden layer” which is not visible from the outside, and is used to perform
intermediate calculations.

10.3.2 Unsupervised models

Unlike supervised learning, this consists of teaching an arti�cial intelligence algorithm informa-
tion that is neither labeled (it won’t be speci�ed that such an image is a cat or something else)
nor classi�ed to allow this algorithm to react to this information without human intervention,
i.e. without supervisor (Bunker and abtah, 2019).

In addition, the algorithm processes the data without any prior training; it trains itself with
the data it receives (Sathya and Abraham, 2013). However, just because we are talking about unsu-
pervised learning does not mean that we should neglect the notion of categories for classi�cation
algorithms. A generally unsupervised learning algorithm is a “clustering” algorithm which will
create categories from observations using categories associated with the data that is submitted to
it, but it must make them emerge itself as is the case (suppose we are trying to recognize that a
cat is a cat, or that an article in the journal AI is an article in the journal AI) (Love, 2002).

Another important unsupervised task is the detection of anomalies, for example to detect
unusual bank card transactions in order to prevent fraud, to detect manufacturing faults or to
automatically remove outliers from a dataset that we are going to provide to another learning
algorithm (Lutz and Biernat, 2015) (Figure 10.4).
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Figure 10.4 Comparative analysis between supervised learning and unsupervised learning.

10.3.3 Semi-supervised models

Regarding this third form of learning, it turns out that it has the same applications as supervised
learning. However, its training relies on both tagged and untagged data (see Figure 10.5), usually
a small amount from the �rst category and a large amount from the second category in order to
produce considerable improvement in unsupervised learning accuracy (having no labeled data)
(Vandewalle, 2009). Indeed, a priori labeling of all data requires the intervention of a human
expert. It is a di�cult operation, even tedious, when the amount of data is important without
forgetting the cost associated with the labeling process.

Figure 10.5 Comparative overview between the different algorithmic models of machine
learning.
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is form of learning is frequently used with methods such as classi�cation, regression and
prediction. us, it seems that semi-supervised learning is preferred when the cost of labeling is
too high to justify a fully labeled learning process.

10.3.4 Reinforcement learning models

Finally, we have the last form of learning, which is reinforcement. Reinforcement learning cor-
responds to the case where the algorithm learns a behavior given an observation. e action of
the algorithm on the environment generates a return value which then guides the learning algo-
rithm. In other words, this mode of learning is rather applied in a class of learning problems
whose objective is to learn from successive experiences, what should be done in order to apply
the optimal solution (Barra et al., 2018).

anks to reinforcement learning, the algorithm multiplies the attempts to discover the
actions bringing the greatest rewards. is form of learning involves three main components:
the representative agent, the algorithm in the sense of the code, and learning or making decisions
without forgetting the environment with which the agent interacts (Szepesvári, 2010).

e objective is for the agent to choose actions that maximize the rewards expected over a
given period. e agent’s behavior should allow choosing the actions that will maximize the sum
of the rewards values in the long term (see Figure 10.6).

Unlike supervised and unsupervised learning, this form of learning is distinguished by its
interactive and iterative nature. Indeed, the agent tries several solutions (exploration stage), and
observes the reaction of the environment and adapts its behavior (the variables) to apply the best
(Abbeel and Ng, 2004).

Figure 10.6 Reinforcement learning models.
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10.4 Machine learning uses: cases in the �elds of economics,
�nance and accounting

ML has seen a resurgence of interest in recent years, thanks to Big Data. Indeed, the �elds of
applied economics and �nance inherit a long econometric tradition. Many more or less sophis-
ticated econometric models are thus still used today (and e�ectively) by economics and �nance
practitioners to measure risks, make forecasts or manage funds (Leung et al., 2014).

In addition, since the �nance industry gathers a large volume of data (Big Data) collected
from its customers, it is perfectly suited to the advantages of data mining (Cecchini et al., 2010).
In this context, several new �nancial applications based on ML algorithms are already used by
banks and �nancial organizations in order to gain competitiveness and improve their pro�tability.
In this section, we will expose the main uses of ML in �nance.

10.4.1 Algorithmic trading

e international �nancial system has experienced major changes during the past three decades,
accelerated in particular by the development of information and communication technologies
(Aldridge, 2013). Indeed, the order execution mechanism used 50 years ago is no longer used
today and it will not be the one used during the same period of time in the future. Investors
have thus followed the development of transactions, thanks to technological advances that have
revolutionized the �nancial markets (Kim, 2010). erefore, forecasting and modeling di�u-
sion undermines a wide range of problems encountered in forecasting stock market trends
(Basak et al., 2019).

Although still little known by the general public, algorithmic trading is a form of trading
that uses electronic platforms to enter stock market orders while allowing an algorithm to decide
on important elements such as volume, price, opening or closing of the order (Hendershott and
Riordan, 2013).

In addition, algorithmic trading contributes to better decision making regarding trading.
Indeed, a mathematical model monitors new orders and trading results in real time and detects
trends that can force stock prices to rise or fall. It can then act proactively to sell, hold or buy shares
according to its forecasts (Bouyala, 2016; Nuti et al., 2011). Furthermore, algorithmic trading con-
sists of two activities: stock market operations which are assisted by popular algorithms such as
neural networks and support vector machines. e second is based on a completely automated
form of trading.

e �rst form of algorithmic trading is considered to be the wisest and most recommended
version for forecasting share prices and stock market indexes using external factors (Bollen et al.,
2011; Kuo et al., 2001; Mittal and Goel, 2012). Indeed, by examining previous empirical studies
relating to the application of Data Mining techniques in the world stock markets, it is quite
obvious to note a certain preference of neural networks in terms of direction of prediction, and
in particular in works of Majumder and Hussian (2007), Mizuno (1998) and Tjung et al. (2010).
However, SVM has also been preferred by many researchers such as Kaur and Dharni (2019)
and Kumar and enmozhi (2006) for whom the results of studies indicate that Data Mining
techniques present signi�cantly di�erent performances (Schnaubelt et al., 2020).
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Regarding the second form of algorithmic trading, the automated trading also known as high-
frequency trading, automated trading or black box trading.e users are mainly hedge funds and
investment banks trading for their own account to become major players in the �nancial mar-
kets in the United States and Europe (Kim, 2010). is technique takes into account computer
resources and other mathematical models that can occupy an important place on the market
(Biais, 2011), which is the hard version of the system.

With high-frequency trading, automation wins the decision process itself, but at a di�erent
level. e algorithm analyzes market data in real time, identi�es imbalances or ine�ciencies in
terms of liquidity or price and then translates them into trading opportunities which will be
implemented later (Aldridge, 2013). Automation and very short response times make it possible
to take the advantage of minimal variations and of very short duration, which a human operator
would not have been able to exploit or even detect (Henrique et al., 2019).

10.4.2 Insurance pricing

Technology has always had a huge impact on the insurance world and how it works. Indeed,
the digital revolution has turned the professional world upside down, regardless of the sector of
activity. e world of insurance is no exception and is being transformed by the changes brought
about by digital technology and the increasing importance of Big Data. Insurance companies now
have to use the right tools to exploit the vast amounts of data available. Among the processing
solutions is the use of ML techniques which is fully part of the strategy implemented by com-
panies. e proper use of this customer information appears today to be essential to guarantee
its competitiveness and o�er a service adapted to customer needs and expectations (Asimit et al.,
2020).

Indeed, the main insurance activity is based on forecasts of future events by estimating the
value and impact of these events, which requires the use of predictive modeling practices, partic-
ularly in predicting losses related to compensation. With the advent of Big Data and new data
sources, such as sensors/telematics, external data sources, digital (interactions), or even social net-
works and the web (sentiment), organizations have never had so many opportunities to apply
ML techniques to new aspects of insurance operations (Ly, 2019) to understand risk, claims and
customer experience (Baudry and Robert, 2019). In addition, the �erce competition between
insurers and the low costs of switching customers appeared for some time as the main motives
that push insurers to use ML to determine a competitive price while covering the costs incurred
(Smith et al., 2000).

Unlike traditional statistical methods, ML takes the advantage of the power of data analytics
and makes it possible to relate seemingly unrelated datasets, whether structured, semi-structured
or unstructured (Corlosquet-Habart and Janssen, 2017). However, empirical studies seem to dis-
agree on the choice of the most e�cient method to use. For Gu et al. (2020), regression trees
remain one of the most widely used methods to improve the empirical understanding of pricing,
unlike that advanced by Heaton et al. (2017) emphasizing in-depth learning for pricing.

Moreover, we can refer to the practice of “zoning”28, to the practices of the insured (as an
example, number of kilometers actually traveled or type of driving in the case of car insur-
ance). Again, the example advanced by Boyer (2015) concerning the study of the correlations
between the movements of a current account and accidents – for example the amounts paid by
bank card.
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Among the multiple applications of ML is personalized forecasting of future insurance costs
(Verbelen et al., 2018). In this context, ML algorithms seem to be an essential asset because
they allow the calculation of risk premium estimates by using a real-time analysis of the massive
volume of data collected from insured customers. Data collection is facilitated by “telematics” –
devices installed in the cars of policyholders thus making driving behavior measurable (for exam-
ple, speeding, sudden breakdown). In combination, this allows car insurance pricing models to
become more �exible and precise taking into account individual behavior (Joudaki et al., 2015;
Kirchner, 2018).

10.4.3 Credit risk assessment

Although all businesses need to engage in risk management, the needs may be greater in �nancial
institutions. Indeed, �nancial decision-makers today have the power and calculation methods
for more precise diagnostics, forecasts and control in volatile and increasingly complex multidi-
mensional environments capable of profoundly transforming the �nancial ecosystem (Hajek and
Olej, 2014).

is observation indicates to us that the application ofML tools in this sector indeed concerns
very diverse applications and covers a wide variety of functions, which can be divided into three
strategic areas: controlling operational risk, improving management of customer relations and
promoting cross-selling.

At the same time, the so-called ML methods are developing with phenomenal speed. In this
direction, we can cite several empirical works which have highlighted the uses of di�erent tech-
niques of ML to control operational risk, as the analysis conducted by Kim et al. (2020) where he
con�rms that the use of a deep network can prevent operational risks by thus demonstrating the
superiority of deep learning over ML and rule-based repositories. Algorithms based on decision
trees (such as Stacking (Artis, 2002)). As for Aziz and Dowling (2019), the application of decision
trees for the management of operational risk poses many challenges, in particular that concerning
the over-adjustment of existing data which subsequently impacts its predictive power with new
data and in new situations. Rather, it recommends support vector machines (SVMs) despite their
complexities for mapping risk.

Other work has focused on the contribution of ML techniques and new data sources (new
data) for credit risk modeling. Indeed, credit scoring was historically one of the �rst areas of
application for ML techniques (Ghoddusi et al., 2019).

In the study by Cao et al. (2018), the choice of a reasonable model becomes the most impor-
tant problem due to the rapid development of algorithm technology.at said, this work exposes
the use of a new approach based on a set of deep genetic cascades of di�erent support vector
machine (SVM) classi�ers. A kind of hybrid model that combines the advantages of several mod-
els including Deep Learning. Another study carried out by Plawiak et al. (2019) comes to join the
results of the previous study on the performance of the method (DGCEC) in keeping the risk
of credit default at an acceptable level. e two studies recommend combining various learning
algorithms to improve the results obtained.

e sovereign risk ratings provided by the rating agencies also represent one of the most
answered �elds of application of ML techniques. Indeed, in the aftermath of the 2008 �nancial
crisis, rating agencies were very strongly criticized for their poor assessment of the risk relating
to real estate �nancial securities, which are also called “structured subprime products”. e vast
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majority of AAA ratings were awarded to these stocks, yet the value of these assets plummeted
as property prices plummeted, triggering the �nancial crisis (Co�net and Kien, 2020). Such a
situation has led to sharp criticism of the credit rating process from investors and bond issues,
especially after having introduced a subjective component into the model used for credit ratings
(De Moor et al., 2018).

However, the use of ML to manage bank credit risk should remain limited and certainly very
tightly controlled. Indeed, bank supervisors generally require that the risk models be clear and
simple in order to be understandable, veri�able and appropriate to be validated (Yu et al., 2008).

Whatever the case, these techniques generate signi�cant productivity gains as soon as they
render a certain number of preprocessing on the data obsolete; the essential advantage of ML is
that it allows the use of new data (New Data) likely to better re�ect credit risk (Khandani et al.,
2010).

Moreover, the innovative aspect is appreciated here compared to the customer data usually
used in score models such as payment history and income. However, the central question is
whether this data diversity allows in�nite access to credit from individuals or companies previ-
ously considered too risky in traditional databases (Kruppa, 2013). In addition, these new data
can be considered Big Data if the number of predictors observed for each individual is very large
(Yue et al., 2007).

10.4.4 Financial fraud detection

With a perspective of �nancial accounting fraud, particularly in the current economic context, the
detection and identi�cation of �nancial accounting fraud has been the subject of research, discus-
sion and even controversy among a large number of investors, university researchers, media, the
�nancial community and regulators. Among these researches, we can cite the analysis presented
by Kumar et al. (2019) which uses techniques such as logistic regression, random forest and ML
support vector to create a new alert model for the protection of elderly customers in a �nancial
institution. Other ML techniques have been recommended like the work advanced by Yang et
al. (2019) which studies the quality e�ect of Big N audit using double automatic learning with
gradient reinforcement to carry out audit missions.

at said, and due to the emergence of a number of large-scale �nancial frauds discovered
and reported in large companies such as Enron, Lucent, WorldCom and Satyam over the past
decade, the requirement to detect, de�ne and report increased �nancial accounting fraud (Yue et
al., 2007).

In search of a more scienti�c de�nition of the concept of fraud, we �nd the de�nition
advanced by theOxford English Dictionary (McLean andMcMillan, 2009) which de�nes fraud as
“error” or criminal deception intended to result in personal �nancial gain.e di�erence between
fraud and error is not obvious to everyone. In the context of the literature review, fraud is de�ned
as any act leading to the abuse of the system of a for-pro�t organization without necessarily lead-
ing to direct legal consequences (Phua et al., 2010). Although a universally accepted de�nition of
�nancial fraud is lacking in the literature, researchers have de�ned it as a deliberate act contrary
to law, rule or policy with the intention of obtaining a �nancial bene�t unauthorized and inten-
tional inaccuracies or omissions of amount in the �nancial statements (Kou et al., 2004; Phua
et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2006).
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Often di�cult to �nd a complete de�nition, �nancial fraud nevertheless presents in several
forms ranging from the gross forgery of an identity card to the use of very sophisticated social
engineering techniques. And to top it all o�, the fraud mechanism is said to be “adversarial”, that
is, fraudsters are constantly trying to bypass existing detection procedures and systems in order
to exploit any potential defect.

A majority of anti-fraud systems currently found are based on rules set by a human actor
for the simple reason that the results obtained are relatively simple to understand and deemed
transparent by the profession (Ahmed et al., 2016). If we look at �nancial fraud as an example,
we �nd that e�ective fraud detection has always been an important but also complex task for
accounting professionals (Ngai et al., 2011).

Moreover, the use of traditional internal audit techniques to detect accounting fraud seems
to be obsolete (Fanning et al., 1995). First, auditors generally do not have the requisite knowl-
edge regarding accounting fraud. Second, the lack of experience and expertise on the part of
auditors in the detection and prevention of fraud negatively impacts their mission and can gen-
erate a very signi�cant operational risk. Finally, while admitting the limits of an audit mission,
the �nancial and accounting managers a�rmed that the traditional and standard audit proce-
dures are certainly easy to set up and e�ective; however, they become very di�cult to maintain
and perpetuate as the number of rules to be applied increases. is situation prompted several
researchers to develop and empirically test predictive fraud detection audit models with practi-
cal applications for audit operations (Hajek and Henriques, 2017). erefore, by analyzing the
actual accounting data, the proposed model can identify abnormal transactions which allow it
to focus directly on exceptions for a more thorough investigation in real time, which naturally
leads to a signi�cant reduction in manual intervention and processing time in audit assignments
(Singh et al., 2019).

In addition, due to the asymmetry of information between corporate insiders and external
investors, the uncertainty of the �nancial market as to the existence of fraud can hamper the
normal functioning of the �nancial markets and the economic growth of a country (Li and Hoi,
2014).

e term “Data Mining” refers to the analysis and identi�cation of interesting data and mod-
els from di�erent perspectives and the transformation of this data into useful and statistically
reliable information by establishing relationships between previously unknown and exploitable
data (Grossrieder, 2013).

e convergence between Data Mining and the detection of accounting and �nancial fraud
is illustrated in the fact that data mining as an advanced analytical tool can help auditors make
decisions and detect fraud (Sharma and Panigrahi, 2013).

Indeed, Data Mining techniques have the potential to resolve the contradiction between the
e�ect and the e�ectiveness of fraud detection (Wang, 2010). Exploration or data mining allows
users to analyze data from di�erent angles, to categorize it and to synthesize the relationships
identi�ed in order to extract and discover the hidden models in a very large collection of data. In
traditional control models, an auditor can never be sure of the legitimacy and the intention of a
fraudulent transaction. To treat this situation, themost optimal and cost-e�ective option is to �nd
su�cient evidence of fraud from the available data using specialized, complex and sophisticated
mathematical and computer algorithms to segment the data and assess future probabilities (Wang,
2010).
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10.5 Conclusions
If arti�cial intelligence (AI) broadly designates a science aimed at imitating human capabilities,
ML is its subset which consists of forming a machine to learn by itself. Besides, thanks to new
computer technologies, ML has experienced remarkable growth in recent years. is renewed
interest can be explained by the recognition of trends and the theory that computers can learn
without being programmed to perform speci�c tasks. While many ML algorithms have been
around for a long time, the computing capabilities and new data available today allow us to
improve the accuracy of predictive analyses.

is renewed interest in ML is explained by the combination of several factors which also
contributed to its incredible popularity – in particular Data Mining as well as the multiplication
and diversi�cation of available data.

In this chapter, the objective was to review the growing role as well as the functioning of
the main algorithms representing the engines of ML. In general, two main types of ML algo-
rithms are used today, supervised learning and unsupervised learning, as well as these di�erent
�elds of application, particularly in the �eld of �nance, which obviously does not escape to this
revolutionary science.

is becomes a competitive advantage in various �elds such as pricing, default risk, fraud
detection and portfolio management. As such, it is essential for those involved in �nance to
understand the principles and applications of ML in order to have a clear and complete vision
of these models deployed within their organization and subsequently bene�t from the enor-
mous opportunities allowing the times to stand out from the competition and reinvent their
business.
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Chapter 11

Handling class imbalance
data in business domain
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11.1 Introduction
Due to the recent advancement in computer science and communication technology, the avail-
ability of the raw data has been immensely increased over the decade. As a result, a huge oppor-
tunity has been created to mine some new data patterns and knowledge from the data (He and
Garcia, 2009; Van Hulse, Khoshgoftaar, and Napolitano, 2007). But at the same time, this huge
data created major problems like data imbalance (Aurelio et al., 2019). Especially in the classi-
�cation task, imbalance data is a curse where well-reputed algorithms might fail to classify with
e�cient accuracy. e major reason is that the number of labeled data points for one speci�c
class is extremely higher than the number of labeled data points for the other class/classes (Han,
Wang, and Mao, 2005; Lemaître, Nogueira, and Aridas, 2017). Conventionally, the class having
more data points is called the majority class and the other class (classes) is (are) known as a minor-
ity. Hence, the algorithm may learn the majority class examples’ patterns with higher accuracy,
maybe more than 99%. On the contrary, for minority class, the performance is worst, even less
than 10%.

However, the data imbalance problem is a common scenario in some renowned research
domains in business such as credit card fraud direction (Wei et al., 2013) and product back-
order prediction (de Santis, de Aguiar, and Goliatt, 2017; Hajek and Abedin, 2020). ere
are some other �elds where the data imbalance problem is common, including information
retrieval (Chang et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2011; Zheng, Wu, and Srihari, 2004), detect-
ing unreliable telecommunication customers (Burez and Van den Poel, 2009), learning word
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pronunciations, network intrusion (Cieslak, Chawla, and Striegel, 2006; Rodda and Erothi, 2016)
and oil-spill detection (De Maio et al., 2016). Researchers tried di�erent approaches to solving
data imbalance problems that are broadly categorized as data-level approaches and algorithm-level
approaches.

From many business applications, however, the credit card fraud detection has been taken
as a study example in this chapter. For banks and card issuers, credit card fraud is an alarming
event. Due to credit card anomalies, �nancial institutions count a huge amount of monetary
losses every year. ereby, credit card fraud discovery is an integral part of banks that screens fake
transactions in advance of their authorization by card issuers. Although credit card anomalies
happen infrequently, they result in huge impacts as most fake transactions have large values. As
of privacy issues, there is a lack of empirical research on evidencing real-world transaction data.
Hence, it is signi�cant to classify and predict whether a transaction is fraudulent. Moreover, a
su�cient prediction of fraud transactions permits stakeholders to take timely actions that can
potentially prevent extra fraud or monetary losses.

In this chapter, we will mainly discuss the data-level approaches for detecting credit card fraud.
e oversampling and undersampling approach tries to duplicate the minority class examples and
remove some majority class examples, respectively. In some cases, the combination of both sam-
pling techniques might be an e�ective solution. Other data-level methods generate new samples
for minority class applying some data patterns and hypothesis.e SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002)
and borderline-SMOTE (Han, Wang, and Mao, 2005; Nguyen, Cooper, and Kamei, 2009) are
the popular examples of such approaches. e evaluation metrics that suited to judge the perfor-
mance of classi�cation methods on such datasets include AUC (Yang et al., 2017), ROC curve
and precision-recall curve (He and Garcia, 2009).

e rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we �rst de�ne the data imbalance problem in
Section 11.2. en, we discuss the possible solution for the imbalanced dataset in Section 11.3.
Section 11.4 presents the evaluation metrics to measure the performance of any method having
an imbalance problem. A case study on credit card fraud detection dataset is also presented in
Section 11.5. Finally, we conclude the chapter with some future research directions in Section 11.6.

11.2 Data imbalance problem
Usually, the dataset with unequal distribution of di�erent class examples is an imbalanced one.
But in the classi�cation task, when any dataset exhibits the property that the number of major-
ity class examples is signi�cantly larger than the number of minority class examples, it will be
treated as imbalanced one (He andGarcia, 2009).Moreover, in some cases, the di�erence between
the number of data points over classes might be extremely unequal. e severely imbalanced
dataset can be de�ned by the ratio between the number of inter-class data points, and the ratio
could be 100:1, 1000:1 or 10000:1 (Krawczyk, 2016). at means a 100:1 extremely imbalanced
dataset has 100 majority class examples per one minority class example and is analogous for other
ratios.

For example, in the product backorder prediction task (Hajek and Abedin, 2020), only one
product went backorder per 137 orders. In ratio, the rarity of the backordered product can be
de�ned as 137:1, which indicates this is a highly imbalanced dataset. We can illustrate the distri-
bution of the example over two di�erent class by using Figure 11.1. Similarly, for the credit card
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Figure 11.1 Class distribution in product backorder prediction dataset.

fraud detection dataset, only 0.17% data points are labeled as fraud and the rest of the examples
(99.87%) are successful valid transactions. Hence, the algorithms need some level of superiority
to learn the pattern of credit card fraud. is is next to impossible for any classical method due
to the lack of data points for the minority class. Hence, the minority class examples should be
increased in some way so that the algorithm can learn the minority class and eventually predict
correctly. It can be done in two ways: one is to duplicate the examples and another is to generate
some examples synthetically considering the data patterns.

11.3 Balancing techniques
11.3.1 Random sampling-based method

As the classical algorithms perform with standard accuracy in the balanced dataset, randomly
duplicating the minority class examples or removing random majority class data points might be
one solution. Previous studies also suggested that classical algorithms could provide high accuracy
on a balanced dataset after applying random sampling. To overcome the imbalanced problem, one
of the most easiest and widely used �rst step solutions is random oversampling or/and random
undersampling (Douzas and Bacao, 2017). By maintaining an inter-class ratio of data points,
someminority class examples can be oversampled. For the same reason, if the number of minority
class examples is reasonable, some majority class examples can be removed randomly to achieve a
balanced ratio (Cao et al., 2013). e common practice is to exploit the combination of random
oversampling and undersampling before applying the classi�cation algorithm.

11.3.2 SMOTE oversampling

Generally, the misclassi�cation cost is comparatively higher when an abnormal object is predicted
as normal than the opposite error cost. e loss of a classi�er might increase because of copying
minority class examples randomly to achieve the balance in the distribution of examples in the
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dataset. To create minority class examples arti�cially, a widely used technique called SMOTE-
(Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique) was proposed by Chawla et al. (2002). Unlike
random oversampling, SMOTE can create synthetic examples of a particular minority class arti-
�cially (Last, Douzas, and Bacao, 2017).

To choose minority class examples, SMOTE leverages the synthetic examples along the ling
segments (Sharma et al., 2018). At �rst, considering the nearest neighbors it selected k minority
examples by joining the line with all. Here, k nearest minority examples are chosen based on
the desired number of over-sampled examples. e di�erence between the feature vectors of the
considered sample and its nearest neighbor is exploited to create synthetic minority class examples
for selection. A random number in [0,1] is multiplied with the di�erence and added to the feature
vector of the considered sample. erefore, the random point along the line is selected between
two features and it will be the more e�ective decision region.

However, depending on the percentage of the oversampling examples, SMOTE decides how
many synthetic samples are needed. For example, we need to generate new example for each
instance if the oversampling percentage is 100%; hence, the size of the minority class will be twice.
Let the percentage be n, given that n  100; the SMOTE oversampling technique’s working steps
are as follows:   
1. SMOTE �rst identi�es k nearest neighbors such that k  ceil n

100 from minority class X
by exploiting traditional Euclidean distance (Guo et al., 2003):    n   

d P Q   2pi  qi
i 1

where P and Q indicate the vector representation of features of a particular minority sample
and one neighbor, respectively.

2. en, we need to calculate the di�erence between the feature vectors of the negative class
example and neighbor. In total, we have k feature di�erence vectors.

3. Each feature value of the vector is multiplied by a random number on a scale [0,1].
4. Finally, the summation vector among the di�erence vectors is used as a minority class

example.

11.3.3 Borderline-SMOTE

Most classi�cation algorithms try to learn the borderline examples of each class. Because the
rate of misclassi�cation might depend on how the algorithms learn borderline examples. It is
also common for any method that classi�es the borderline data points as the wrong class. ere-
fore a special version of SMOTE has been introduced considering the above scenario that is
widely known as borderline-SMOTE (Han, Wang, and Mao, 2005). Note that SMOTE �rst
selects k nearest neighbors in the minority class and generates the class examples for the minor-
ity class. But borderline-SMOTE only creates and oversampled the borderline data points of
the minority class (Nguyen, Cooper, and Kamei, 2009). In summary, �rst, borderline-SMOTE
�nds out the borderline examples, then generates the synthetic data points and adds them to the
training set as minority class examples. Given a labeled training dataset, let  p1 p2     pa and
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 n1 n2     nb be the minority and majority class examples having the size a and b, respectively.
en the steps of borderline-SMOTE are described as follows:

1. Calculate the m nearest neighbors for each minority class example, pi, in the dataset. Let m 

be the number of majority examples such that 0  m 
 m

2. When m 
 m, such that all the nearest neighbors are from majority examples, that pi

is considered as noise. If the number nearest of neighbors of pi from the majority class is
larger than the neighbors from minority class such that m m 

  2 m, then pi could be
easily misclassi�ed. erefore, that pi is put into the DANGER set. ese are the borderline
examples of minority class.

3. e members in the DANGER set are from minority examples and they are borderline data
points. Mathematically,

DANGER p  
   1 p  2 p      3 p  H

where DANGER  P and 0  H  a.
4. For a positive integer s lies in [1 K ], s  H number for positive data points are generated.

en for each example in DANGER, this method randomly selects s nearest neighbors from
its k nearest neighbors. is step is similar to the SMOTE that has been explained in the
previous section.

11.3.4 Class weight boosting

e prominent classi�cation algorithms usually are applied to the dataset that has an equal weight
for each class. But, for the imbalanced dataset, one sensible approach is to use di�erent class
weights for speci�c classes. As we noted earlier, minority samples are very rare in the real world.
Hence, providing greater weight to the minority class can boost the classi�cation performance.
e minority class samples are very challenging to accurately classify which makes the classi�-
cation performance very poor. However, the majority class samples are easier to predict. is
scenario might increase the loss of a particular classi�cation algorithm. Hence, weight boosting
might be e�ective to apply and handle the imbalance in the dataset (Sun, Kamel, and Wang,
2006).

11.4 Evaluation metrics
e performance of any classi�er is estimated usually by Accuracy, Precision and Recall. However,
the performance estimation of a classi�er handling data imbalance is somewhat di�erent than the
conventional one. Hence, some other metrics such as the area under the curve (AUC), receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) curve, precision-recall curve, etc. are employed to test the per-
formance of a method applied on imbalanced data. Exploiting a matrix with di�erent statistics
refereed as a confusion matrix (Figure 11.2) (Chawla et al., 2002), the above-mentioned metrics
are estimated.

In summary, the confusion metrics consist of four statistics: True Negative, False Negative,
False Positive and False Negative. ese can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 11.2 Confusion matrix (see Moula, Guotai, and Abedin, 2017, p. 165).

 True Negative (TN): How many negative examples are predicted appropriately as negative
examples?

 False Positive (FP): How many negative examples are predicted inappropriately as positive
examples?

 False Negative (FN): How many positive examples are predicted inappropriately as nega-
tive examples?

 True Positive (TP): How many positive examples are predicted inappropriately as positive
examples?

Accuracy is the most widely used metrics (Moula, Guotai, and Abedin, 2017) to judge the perfor-
mance of any classi�er which can be de�ned as follows:

TP  TN
Acc  

TP  FN  FP  FN

Besides the Accuracy Acc metric, loss  1  Acc is a considerable metric to estimate the
system’s performance. Due to the imbalance in the class distribution, the losses are also unequal
throughout the classes. erefore, the Accuracy is not su�cient to measure the performance of
the classi�er (Chawla et al., 2002). Moreover, accuracy is a general metric that does not indicate
howmany correctly classify samples of a particular class. For imbalance dataset, ROC is employed
widely as a better metric to evaluate the performance of the classi�cation algorithm (Chawla et al.,
2002).

FP
F  

FP  TN
e precision p is another evaluation metric that is based on the accuracy of the classi�er when
it classi�es only the positive examples. Precision is calculated as follows:

TP
P  

TP  FP

e ability of any particular classi�er to predict positive samples is measured by the recall R:

TP
R  

TP  FN

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves: ROC curve is widely used to measure the
performance of any classi�er applied on imbalanced dataset (Yang et al., 2017). is curve can be
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constructed by using twomeasures: true positive rate and false positive rate.ese can be calculated
by the following equations (see Moula, Guotai, and Abedin, 2017, p. 165):

TP FP
TP_rate   FP_rate  

TP  FN FP  TN

ROC curve can be drawn by plotting the TP_rate and FP_rate. Note that any point in the curve
represents the performance of the classi�er in certain distribution. e curve also represents the
trade-o� between true positive and false positive. ey also correspond to the bene�t and cost of
the classi�er, respectively.

As an example, an ROC curve is illustrated in Figure 11.3. e ROC points in the diagonal
BD represent the random guess of the class labels, which means random classi�er. e blue and
green curves in Figure 11.3 indicate the typical ROC curves. If the curve is closer to point A,
the performance is better compared to the others. Here, we can see that the performance of any
method having the blue ROC curve is better than the classi�er having the green ROC curve.
According to the curve, we can also say that the classi�er might have a higher number of true
positive examples by raising the false positive examples. However, any ROC curve going through
the shaded part in the �gure is the worst classi�er than the random classi�ers.

Precision-Recall curve: Precision-Recall curve is quite similar to the ROC curve. is curve
can be used for a highly imbalanced dataset (He andGarcia, 2009). In the same fashion, this curve
can be generated by plotting the value of precision and recall of the classi�er. e characteristics
are similar to the ROC curve. But for a severely imbalanced dataset where the number of negative
examples is extremely larger than the positive example, the ROC cannot be the only curve to
measure the performance. However, if the curve is similar for both ROC and precision-recall,
then the performance can be validated.

Area Under Curve (AUC): e most important evaluation metric to test is the e�ciency of
a classi�er under data imbalance in AUC (Area Under Curve) (Chawla et al., 2002; Yang et al.,
2017). Basically, AUC is estimated considering the ROC curve or the precision recall curve. is
metric is single-handedly well enough to indicate the performance of any classi�er under data
imbalance problem. is evaluation metric is estimated as follows:
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Figure 11.3 Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves.
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e area under the blue curve illustrates the AUC of the classi�er with blue ROC in Figure 11.3.

11.5 Case study: credit card fraud detection
To visualize the performance of di�erent data-level balancing techniques discussed throughout
this chapter, we applied those techniques on an imbalanced business dataset. We collected Credit
Card Fraud Detection dataset from Kaggle.

e dataset has the transaction details of European cardholders from September 2019. Accord-
ing to the statistics of the class distribution, this is a highly imbalanced dataset. e number of
valid transactions by the cardholders is 284,807; on the contrary, the fraud transactions have hap-
pened only 492 times. In other words, the amount of minority class (fraud transaction) is only
0.17%. e distribution is illustrated in Figure 11.4. However, each transaction has 30 di�erent
feature values – though the feature values are not the original ones. e organizers applied the
principal component analysis technique to transform the data values for con�dentiality purposes.

We applied di�erent data-level approaches to balance the dataset before applying the classi-
�cation method. A typical deep neural network-based (Kraus, Feuerriegel, and Oztekin, 2020)
classi�cation technique has been applied to train the method.e dataset has been split and 80%
was used for training and the rest of the samples have been utilized for testing. After applying the
DNN-based method, we evaluated the performance of di�erent data-level balancing techniques.
e performance of di�erent methods is reported in Figure 11.5. We can see that, among four
di�erent balancing techniques, borderline-SMOTE outperformed others.

In terms of AUC, we can see that the other balancing techniques were also performed e�ec-
tively. Note that borderline-SMOTE always tries to �nd out the borderline samples that tend to
be misclassi�ed.erefore, by applying this particular technique, the method can learn and select
better candidates to resample the dataset. However, SMOTE oversampling generates the samples
synthetically rather than randomly. e performance also visualizes the superiority of SMOTE
over random oversampling and weight boosting. We also illustrated the performance in terms of
the ROC curve in Figure 11.6. e curves also represent the performance of di�erent balancing
techniques.
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Figure 11.4 The distribution of valid transaction and fraud transaction in Credit Card Fraud
detection dataset.
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Figure 11.6 Performance of different data balancing techniques on credit card fraud detection
dataset in terms of ROC curve.
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11.6 Conclusion
In summary, the class imbalanced dataset has a skewed distribution of data points over the
classes. In a highly imbalanced dataset, the number of majority class examples might be extremely
higher than the number of minority class examples. In this chapter, we presented some data-
level challenges and the solution to overcome the imbalanced problem. e techniques to
solve the imbalanced problems include random oversampling and undersampling, SMOTE and
borderline-SMOTE synthetic sampling and class weight boosting. To measure the performance
of any classi�er on such data, there are several e�ective evaluation metrics such as ROC curve,
precision-recall curve and AUC. Future research can use a larger dataset frommulti-countries per-
spectives in order to test the e�ectiveness of various techniques. Research on innovative methods
in tackling classi�cation challenges with imbalance data is warranted.
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Chapter 12

Arti�cial intelligence (AI) in
recruiting talents
Recruiters’ intention and
actual use of AI

Md. Aftab Uddin, Mohammad Sarwar Alam,
Md. Kaosar Hossain, Tarikul Islam, and Md. Shah Azizul Hoque

12.1 Introduction
Arti�cial intelligence (AI) is a fast-growing �eld of study in the computer science domain that
emulates speci�c human characteristics to catch up with the rapid advances in human life
(Hmoud and Laszlo, 2019; Tambe et al., 2019; Zhou and Shen, 2018). AI can be de�ned as
the ability of computer technology to model human behavior without minimum human inter-
vention (Black and van Esch, 2020; Hamet and Tremblay, 2017). Unlike the nature of human
intelligence, AI research has focused on only a few components of intelligence such as learning,
knowledge, perception, problem-solving, planning, ability to manipulate and move objects as
well as advance and correct uses of language. Since its beginning back in 1921 as a robot (the
earliest form of AI), mentioned in Hamet and Tremblay (2017), AI contributes to numerous
�elds including business, education, transportation, agriculture, entertainment, engineering, etc.
(Popa, 2011; Ramesh et al., 2004). AI is used to accomplish administrative tasks faster, better, and
cheaper with absolute accuracy (Bhalgat, 2019; Kolbjornsrud et al., 2016). AI is becoming more
popular day by day because of its three salient features such as recruitment and on-boarding,
internal mobility and employee retention, and automation of administrative tasks in a cheaper,
quicker, and smoother manner (Iqbal, 2018; O’Connor, 2020).
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Nowadays, human resources are treated as the strategic weapon for businesses to outperform
competitors, and it is believed that knowledge, skill, abilities, and other characteristics embodied
in the human capital can elicit sustainable competitive advantage (Black and van Esch, 2020;
Patel et al., 2019). However, acquiring the right talent is considered as one of the toughest issues
managers face in a competitive global marketplace (Park et al., 2004). e talent acquisition
function within HR is assigned with the responsibility to acquire people with the highest possible
potentialities (Palshikar et al., 2019). Moreover, recruiting talents using traditional mode is very
challenging, particularly screening in the right resumes, sorting the desired skill sets objectively,
and eliciting the matched pro�le for the �rm (Wilfred, 2018). Particularly, recruiters need to
scan and analyze the complete resumes/curriculum vitae, pro�les, and other referrals to screen
the right candidate, which prevents e�ective recruitment because of human limitations caused
by unconscious biases, favoritism, preconceived perceptions, and time constraints (Hmoud and
Laszlo, 2019; Johansson and Herranen, 2019).

In the current tech-based workplace, hiring managers always strive to apply new techniques
to source the right talents for making sure of person-job �t (Dennis, 2018; Gupta et al., 2018a;
Wilfred, 2018). If we conclude based on the survey, there are tremendous opportunities for HR
professionals to adopt AI in their processes and reap the bene�ts of using this advanced technol-
ogy (Deloitte, 2019; Iqbal, 2018). Entelo, Harver, and HireVue are some examples of AI-based
recruitment applications used by thousands of organizations (Vedapradha, 2019). Bersin (2017)
revealed that around 96% of recruiters believe that AI facilitates talent acquisition and retention
signi�cantly, and 13% of HRmanagers already see evidence of AI becoming a regular part of HR.

By using the software HR professionals are getting advantages in performing tasks such as
viewing and updating employee information, access to HR business transaction data, team train-
ing, automation of repetitive, low-value tasks, and the hiring process without any human inter-
vention (McGovern et al., 2018; Vardarlier and Zafer, 2020). Henceforth, these automated sys-
tems in recruitment are proposed to overcome the problems of manual processing and analysis
for saving time and cost of right talent recruitment (Tambe et al., 2019; van Esch et al., 2019;
Vedapradha, 2019). Organizations use AI (such as data mining, arti�cial neural network, expert
systems, machine learning, and knowledge-based search engines) for numerous purposes. AI is a
very time- and cost-saving option for the organizations that replaces tiresome manual processes
rapidly (Hmoud and Laszlo, 2019; Wilfred, 2018). It has been employed to generate candidate
pool – screening candidates initially, evaluating them, and �nally selecting them as the best pos-
sible ones (Geetha and Bhanu, 2018; Nawaz, 2019). Even the failed candidates are tracked as
potential future employees. e investment in AI can be validated for HR functions by HR pro-
fessionals’ time in administrative tasks, eliminating the loads of shared service centers by providing
HR services and answers for routine works; recruiting, selecting, and retaining; and reducing bias
in decision-making on HR-related issues (Bhalgat, 2019).

Although a good number of studies were found on di�erent recruitment tools in numer-
ous countries (Ball, 2001; Bamel et al., 2014; Boudreau and Cascio, 2017; Kmail et al., 2015;
Mehrabad and Brojeny, 2007; Palshikar et al., 2019; Quaosar, 2018), there is an insigni�cant
number of study on the use of AI technology in talent acquisition; particularly, study on the
recruiters’ and human resource professionals’ acceptance behavior of AI-directed talent acquisi-
tion tools is absent in the Bangladesh context. Other estimates reported in Tambe et al. (2019)
about Wharton School showed that 41% of CEOs are not prepared to make proper use of new
data analytic tools and only 4% claim that they are “to a large extent” prepared.
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In many countries such as Bangladesh di�erent brands of AI software such as the HR cloud
solution Success Factors (SF), with conversational AI capabilities through IBM Watson, SAP
Leonardo ML Foundation, Recast.AI, ServiceNow, and Microsoft Azure/Skype are used to con-
duct day-to-day activities by HR professionals. AI adoption is slow in Bangladesh as well as in the
rest of the world because of the talent gap, concern over privacy, ongoing maintenance, integra-
tion capabilities, and limited proven applications (McGovern et al., 2018). e existing literature
shows that AI is increasingly used for talent recruitment; however, little is known about the docu-
mentation to its user acceptance. e research questions in this project were based on the essence
of the UTAUT that blends other fragmented theories such as di�usion of innovation theory
(DOI), the theory of planned behavior (TPB), the social cognitive theory (SCT), and the tech-
nology acceptance model (TAM) (Uddin et al., 2020). Henceforth, this study will look forward
to answering the following research questions:

RQ1. What factors drive the recruiters/HR professionals to use or implement AI in recruiting
talents in Bangladeshi business organizations?

RQ2. What signi�cance does UTAUT provide in the implementation of AI at home and
abroad?

e study contributes to advance the theory and knowledge by providing new insights and
empirical evidence in numerous ways.is study is an attempt to �gure out the in�uential factors
associated with the adoption of AI-based software for talent acquisition and themagnitude of their
impacts on the adoption of AI technology using UTAUT (Khanam et al., 2015). We noticed that
the majority of studies on the use and implementations of AI using the UTAUT model were
conducted mostly in the advanced countries. ereby, this study is going to be the �rst in the
context of South Asian perspectives, particularly in Bangladesh, which will, directly and indirectly,
help to advance prior knowledge. Second, we add two new variables, such as technology anxiety
(TA) and resistance to change (RC) with the previous UTAUT model, which might add fresh
evidence to the previously held knowledge. Finally, we will investigate the moderating e�ect of
age status of HR professionals or recruiters because it is common that old adults resist any new
technology more than young adults do. Since AI adoption is unique in the case of Bangladesh
perspective, old adults might be reluctant to adopt AI-based technology to recruit talents. is
e�ect might also provide new dimensions of understanding AI adoption from age perspectives of
recruiters and HR professionals.

12.2 Theory and hypothesis development
In the past decades, we observed that technology acceptance, and, �nally, adoption had become
the talk of the topic. Numerous theories were used such as DOI, TPB, motivation theory, TAM,
institutional theory, SCT, UTAUT, and the model of perceived credibility theory (Alam et al.,
2018; Alam and Uddin, 2019; Uddin et al., 2020). However, theorists advocated that those frag-
mented theories failed to grip the wholesome view of themodel in a dynamic situation (Venkatesh
et al., 2003, 2012).Venkatesh et al. (2012) and Uddin et al. (2020) signposted to using a holistic
model that clustered all the fragmented concepts together to adopt and use any technology.

Consequently, the UTAUT is extensively used to discover the adoption and the actual use
of technology (Uddin et al., 2020), which is represented by facilitating conditions (FC), e�ort
expectancy (EE), social in�uence (SI), performance expectancy (PE), behavioral intention (BI) to
use, and actual use (AU) (Venkatesh et al., 2003, 2012). Venkatesh et al. (2003) posited that the
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UTAUT had undergone considerable progress as opposed to any other models that accounted
for nearly 69% of BI, which is the strongest predictor of AU. However, AI is currently a novel
technology in Bangladesh and most HR professionals limitedly use AI at their work. erefore,
if we only consider actual use it may lead to an imprecise conclusion about HR professionals’
AI adoption behavior. e extent of the HR professionals’ willingness to adopt AI-tool can be
de�ned as a BI to use AI in recruiting talents. Speci�cally, we used potential factors included
in the original UTAUT model along with two additional variables and one moderating variable
for manifesting an accurate preview of AI adoption for recruiting talents by HR professionals in
Bangladesh.

12.2.1 Technology anxiety and intentions to use

As a negative a�ective response of end users toward any new technology, TA received consid-
erable focus in information system studies (Powell, 2013). TA can be de�ned as the degree of
users’ apprehension and fear as they are going to use new technology (Venkatesh, 2000). Schol-
ars extended the UTAUT model with many auxiliary variables (Alam and Uddin, 2019; Nuq
and Aubert, 2013; Oh and Yoon, 2014; Slade et al., 2013; Uddin et al., 2020) and TA has been
examined as a sheer concern which in�uences users’ intention to adopt a system. Technology is
a negative emotional response where it is observed that young adults exhibited more technology
skills and self-e�ciency than old adults (Czaja et al., 2006). Importantly, it holds that irrespective
of age groups, people experience fear and discomfort while using new technology (Meuter et al.,
2003). erefore, we can develop the following hypothesis:

H1. TA in�uences BI to use AI

12.2.2 Performance expectancy and intentions to use

PE in the UTAUTmodel is one of the most censorious determinants that explains BI. Venkatesh
et al. (2003) described PE as the extent to which using a particular technology ends with a speci�c
solution that users value. us, PE is a deciding factor stimulating the intention to choose or
use a technology (Alam et al., 2018; Alam and Uddin, 2019). Prior studies also exempli�ed the
�ndings that PE positively impacts intention to use technology (Rahi et al., 2019; Raza et al.,
2019; Soliman et al., 2019). Similar to the adoption of any new technology andmethod, recruiters
and professionals will have �rm faith on the predicted performance of AI while developing their
intention to use AI (Alam et al., 2018; Khanam et al., 2015; Rajan, 2015). Based on the above
empiric and theoretical underpinnings, the following hypothesis is formulated:

H2. PE in�uences the BI to use AI

12.2.3 Effort expectancy and intentions to use

Venkatesh (2000) explained that EE is the magnitude of ease related to technology use. is
construct is developed considering the perceived ease of use and the complexities associated with
the use of a technology (Alam and Uddin, 2019). In other words, EE in AI adoption re�ects the
users’ capability to use AI technology. Moreover, EE is a precursor of individuals’ intention to use
any technology (Aggelidis and Chatzoglou, 2009). Prior studies showed that EE and intention to
use technology are positively concomitant (Dwivedi et al., 2019; Raza et al., 2019; Rozmi et al.,
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2019; Uddin et al., 2020; Wrycza et al., 2017). erefore, we expect that EE is very vital for HR
professionals when using AI at the time of recruiting talents. Subsequently, we developed the
following hypothesis:

H3. EE in�uences BI to use AI.

12.2.4 Social in�uence and intention to use

SI refers to the magnitude to which users accept that essential others in their society believe and
expect users should use the new technology (Uddin et al., 2020; Venkatesh et al., 2012). Studies
opined that social norms and images and important others are essential during deciding as to
adopt the technology (Dwivedi et al., 2019; Rahi et al., 2019; Rajan, 2015). Speci�cally, SI in
AI adoption refers to the degree that individuals’ business and social groups believe that using
AI in recruiting talents is associated with group norms. e social impact theory professed that
people behave in compliance with their group norms because individuals think that aligning
with a particular group is essential to them (Latane, 1981). Lu et al. (2005) stated that SI puts a
premium on users’ BI at the beginning of a new technological breakthrough.

Additionally, the surrounding environment shapes and navigates human thoughts and under-
standing, which is a stimulator of aiming at the decision to use new technology (Dong, 2009).
us, SI is the strongest predictor of how an individual intends to adopt new technology, excep-
tionally when people are marginally involved with it. Moreover, a substantial number of studies
identi�ed the signi�cant in�uence of SI on the actual use of an object, such as e-government ser-
vices, cloud computing, brand identi�cation, and ERP adoption (Uddin et al., 2019a).erefore,
looking at the above �ndings, there are reasons to believe that essential others would strongly
in�uence the HR professionals’ intention to use AI in recruiting talents in their social groups.
us, we developed the following hypothesis:

H4. SI in�uences BI to use AI.

12.2.5 Resistance to change and intentions to use

Generally, people do resist when they encounter any new thing or process, which results in delay-
ing or terminating any change e�ort (Huy, 1999). Audia and Brion (2007) reasoned in their
multi-level study that all forces do resist to change initiatives. Generally, it is observed that people
resist to subside their susceptibility to potential threat or submissiveness or to lose of self-control
over the status quo (Gupta et al., 2018b). It is highlighted in the study of Rouhani and Mehri
(2018) that people not only apprehend to new technology but also try to resist it. Guo (2013)
and Hasan et al. (2018) provided that RC among the users results in declining intention to adopt
a technology. It is thus pinpointed that intention to adopt AI will also observe RC among users.
Consequently, the following hypothesis is endorsed:

H5. RC has a negative in�uence on BI to use AI.

12.2.6 Facilitating conditions and intentions to use

e adoption of technology requires proper organizational and technical supports to get expected
utility from using a novel technology. FC included perceived compatibility, and infrastruc-
tural and technological support in a new system (Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh et al., 2003). In
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numerous studies, intention to adopt technology is signi�cantly in�uenced by related FC in the
speci�ed technology (Rozmi et al., 2019; Soliman et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2020; Yi et al., 2006).
In general, it seems that users seek assistance if the devices are new to them.Moreover, the unavail-
ability of technical and infrastructural supports increases ambiguity among them, which prevents
the former from accepting a novel technology (Dong, 2009). Uddin et al. (2020) and Alam and
Uddin (2019) provided evidence in the context of Bangladesh that FC in�uences the BI to adopt
the technology. Accordingly, recruiters and HR professionals might be interested in using AI in
the recruitment process if they are assured of the availability of FC (Upadhyay and Khandelwal,
2018; Wilfred, 2018). Hence, we recommend the following hypothesis:

H6. FC predicts BI to use AI.

12.2.7 Behavioral intention to use and actual use

BI to use refers to the extent of positive and evaluative impacts that users relate the technology
with their target job (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Conversely, actual use is the demonstration of visible
reply toward a given target (Uddin et al., 2020). Related studies highlighted the impact of the
BI to use on AU behavior (Barrane et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2017; Raza et al., 2019; Tarhini
et al., 2016; Uddin et al., 2020). Studies pressed on the importance of inciting users’ intention to
use new technology for driving them actually to use the same. Hence, it can be synthesized that
ignited BI to use AI among the recruiters is a must to using AI (Gupta et al., 2018a; Kmail et al.,
2015; NiharikaReddy et al., 2019; Palshikar et al., 2019). us, adopting AI in recruiting, one’s
BI to use will strongly in�uence the AU behavior. So, the following hypothesis is proposed:

H7. BI to use predicts the AU of AI.

12.2.8 Moderating effects of age status

Despite there is a considerable di�erence between young and old as to technology and newness,
little is known about the intervening e�ects of age regarding technology adoption (Kwateng et al.,
2019; Morris and Vankatesh, 2000; Soliman et al., 2019; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Wrycza et al.,
2017). Venkatesh et al. (2003) stressed the fact that young adults are more intrinsically moti-
vated to accept change and adopt technology than old adults. ey further cited that old adults
try less to adopt any change and have less likelihood that increased e�orts would result in the
increased outcome (Kwateng et al., 2019; Soliman et al., 2019). Subsequently, old adults’ TA pre-
vents their BI to adopt AI. Venkatesh et al. (2003) underscored that the young displayed their
profound interest in PE while building their intention to accept technology than their counter-
parts. Likewise, the study of Rhodes (1983) denoted that older people showed their profound
knack for a�liation needs that inspire them to seek social approval of their activities. us, their
score on SI for building BI to accept AI will get higher than young adults. Kwateng et al. (2019)
investigated the moderating in�uence of age in a modi�ed UTAUT context and found that older
employees emphasized the availability of adequate supports and scored low on accepting change,
which is also mentioned in Hall and Mans�eld (1975).

As incited above, Venkatesh et al. (2003) also put more premium on credible supports and PE
for convincing old adults to adopt technology over young adults. Despite the fact that the study
of Laguna and Babcock (1997) revealed that there are almost no di�erences in TA or RC between
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young adults and old adults, Zajicek and Hall (2000) and Arning and Zie�e (2007) professed
that older adults display more inertia to change and fear of failure to their counterparts because of
their low level of technical e�cacy. Basing on the prior studies’ observation, we identi�ed that the
age di�erence between young adults and old adults moderates the in�uence of predictor variables
on BI to use AI in recruiting talents. In consequence, the hypotheses are:

H8. e in�uence of TA on the intention to use AI would be more substantial for young
adults than old adults.

H9. e impact of PE on the intention to use AI would be stronger for young adults than
old adults.

H10. e e�ect of EE on the intention to use AI would be stronger for young adults than old
adults.

H11. e in�uence of SI on the intention to use AI would be more substantial for young
adults than old adults.

H12. e impact of RC on the intention to use AI would be stronger for young adults than
old adults.

H13. e in�uence of FC on the intention to use AI would be stronger for young adults than
old adults (Figure 12.1).

Figure 12.1 The proposed research model.
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12.3 Research design
12.3.1 Survey design

is project would follow a very well-articulated technological map to frame the required activ-
ities. Multi-item survey instruments were designed to conduct the survey, which was collected
from prior studies conducted in English-speaking countries.erefore, following the understand-
ing of Brislin (1970), the back-translation method was followed to translate it into native-Bangla
(Uddin et al., 2019b). In this regard, the survey instruments were sent to academics and pro-
fessional to ensure its face and content validities and few necessary changes were made to items
(reworded and simpli�ed) for the comprehension of themeaning to the native-Bangladeshi (Mah-
mood et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2020). We followed the deductive reasoning approach to study
predicted relationships. e deductive method following positivism philosophy sounds justi�ed
when researchers are interested in testing the theory.

12.3.2 Data collection procedure and participants’ information

To perform the empirical examination of the model, we collected data from talent recruiters
and human resource professionals of the human resource department who have been working at
di�erent organizations in Bangladesh. A cover letter with a self-addressed envelope was sent to
the respondent to send us the data easily. e cover letter was addressed to the head of the human
resource/talent acquisition/personnel/administration department of each organization to select
one of their recruiters to respond to the survey. To avoid response bias, we assured them that
information would be kept private and con�dential and we will report on the general industrial
recruitment phenomenon in place of a �rm-speci�c data, which prevents them from pleasing any
(Azim et al., 2019; Mahmood et al., 2019).

We considered each organization as a unit and, hence, sent 396 questionnaires to organiza-
tions, and we received 259 surveys with a response rate of 65%, which is considered adequate
for conducting the study (Mahmood et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2019b). Finally, 252 responses
were used, leaving unmatched cases and missing data. We collected data from diverse groups
recruiting professionals in terms of gender, age, tenure, educational pro�le, the size of the �rm,
and type of industry. Table 12.1 shows that talent recruiters are male-dominated (80.2%) and
age ranges from a minimum of 23 years to a maximum of 60 years with a mean age of 33.40
years, which re�ects that the human resource profession is at its fancy. Speci�cally, the most sig-
ni�cant number of respondents belongs to 30–39 years old (151 respondents, 60%). Likewise,
the tenure of the participants also ranged from 1 year to 35 years, with a mean age of 6.10 years.
Sixty-one percent of the respondents have a tenure experience of one to �ve years. Educational
backgrounds highlighted that maximum professionals have a master degree (80%), followed by
a bachelor (19%) and others (1%). e study represented small (9%), medium (38%), and large
(53%) organizations, and service �rms (69%) responded more than manufacturing �rms (31%).

12.3.3 Measurement tools

As mentioned before, we adopted items representing the construct from the previous year
(Appendix 1). Few changes were tailored to items for suiting it to AI adoption and face validity to
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Table 12.1 Demographic information (n  252)

Characteristics Classi�cations Frequencies Percentage

Gender Male 202 80
Female 50 20

Age
Mean age = 33.40 years

20 to 29 years
30 to 39 years
41 and above

62
151
39

25
60
15

Tenure
Mean age = 6.10 years

1 to 5 years
6 to 10 years
More than 10 years

155
65
43

61
26
13

Education Undergrad
Master

47
201

19
80

PhD 4 1

Size of the �rm Small
Medium

22
95

9
38

Large 135 53

Type of industry Service industry
Manufacturing industry

174
78

69
31

generate accurate replies. We adopted items for constructs representing PE, EE, FC, SI, TA, and
BI to use developed and re�ned by Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Venkatesh et al. (2012). Finally, we
adopted items from Rajan (2015) and Laumer et al. (2016) to measure AU and RC, respectively.

12.3.4 Results and hypotheses testing

12.3.4.1 Analytical technique

We used the multivariate data analytic technique to analyze the data because it engenders data
using the whole model in an integratedmanner (Hair et al., 2014a). Henceforth, PLS-based struc-
tural equation modeling (PLS-SEM), SmartPLS3, is used for three reasons (Hair et al., 2017a;
Hair, 2017b). First, it guarantees to estimate the model with any sample size. Second, the present
study contains both direct e�ects and indirect e�ects, which can be measured simultaneously
using PLS-SEM (Hair et al., 2014b). Another distinctiveness of PLS-SEM is its capability to
evaluate both the measurement model and the structural model for ensuring the genuineness of
the results (Azim et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2019a).

12.3.4.2 Measurement model evaluation

In our measurement model evaluation, we examined the constructs’ reliabilities and validities
underlying the study.ereby, reliabilities are tested in Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability.
Any score above 0.70 is recommended adequate (Hair et al., 2017a, 2014a; Hair, 2017b). Scores
in Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability (Tables 12.2 and 12.3) ranged from 0.826 to 0.962,
which are within the cut-o� value.
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Table 12.2 Measurement model evaluation

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6

Control variables

1. Age

2. Tenure

1

0.799 1

3. Education 0.062  0 006 1

4. Size 0.019 0.044 0.254 1

5. Gender 0.093 0.057  0 012 0.005 1

6. Type

Latent variables

 0 123  0 079  0 159  0 211  0 015 1

7. AU  0 133  0 129 0.038  0 019 0.050  0 089

8. EE  0 060  0 075 0.043  0 033 0.086  0 025

9. FC  0 085  0 092 0.072 0.048 0.015 0.053

10. BI

11. PE

 0 112

 0 155 

 0 053

 0 108

0.018

 0 051

0.108

 0 006

0.028

 0 142

 0 023

 0 024

12. RC 0.091 0.060 0.068 0.086 0.000  0 108

13. SI  0 087  0 055  0 114  0 051 0.059 0.075

14. TA 0.033 0.063  0 107  0 004 0.001 0.046

Mean 33.401 6.103 – – – –

Standard deviation 6.180 5.419 – – – –

Cronbach’s alpha

Composite reliability

AVE

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

TA, technology anxiety; PE, perceived performance; EE, effort expectancy; SI, social in�uence; RC,
resistance to change; FC, facilitating conditions.

Convergent validity refers to the clustering of its item into the same construct, whereas dis-
criminant validity indicates the construct’s distinctiveness from other constructs (Hair et al.,
2017a, 2014a; Hair, 2017b). According to Hair (2017b), convergent validities will be achieved
when a construct’s average variance extracted (AVE) exceeds 0.50. Table 12.2 reports that AVE
ranged from 0.656 to 0.882, which demonstrated that constructs’ convergent validity is main-
tained. We measured discriminant validity using the approach of Fornell and Larcker (1981),
which posits that the square root of any construct’s AVE needs to be larger than its correlation
with other scores. Likewise, Table 12.2 also depicts the diagonal italicized score (the square root
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Table 12.3 Measurement model evaluation – cont.

Variables 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Latent variables

7. AU 0.934

8. EE 0.183 0.875

9. FC 0.269 0.323 0.917

10. BI 0.464 0.468 0.412 0.939

11. PE 0.270 0.460 0.244 0.446 0.810

12. RC  0 195  0 264  0 042  0 230  0 296 0.929

13. SI 0.243 0.369 0.252 0.401 0.302  0 187 0.912

14. TA  0 199  0 204  0 070  0 411  0 174 0.110  0 146 0.901

Mean 3.579 3.650 3.550 3.595 3.831 1.787 3.514 2.197

Standard deviation 0.892 0.826 0.952 1.029 0.748 0.965 0.933 0.961

Cronbach’s alpha 0.927 0.898 0.937 0.933 0.826 0.948 0.933 0.923

Composite reliability 0.953 0.929 0.955 0.957 0.884 0.962 0.952 0.945

AVE 0.872 0.766 0.841 0.882 0.656 0.864 0.832 0.812

TA, technology anxiety; PE, perceived performance; EE, effort expectancy; SI, social in�uence; RC,
resistance to change; FC, facilitating conditions.

of the related construct’s AVE) which is higher than scores beneath it. us, there is no concern
about reliability and validity.

12.3.4.3 Structural model evaluation

e structural model is tested using collinearity testing, 2 , p-value, and R . Collinearity means
that standardized regression weights among variables are not stable and subject to high stan-
dard errors. Mainly, the variance in�ation factor (VIF), an indicator of collinearity, above 3.00,
is problematic and leads to a damaging e�ect on the results (Mahmood et al., 2019). Notably,
the maximum VIF resulted here is 1.477 (EE), which is within the threshold limit. Figure 12.2
presents the results on the predicted paths along with their estimates. e �gure displays the
strength of the relationships in  and the overall predictability of the model (R2).

Subsequently, all the path coe�cients are documented signi�cantly along with their signi�-
cance levels, except the paths exhibiting the in�uence of RC on BI (Hair et al., 2017a, 2014b).
To investigate the strength of R2, we used the references of Cohen (1977) and Hair et al. (2014a).
Cohen (1977) mentioned that R2 scores with 0.10, 0.25, and 0.30 are small, medium, and sig-
ni�cant, respectively, and conversely, Hair et al. (2014a) asserted that any score above 0.20 (R2)
in a behavioral science discipline is satisfactory. Remarkably, Figure 12.2 posits that R2 for both
cases is above 0.20. us, the strength of the paths and the overall predictability of the model are
acceptable.
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Figure 12.2 The structural model with the path estimates.

12.3.4.4 Testing of direct effects

Results exposed in Table 12.4 discovered that all the hypotheses (H1:    0 297 p  000, H2:
  0189 p  007, H3:   0 165 p  011, H4:   0 169 p  004, H6:   0 249 p  

000, and H7:   0 464) are supported, excepting H5 (   0 059 p  332). As a result,
the present research found that all the hypotheses are signi�cant. However, H5 accentuating
the in�uence of RC on the BI to use the AI-enabled tool is insigni�cant because most of the
respondents in recruiting talents are young who have no apathy to any sort of change.

12.3.4.5 Testing of moderating effects

Consistent with our hypothesized research framework, we tested the moderating in�uence of
respondents’ age of the in�uence of exogenous variables (predictors of intention to use AI-tool)
on the endogenous variable (intention to use AI-tool). Henceforth, multi-group analysis (MGA)
is used to estimate the moderating e�ect on the underlying path relations (Hair et al., 2017a;
Sarstedt et al., 2011). Accordingly, we split the respondents into two mutually exclusive groups:
young adults who are below 33 (135, 53.6%) and old adults who are 33 and above (117, 46.4%)
(Lowry and Gaskin, 2014).

Table 12.4 displays moderating e�ects of age on the in�uence of TA, PE, EE, SI, RC, and
FC on IU. Results in Table 12.5 revealed that the negative in�uence of TA on IU (H8) for old
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Table 12.4 Test statistics of direct effects

Hypotheses Path relations  STER t-statistics p-value Decision

Hypothesis 1 TA  BI to use  0 297 0.055 5.423 0.000 Supported

Hypothesis 2 PE  BI to use 0.189 0.072 2.681 0.007 Supported

Hypothesis 3 EE  BI to use 0.165 0.064 2.532 0.011 Supported

Hypothesis 4 SI  BI to use 0.169 0.058 2.890 0.004 Supported

Hypothesis 5 RC  BI to use  0 059 0.057 0.970 0.332 Not supported

Hypothesis 6 FC  BI to use 0.249 0.061 4.064 0.000 Supported

Hypothesis 7 BI to use  AU 0.464 0.060 7.772 0.000 Supported

TA, technology anxiety; PE, perceived performance; EE, effort expectancy; SI, social in�uence; RC,
resistance to change; FC, facilitating conditions; STER, standard error; Bold and italicized diagonal
value indicates square root of the corresponding variable’s average variance extracted (AVE).

adults is higher than young adults. Unfortunately, the di�erence between old and young adults
is not signi�cant (   0 175 p  0 123). Likewise, the impacts of PE, EE, and SI on IU
have also di�ered concerning old and young adults. Akin to H8, the in�uences of PE (  

0 217 p  0 122), EE (   0 070 p  0 555), and SI (  0 081 p  0 462) on IU are
not signi�cantly di�erent between old and young adults.

Furthermore, the e�ect of RC on IU is found insigni�cant among old adults; however, the
same e�ect is found signi�cant among young adults. Surprisingly, the di�erence is found sig-
ni�cant (   0 296 p  0 007). Finally, in H13, the in�uence of FC on IU reported that
the e�ect is also di�erent between old and young adults, and the di�erence is found signi�-
cant (   0 269 p  0 021). erefore, Table 12.4 indicates that hypotheses 8–11 are not
supported, whereas hypotheses 12 and 13 are supported.

12.4 Discussion and conclusion
e present study investigated the adoption and the AU of AI in recruiting talents from a devel-
oping country’s perspective, speci�cally in Bangladesh. Hypotheses and research questions were
developed from the ideation of UTAUT. Adoption and implementation of AI for recruiting
talent by the human resource professionals might result in e�cient and e�ective recruitment
promptly. In our proposed study, a conceptual model is developed with extensions to origi-
nal UTAUT by TA and RC along with the moderating mechanism of age status, and exam-
ines the determinants of AI adoption and its actual use in recruiting talents by Bangladeshi
recruiters.

As illustrated before, results showed that impacts of all predictors on the intention to use
AI are statistically signi�cant. e study also revealed that there is a substantial in�uence of BI
to adopt AI on the actual use of AI in recruiting talents. Surprisingly, the impact of RC on the
BI to use AI is found insigni�cant. Since there is no study on the adoption of AI in recruiting
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talents, in consequence, no relevance was noticed. However, the results found consistent with
the �ndings of UTAUT, which were studied in other settings (Alam and Uddin, 2019; Kwateng
et al., 2019; Rozmi et al., 2019; Uddin et al., 2020; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Wrycza et al., 2017).
is study surely will contribute to putting forward the unique insights for AI adoption and the
AU of it from the conceptualization of UTAUT in acquiring talents. is study will also provide
an understanding of the processes and mechanisms of AI adoption and its AU by the recruiters
and HR professionals in recruiting talents.

Using the premise of the UTAUT model, this study reviewed several factors in�uencing
the adoption and the AU of AI in the context of Bangladesh. e observed results delineate
that when TA, PE, EE, SI, and FC of AI increase, actual users’ BI to use of AI �uctuates,
which is found relevant in the context of the UTAUT model (Asamoah and Andoh-Baidoo,
2018). Likewise, the impact of RC on the BI to use AI is not found signi�cant. Studies show
that HR professionals are relatively young (33.40 years), and it is also found that they are
highly educated (79.80% have master degrees), which signi�es that they will have less inertia to
change.

We have examined the moderating e�ects of age from the ideation of the original study
(Venkatesh et al., 2003). e results of the moderating e�ects of age status associated with AI
indicate that age plays an insigni�cant role regarding the in�uence of EE, TA, SI, and RC
on the BI to use AI because the age di�erence is very low among the recruiting professionals
in Bangladesh. e result is found consistent with the �ndings of Venkatesh et al. (2012) and
Laguna and Babcock (1997). Similar to the observations of Arning and Zie�e (2007), Soliman
et al. (2019), Kwateng et al. (2019), Venkatesh et al. (2003), and Zajicek and Hall (2000), the
study shows that young and old adults demonstrated di�erent results as to the in�uence of RC
and FC on the BI to use AI (Hall and Mans�eld, 1975; Kwateng et al., 2019; Soliman et al.,
2019).

12.4.1 Limitation of study and future research directions

e present study is the �rst attempt in its type to unearth the factors impacting the adoption and
the AU of AI in recruiting talents by recruiters, speci�cally in Bangladesh. Although the study
contributes in numerous ways to advance the literature and provides novel insights by proposing
AI technology replacing traditional recruitments, it inherently contains some constraints that
inhibit the generalization of the �ndings. First, we collected data from talent recruiters and human
resource professionals of the human resources department who were working at di�erent organi-
zations in Bangladesh, which still lack industry comprehensiveness. Second, respondents are too
young with a very less tenure experience to understand the real state of AI adoption and the AU
of it. Hence, future researchers are expected to go for including more respondents with experi-
enced recruiters for developing a real scenario on AI adoption in Bangladesh. ird, the sample
size and cross-sectional data prevent the �ndings from generalizability and causality. ereby, we
recommend using more responses in a longitudinal survey in a mixed-method design. Finally, the
study on the adoption of AI in recruiting is in its infancy. It might not be adequate to generalize
the �ndings based on research in Bangladesh.erefore, we will recommend to future researchers
to conduct more studies in other countries and cross-culture settings to have a holistic glimpse
of it.
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